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Abstract
The purpose of my study was to understand the perceptions of first-generation
female doctoral students (FGFDS) and what factors may impact first-generation female
doctoral students’ completion of their doctoral program. As the researcher, I collected
data through: (a) interviews, (b) participant generated photographs, (c) the group
meeting, and (d) the researcher’s personal reflexive journal. Two research questions
guided this exploratory qualitative study: In what ways do first-generation female
doctoral students in the College of Education perceive their experiences impact their
progress during their doctoral program at a large research university in Central Florida?;
and what factors do first-generation female doctoral students perceive to influence the
completion of their doctoral program?
Data were generated through the interview schedule, the photos, the group
meeting, and the demographic questionnaire. I used a 6-phase process of thematic
data analysis to generate themes from the interviews and to compare the results of the
photovoice process. The five pre-ordinately defined themes used for the virtual
interview, rank order of photographs, and group meeting were: socialization,
psychological factors, faculty mentoring, understanding the academic process, and
financial support. Additional themes from the virtual interviews were physical and
mental exhaustion and COVID19 impact and challenges. During the group meeting and
rank ordering of photographs, participants identified two additional themes: the broken
doctoral process and feeling alone and lost throughout the doctoral process. This study
viii

contributes to research on first-generation female doctoral students in the university
setting. It also adds to the body of literature on ways educators such as faculty,
advisors, and support staff could provide more intentional and supportive programming
specifically geared towards the needs of FGFDS to ensure they feel welcomed and
supported throughout the doctoral process. The conclusions from this study were that
participants did not always have the tools to navigate the next step in the doctoral
process or to work through an obstacle, so many arrived at the moment of crisis and
considered dropping out of their doctoral program. The implications suggest doctoral
advisors, faculty advisors, and wellness counselors could work together through a
virtual platform dedicated to help students navigate the doctoral process.

ix

Chapter 1
Introduction
Research dedicated to understanding first-generation students has largely
focused on undergraduate student populations within their first and second year of
college (Gardner, 2013). Most of the guidance and support to navigate academic
settings has been demonstrated through student services and advisors for
undergraduate level first-generation students. But, first-generation doctoral students
have remained understudied (Holley & Gardner, 2011; Wofford et al., 2021). Firstgeneration doctoral students are more likely to be female as well as students of color
Holley & Gardner, 2011). Mansfield et al. (2010) report factors impacting female
doctoral students’ progress include “five general areas: constraints within the
organizational culture, personal and familial sacrifice, struggles with identity, questioning
self, and experiences with mentoring” (p. 731). Mansfield et al. (2010) conclude, “less
plentiful is research focused on women in specific programs and departments . . . what
research exists, however, portrays an environment of isolation and marginalization for
women” (p. 728). Access to higher education provides career development, stability,
and mental wellness among graduates who have received advanced degrees (Tate et
al., 2015). Accessibility to doctoral programs for first-generation female doctoral
students may provide a more welcoming campus and graduates may also encourage
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the advancement of talent and success among women in academia and within the fields
of education at higher education institutions (Mansfield et al., 2015).
Over time, these faculty who are first-generation may serve as role models and
support for incoming first-generation female doctoral students through their shared
experiences (Kniffin, 2007). Furthermore, nontraditional doctoral students bring with
them an array of life experiences, which can be an asset to doctoral programs
(Offerman, 2011). For example, the profile of the traditional doctoral student has
dramatically shifted from a full-time white male to include a much different nontraditional
doctoral student profile. The National Science Foundation (NSF), the National Institutes
of Health, the Department of Education, and the National Endowment for the
Humanities sponsors an annual census survey, the Survey of Earned Doctorates,which
has been conducted since 1957. The Survey of Earned Doctorates is an annual survey
of all individuals receiving a research doctorate degree granted from U.S. institutions
(Kang, 2020). According to the 2019 survey cycle of the Survey of Earned Doctorates,
16.5% of doctoral recipients reported neither parent received a high school diploma and
26.4% reported neither parent received a bachelor’s degree (Kang, 2020).
In addition, the nontraditional doctoral student “is older, more mature, and brings
into the learning situation a wealth of real-world, career experience” (Offerman, 2011, p.
27). For example, the nontraditional contemporary doctoral student may be pursuing a
doctorate midcareer, they may want to teach on a part-time basis, or they are planning
to transition to a new career (Offerman, 2011). According to the 2019 Survey of Earned
Doctorates, the average age of doctoral students in the education field is 38 years of
age, 56% are married, and 37% relied on their own resources to fund their programs
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(National Science Foundation, 2020). Today, the profile of nontraditional doctoral
students are married, working, and have other family responsibilities (Gardner, 2013,
Offerman, 2011, National Science Foundation, 2020). In education-based doctoral
programs, nontraditional students typically take longer to graduate and are over 43
years of age when they receive their doctorate (Gardner, 2013; Shulman et al., 2006).
With the changing profile of doctoral students, the nontraditional doctoral student
interactions between faculty and student have shifted, and the role between a faculty
member and nontraditional doctoral student becomes “facilitator, coach, and colleague”
(Offerman, 2011, p. 27).
Roksa et al. (2018) conducted a 3-year study on first-generation doctoral
students in the field of biology and compared first-generation PhD biology students over
the span of three years with continuing-generation students. Researchers Roksa et al.
(2018) noted a significant difference among first-generation doctoral student research
productivity in year two as well as difficulty becoming settled once placed on their own
in a permanent research site when compared to their continuing generation peers.
Specifically, by year two, first-generation doctoral students were behind in their research
productivity, although most had started research projects and were placed in a
permanent research site. Specifically,
continuing-generation students may have been settling into their permanent labs
in Year 2 and starting a positive trajectory of productivity, we did not observe the
same for first-generation students. First-generation students seemed to be
starting anew in Year 3 without benefitting as much from their accomplishments
in Year 2. (Roksa et al. 2018, p. 742)
In another study, Wofford et al. (2021) examined how 111 first-year firstgeneration and continuing generation PhD students perceived the role of faculty
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supporting their development as researchers. First-generation doctoral students in this
study had different expectations of the faculty-advisee relationships when compared to
their continuing-generation peers. In regards to the faculty-advisee relationship,
first-generation students expected more direct, skill-based guidance and
assistance with learning to do research the “right” way. Conversely, continuinggeneration students expected independence and support for their specific needs.
(Wofford et al., 2021, p. 1)
Ultimately, first-generation doctoral students expected their advisors to teach them how
to conduct quality research, while continuing education students expected skill-based
guidance. Additionally, first-generation students expected faculty to be interested in
their life outside of academia, while continuing generation students expected a
professional mentor-type relationship catering to their individual professional needs.
Therefore, first-generation doctoral students may need more guidance and intentional
conversations about faculty expectations.
Gardner (2013) points out the collective history of knowing how to navigate an
academic setting is missing among first-generation doctoral students. She explains
without a collective history to draw from, many first-generation doctoral students
struggle to understand the rules of graduate school. Gardner’s (2013) study reveals
first-generation doctoral students remain at a disadvantage from traditional students due
to financial constraints, not knowing about assistantships, and feeling as outsiders or
imposters within an academic world.
Unfortunately, according to Gardner (2013), many first-generation doctoral
students do not have a cognitive road map and struggle to know the rules of academic
life without a collective family history to assist them. Gardner (2013) describes cognitive
road maps “as mental models that are created jointly by mentors of a community and
4

give coherence to perceptions of events, people, and objects” (p. 47). However, firstgeneration doctoral students are left without a collective family history or cognitive road
map and may lack cultural knowledge to successfully navigate the expectations of a
doctoral program (Gardner, 2013). According to Holley and Gardner (2011), “while
existing studies have documented the struggles of first-generation college students, little
empirical research exists about the challenges and opportunities encountered by this
population at the doctoral level” (p. 78).
First-generation doctoral students may not understand how to progress
independently, which may mean they expect a more hands-on approach from their
faculty advisors to include help with developing their research agenda and in becoming
independent researchers and thinkers (Wofford et al., 2021). According to Seay et al.
(2008), attrition rates within the sub-group of first-generation students at the graduate
levels remains high. Trout (2018) recognizes factors leading to doctoral student dropout
are “stress, social isolation, the lack of an advisor/mentor student relationship, as well
as the lack of interaction between peers” (p. 25). Hill and Conceicão’s (2020) report
found 20% of all doctoral students were first-generation. In regards to ways the
University may cultivate a culture of support for female doctoral students, Mansfield et
al. (2010) posit
making the implicit rules of success in graduate school explicit and ensuring
transparency around scholarships, fellowships and job opportunities would go a
long way in addressing, and possibly ameliorating, the feelings of insecurity and
marginalization experienced by many women graduate students. (p.736)
Therefore, qualitative research dedicated to understanding first-generation female
doctoral student experiences may help bring awareness on a policy level to ensure
University supportive services are geared toward this unique and diverse population.
5

Qualitative scholars have the potential to create an understanding of characteristics and
themes as well as potential barriers first-generation doctoral students face, while
completing doctoral programs to ensure retention, timely graduation, and positive
student experiences throughout doctoral coursework are maintained.
Situating Myself in the Research
I am a first-generation doctoral student. I attended a large public high school in
New Jersey and grew up in a small town called Long Valley, which is surrounded by
mountains, trees, and farms. My dad owned a chemical manufacturing company, and
my mom worked in the office for the company. Both of my parents encouraged us to
pursue education. I was the third child among four children. So, when it was my turn,
my mom took me on campus visits. She would say “you can always invest in yourself,
and education is something no one can take away from you.” My mom grew up in
Dover, NJ, and, after graduating from a local community college with an associate
degree in Engineering, she drove herself to the University of Connecticut, but she was
intimidated by the campus and could not muster the courage to walk into the
Admissions Office. She had no one in her family to support or encourage her
educational goals. I was also intimidated by the admissions process of going to inperson interviews with Admission Counselors, but I had the support of my mom and
sister to encourage me and literally walk into the Admissions Offices with me.
When I graduated from high school, I wanted to soak in every moment of the
college experience, and I was fortunate to have my parent’s support financially to attend
a small women’s liberal arts college in Virginia. This was the first educational decision
to set the course of my life and where I developed a love for learning. Sweet Briar
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College laid the foundation for me to focus on my studies and pursue professional
interests. It also provided a space and place for me to develop my voice as well as the
tools to navigate life to come, to succeed, or to fail.
Academics were a challenge and navigating my way through registering for
classes and choosing the best major for myself was an unfamiliar process to me. Even
so, at Sweet Briar, I found the best support system by becoming involved as a Student
and Reunion Intern in the Alumnae Office. As an undergraduate, I was employed as a
Student Worker and Intern in the Alumnae Office to help plan College events and
programming for students, faculty, and alumnae. I enjoyed facilitating alumnae
programming and events, which developed my creativity, time-management, leadership,
and collaborative skills. At the Alumnae Office, I assisted in planning Alumnae Colleges
(i.e., Sweet Briar’s educational workshops during Reunion weekend), Reunions, and
Homecomings. While I was a sophomore, a college professor encouraged me to take a
position over the summer as a Camp Counselor and Lifeguard at Camp Wai Lani, which
is a Girl Scout camp on the southern Gulf coast of Florida. I jumped at the opportunity
to be a camp counselor and teach swimming lessons to young Girl Scouts. My
husband came to Camp Wai Lani to drop his younger sister off, and this is where my
connection to Florida began. He and I fell in love. In the Fall of my senior year in
college, he proposed, and, after college, I moved to Tampa, FL. In a short period of
time, I began working part time in the Writing Center at Hillsborough Community
College, then I received a position to work full-time for Neiman Marcus as a Cosmetic
Sales Representative. Next, I held a position for the Academy of the Holy Names in the
Alumnae Office as an Advancement Administrative Assistant and began working on
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alumnae programming there. However, I missed the small community I felt at Sweet
Briar, and I felt overwhelmed living so far from my family. I applied for a position in the
Alumnae Office and received the opportunity to return to Sweet Briar College once
again and work as the Assistant Director of Alumnae Relations. This is where I grew
professionally the most and gained an even greater insider’s perspective on working
within the higher education setting. I enjoyed being the lead for Reunion weekend,
developing programming for Homecoming, and engaging alumnae through Alumnae
Club Events with the opportunity to travel around the United States. I also worked on
special events to include a President’s Farewell Tour and welcoming Sweet Briar’s 10th
President for a Presidential Inauguration. After three years at Sweet Briar, my husband
received a job opportunity in Tampa, FL and moved back from Virginia. Eventually, I
also received an opportunity to follow him and began working for Saint Stephen’s
Episcopal School as Director of Alumnae Relations in Bradenton, FL.
Because my husband worked in Tampa and I worked in Bradenton, the commute
alone began to take its toll on me. Also, I sincerely wanted to advance in life, and I felt I
had hit a wall in my current position. I decided it was time to return to school. The
process of returning to school was overwhelming. How would I pay for school? Also,
the pressure of taking the Graduate Record Exam and completing my admittance
application was a challenge filled with many unknowns and questions. I chose a small
program at the University of South Florida St. Petersburg (USFSP) in a department
where my major professor was extremely supportive and positive.
My major professor was the reason why I succeeded and gained admittance to
the English Education program at USFSP. She would meet with me regularly to discuss
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courses and encouraged me to pursue my research interests. This kind of support
meant the world to me. The campus experience at USFSP was small, and I soon got to
know my professors in both the Education and English departments. The small
community also gave me an outlet and support system among my classmates. I still
needed to find funding to pay for my tuition, so I began investigating scholarships. The
process to find scholarships, figure out Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA), and literally find the Website to begin the process was an ordeal. I almost
gave up because the link to the scholarship page was broken for the USFSP campus.
However, after some persistence and phone calls, I was able to begin the scholarship
process. My professors were instrumental in providing letters of recommendation, and I
feel incredibly thankful and grateful to them for their support, because, without the
funding, I feel I would not have been able to finish my master’s degree.
During my master’s program, I again worked in an Academic Success Center as
a Writing Tutor at Hillsborough Community College. When I began my doctoral
program, I began teaching English Composition 1101 and 1102 online and face-to-face
to a diverse array of students to include international, INTO (an intensive English
program for International Students), and ESL (English as a Second Language) students
at the University of South Florida Tampa (USF) and University of South Florida St.
Petersburg (USFSP) campuses. The combined experiences of working in Alumnae
Relations and one-on-one experiences with students as a tutor and English Instructor
provided me with a shared understanding of the challenges first-generation students
face, because I had faced them as I navigated a bachelor’s and master’s degree and, I
felt I would face them as a doctoral student.
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The English Education program at USFSP proved to be a turning point for me
academically, and it was not until I was near completion of my master’s degree when I
felt more confident to consider the possibility of continuing my education. I remember
discussing with my husband the idea of going on to pursue a doctoral degree. He
supported my passion and encouraged me to go on—even though I had no blueprint on
what the next phase would look like, how I would accomplish it, and how I would
navigate the application process along with financing my doctorate. Although the road
ahead would be difficult, I endeavored to continue and make something of myself.
When I applied for my doctoral program, I relied heavily on the prior experiences in my
master’s program to navigate the application process. The process (although similar)
was a more challenging process than my master’s degree. Once admitted, the Tampa
campus alone was extremely large, and it was a major adjustment finding my way once
admitted to the program. My first doctoral course was Philosophies of Inquiry. I
commuted from USFSP and had to balance teaching in the First-Year Writing Program
at USFSP with my doctoral coursework. I really thought I was not going to be able to
manage the content along with my teaching responsibilities.
The challenges I encountered as a first-generation student are unique, because
the guidance and structure to navigate academia rests largely on the network and
support systems I have been able to form through experiences and interactions with my
classmates and professors. The process of applying for scholarships, requesting letters
of recommendation, and developing a rapport among my professors were obstacles I
had to overcome and social skills I needed to develop. As I progressed through school,
the friendships I formed among my classmates and within my doctoral cohort were
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helpful, because these support systems served as guides and mentors when I felt lost
or confused about the next step. During my doctoral program, I took a Focus Group
Research Strategies course and conducted an online bulletin board focus group on
student perceptions of factors that affect academic success at the graduate level.
Overall, the findings from all three focus groups revealed academic success is not
solely tied to grades; rather, students feel motivated and successful when professors,
the University, and Academic Advisors work collaboratively and are invested in their
success to help them navigate their programs of study. Students are also able to
maintain feelings of autonomy pursuing self-directed learning related to their career
aspirations. After I conducted these focus groups and learned more about the issues of
accessibility concerning first-generation graduate students, I knew more dialogue and
attention could be fostered through a research study bringing awareness to this issue,
and I found there is scant qualitative research on the experiences of first-generation
female doctoral students from their perspectives.
During my doctoral program, I was drawn to qualitative research and, in
particular, I developed a curiosity for photovoice because it is a way for participants to
convey emotion and meaning when they are at a loss for words. There have been so
many times, I have felt at a loss for words. I have felt unable to articulate how to ask for
help. Or, even to know the questions to ask to find my way. Photovoice empowers
participants to convey first-hand accounts of their story through photographs. Wang
and Burris (1997) relate this concept to photographer Hine who puts photography into
practical terms, he writes “’If I could tell the story in words, I wouldn’t need to lug a
camera” (p. 372). Photographs have a unique way of connecting people to a deeper
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story when words alone are unable to convey the message. Within the higher
education realm, photovoice has been used to reach university stakeholders about
exclusive policies affecting graduate students of color to highlight reality and influence
change through the emotional power of photography (Bowers et al., 2020). For Wang
and Burris (1997), working with marginalized women meant choosing the photovoice
method, because it provided those who could not read or write the opportunity to act
autonomously. Photovoice “recognizes that such people often have an expertise and
insight into their own communities and worlds that professionals and outsiders lack”
(Wang & Burris, 1997, p. 370).
Upon reflection, even though I have a bachelor’s and a master’s degree, I
struggled navigating the doctoral academic process, and I relied heavily on my
continuing generation peers for guidance. First-generation doctoral students typically
do not have an in-depth understanding of the system of graduate education or possess
a cognitive map (Gardner, 2013). For instance, first-generation doctoral students, “do
not even know the questions to ask, much less to whom they should be asked”
(Gardner, 2013, p. 47). I, too, struggled with knowing the questions to ask or who to go
to. This posed challenges as I navigated financial resources and expectations in my
doctoral program. How does one apply for scholarships? What is FAFSA (Free
Application for Federal Student Aid)? What are fellowships and assistantships? The
financial side alone of navigating my master’s and doctoral programs was
overwhelming.
I was fortunate to have attended USFSP, which is a smaller campus, and my
professors were instrumental in writing recommendation letters for scholarships, which
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helped fund my master’s program. Before I completed my master’s degree, I took a
course on the Composition of Pedagogies, and, once I graduated, I had more than the
required 18 hours of English courses to qualify to teach undergraduate English courses
at the University level. This was another avenue for me to work a more flexible
schedule, while beginning my doctoral program, and it proved to be my sole means of
financial support to pay for my doctoral courses. I believe I have made it this far,
because I connected with classmates and professors who shared knowledge,
resources, and encouraged me to continue and persevere when I felt lost or
discouraged.
Since Florida was not my home state, I was fortunate my husband encouraged
me to finish my PhD. He has been a wonderful support system. But, I also have felt at
times discouraged at the long journey of a doctoral program and struggled with feelings
of anxiety and isolation. Also, because New Jersey is where I grew up, I feel far away
from the environment I know. It seems trivial, but the evergreens, mountains, and
country running trails make me feel alive, and the smells of my hometown make me feel
at peace. I enjoy hiking and running, and I relied on these hobbies to get away from
school stresses. I ran cross country in high school and continued to run in college;
however, it is incredibly hard to run in 90 plus degree weather!
As a doctoral student, I do not know what I would have done without the
connections I made in my cohort, with my major professor, and among faculty who all
served as key support systems, which have helped me navigate the complexities of
academia. What conferences should I attend? My major professor helped me with this.
What classes should I take? My cohort has helped me along the way. How to prepare
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for my qualifying examination? Again, my major professor encouraged me and helped
me navigate this step. And, finally, navigating letters of recommendation for the job
market. I am blessed to have a strong network of faculty to help support me.
Therefore, my cohort, major professor, and a collective group of faculty members are an
integral support network I rely on to feel validated, connected, supported, and succeed
in my doctoral program.
Positionality
As a new researcher, I recognize “reflexivity informs positionality” (Bourke, 2014,
p. 2). Also, throughout the research process, my positionality will be a fluid and an
ever-changing process. Therefore, I will be both reflective and reflexive and “strive to
avoid obvious, conscious, or systematic bias, and to be as neutral as possible in the
collection, interpretation, and presentation of data” (Bourke, 2014, p. 4).
To achieve a pure objectivism is a naïve quest, and we can never truly
divorce ourselves of subjectivity. We can strive to remain objective, but
must be ever mindful of our subjectivities. Such is positionality. We have
to acknowledge who we are as individuals, and as members of groups,
and as resting in and moving within social positions. (Bourke, 2014, p. 3)
I am a doctoral candidate in the College of Education pursuing a Doctorate of
Philosophy in Curriculum and Instruction with an emphasis in Adult Education. As a
female researcher, I understand my view of the world may be interpreted much
differently than my male participants. I am a married 38-year-old female who will be
conducting an interview and a photovoice study with first-generation female doctoral
students in the College of Education. I acknowledge my insider’s perspective of sharing
the experience of pursuing a doctorate degree in the College of Education, because I
am also a first-generation doctoral student.
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When I began my doctoral coursework, I was teaching English Composition
courses on the USFSP campus and, eventually, I began teaching INTO and English
Composition courses on the USF-Tampa campus. During my first semester, I
commuted from USFSP to USF-Tampa, while teaching two sections of ENC 1101 and
ENC 1102. During my second term, I began teaching INTO courses at the Tampa
campus, which are English Composition sections including International Students. I
returned to graduate school at the age of 29 years and since I had worked previously in
Alumnae Relations as an Assistant Director of Alumnae Relations at Sweet Briar
College and, as a Director of Alumni Relations at the secondary level, I gained
numerous life experiences. These life experiences have helped me relate to the
challenges and difficulties first-generation doctoral students face, while navigating
academia and balancing work and life.
I have an emerging epistemology guided by the philosophical orientation of
constructionism, so I seek to understand and interpret socially constructed experiences
of individuals. I am interested in the construction of knowledge aimed at understanding
the lived experiences of first-generation doctoral students and in understanding and
discovering how first-generation doctoral students perceive challenges in their lives on
campus. Constructionism is defined by Crotty (2003)
as the view that all knowledge and therefore all meaningful reality as such is
contingent upon human practices, being constructed in and out of interaction
between human beings and their world and developed and transmitted within an
essentially social context. (p. 42)
Therefore, I believe knowledge is socially constructed, and students actively engage in
their own construction of knowledge. Lastly, I believe knowledge is a reflection and
portrait of my participants’ lives and stories transmitted and shared individually.
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Importance to Explore Research About FGFDS
According to Carter and Little (2007), axiology has “to do with values” (p. 9).
Therefore, Carter and Little (2007), posit axiology is tied to epistemology, because
“epistemology guides methodological choices and is axiological” (p. 1). For my own
exploratory qualitative study, I have chosen an interpretivist standpoint using interviews
and photovoice. In qualitative research, interpretivists aim to understand “ the
subjective meanings of persons in studied domains” (Göran, 2012, p. 4).
While navigating my doctoral journey, I felt at times lost and unsure about the
academic process. I knew more could be done to make the experience for FGFDSs like
myself feel more at ease and confident. It took me seven years to return to school and
begin my master’s program. It was another 16 years before I completed my doctoral
degree. The doctoral process is a long journey and requires a multi-faceted support
system of caring faculty, wellness coaches, and academic coaches to ensure factors
such as financial, socialization, faculty mentors, psychological, and understanding the
academic process are met.
Statement of the Problem
Roksa and Feldon (2018) assert “first-generation students have received
remarkably limited attention at the doctoral level” (p. 729). Because doctoral programs
are a long process, first-generation doctoral students may not understand the questions
to ask, nor realize the importance of engaging in conferences and seeking mentoring
relationships among faculty (Kniffin, 2007). It is during the process of attaining a
doctoral degree first-generation doctoral students may struggle with the process
towards successful degree completion, because they have no shared history to rely on.
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Gardner (2013) concludes “without accurate cognitive maps for each of the different
stages of graduate school experience (entry, coursework, examination, and
dissertation), students may struggle to persist in the graduate program” (p. 47).
Therefore, a missing collective history among first-generation female doctoral students
exists.
Disparities among first-generation doctoral students becomes even clearer when
looking at completion rates as the “failure to complete problem is notably more serious
among students from underrepresented populations: both women and minorities”
concluded the Council of Graduate Schools (Gardner, 2013, p. 45). Trout (2018) found,
within the first year of study, first-year doctoral student factors leading to student
dropout may be due to “stress, social isolation, the lack of an advisor/mentor
relationship as well as the lack of interaction between peers” (p. 25).

In a more recent

study, Wofford et al. (2021) found “first-generation students expected advisors to
concretely teach them how to do research, whereas continuing-generation students
expected advisors to help them think like researchers in a less directed way” (p. 13).
Furthermore, first-generation doctoral students expected faculty advisor relationships
“as more holistic, expecting the Principal Investigator to be interested in their life outside
of academe and provide support in a kind, caring way, while continuing-generation
students described a personal relationship as an individualized one; they expected their
advisor to provide guidance (in a more purely professional way) that catered to their
individual trajectories and needs” (Wofford et al., 2021, p. 13). During doctoral
programs, social integration provides multiple levels of support for first-generation
students through multiple channels. It is during the first year of study, first-generation
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doctoral students have difficulty adjusting to academic norms, which may lead to early
dropouts (Holley & Gardner, 2012). To date, there remains a lack of research on how
first-generation doctoral students have developed a support system persisting, in spite
of the difficult process of doctoral degree attainment.
Holley and Gardner (2011) investigated first-generation doctoral students and
identified important themes such as breaking the cycle of not returning to school or
overcoming adversity, knowing the rules of academic culture, and living in two worlds
(family & school-life). Within this study, Holley and Gardner (2011) found students
seeking support critical to their persistence in a doctoral program. While this study
identified themes to personify doctoral student experiences, the participants identified
themselves as being in the coursework stage, the exam stage, or dissertation stage. In
another study, Castro et al. (2011) found women, who persisted in doctoral programs,
sought mentors, had an internal locus of control, possessed an intrinsic motivation, and
had self-efficacy along with the perseverance to turn negative factors into positive
motivators.
Although doctoral programs offer a direction in the form of a program of study
and a mentor through a faculty chair, the doctoral process from entry through degree
attainment requires self-direction, motivation, and a high self-efficacy (Holley & Gardner,
2011). My study may help inform campus administrators, faculty, and staff on the
unique hurdles first-generation female doctoral students face and, in doing so, enable
campus environments to be more diverse and welcoming to first-generation female
doctoral students. I have chosen photovoice as a method, because “photovoice is a
process by which people can identify, represent, and enhance their community through
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a specific photographic technique” (Wang & Burris, 1997, p. 369). There are three main
goals involved with photovoice, which are to encourage participants to record and
reflect their community’s strengths and concerns, to promote a critical dialogue and
knowledge about important community issues, and to reach policy makers (Wang &
Burris, 1997). There has been a lack of research to investigate the experiences of firstgeneration female doctoral students. Therefore, my study should contribute to fostering
a growing momentum of awareness within higher education centering around the needs
of first-generation female doctoral students.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of my study was to understand the perceptions of first-generation
female doctoral students and what factors may impact first-generation female doctoral
students’ completion of their doctoral program. Participants had a minimum of 15 credit
hours. I am interested in studying first-generation female doctoral students with a
minimum of 15 credit hours, because first-generation female doctoral students have
been exposed to various classes, a cohort, and faculty. Also, first-generation female
doctoral students with a minimum of 15 credit hours will be committed to the doctoral
program, due to possible factors such as finances and time. I am interested in
investigating how first-generation female doctoral students perceive their experiences
with instruction, mentorship, coursework, advising, and balancing work-life balance.
Also, how do first-generation female doctoral students perceive these experiences to
help them navigate the doctoral process?
This study will explore factors, which may impact first-generation female doctoral
student’s completion of their doctoral program. In this exploratory qualitative study, I will
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include first-generation female doctoral students who have a minimum of 15 credit
hours within the College of Education. My objectives will be to analyze interviews and
photographs qualitatively. The discoveries of this study could be employed as a tool to
inform instructors, professors, and advisors who typically work with first-generation
female doctoral students.
Research Questions
I used the following research questions to guide this study:
1. In what ways do first-generation female doctoral students in the College of
Education perceive their experiences impact their progress during their
doctoral program at a large research University in Central Florida?
2. What factors do first-generation female doctoral students perceive to
influence the completion of their doctoral program?
Theoretical Framework
Freire’s critical consciousness provided a framework for this exploratory
qualitative study as well as Stein and Weidman’s (1989) graduate socialization
framework. Freire (1973) defined critical consciousness to “represent things and facts
as they exist empirically, in their causal and circumstantial correlations” (p. 44). He
used images and drawings to connect with community and the people living in it (Latz &
Mulvihill, 2017). According to Latz and Mulvihill (2017), the three levels of
consciousness “influenced how individuals interpret their realities and how those
interpretations influence those realities” (p. 39).
Latz and Mulvihill (2017) call Freire’s three levels of consciousness magical,
naïve, and critical. At the lowest level, magical, “individuals view themselves as
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inherently inferior while silently existing and unknowingly referring to the status quo”
(Latz & Mulvihill, 2017, p. 40). Next, at the naïve level, “individuals view their social
structures as corrupt yet livable” (Latz & Mulvihill, 2017, p. 40). At the critical level of
consciousness, “individuals realize that their actions can either maintain or disrupt their
social realities” (Latz & Mulvihill, 2017, p. 40).
Freire’s critical consciousness involved listening and engaging individuals in the
process through action and reflection. See Figure 1 for Freire’s theory of critical
consciousness framework.
Figure 1
Freire’s Theory of Critical Consciousness
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Therefore, Freire’s theory of critical consciousness has informed my a priori questions,
because I am interested in challenging my participants to look deeply inward and to
reflect through photovoice and interviews in a problem posing and critical conscious
raising fashion to interpret their experiences with the doctoral process.
Central to Freire’s approach is
problem-posing education starts with issues that people see as central to their
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lives and then enables them to identify common themes through dialogue. Freire
noted that one means of enabling people to think critically about their community,
and to begin discussing everyday social and political forces that influence their
lives, was through the visual image. (Wang & Burris, 1997, p. 370)
For this study, Freire’s theory of critical consciousness manifests in the
interviews and photovoice prompts, because of the emphasis on problem posing
questions and awareness for a critical stance and consciousness. Also, the Stein and
Weidman (1989) graduate socialization framework acknowledges the fluidity of
socialization experiences between the student and institution and recognizes it to be a
non-binary and constantly evolving process. Therefore, my interview questions and
prompts have considered the socialization experience among first-generation female
doctoral students to be unique to each student. The framework has also informed my a
priori questions, because the framework conceives the experiences of doctoral students
to constantly evolve and develop throughout the doctoral process.
Stein and Weidman’s graduate socialization framework considered the
socialization process of graduate and doctoral students as a dynamic process between
the institution and individual (1989. Specifically, Stein and Weidman (1989)
acknowledged, “socialization is not merely the transfer from, one group to another in a
static social structure, but the active creation of a new identity through a personal
definition of the situation” (p.11). ). The framework challenges researchers to consider
the individual process of graduate students as they navigate the higher education
setting. Also, the framework considers socialization in graduate school as a progressive
process leading to skills over time depending on the individual’s and institution’s
characteristics. See Figure 2 for the Stein and Weidman’s (1989) Graduate
Socialization Framework.
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Figure 2
Stein and Weidman’s Graduate Socialization Framework
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Stein and Weidman (1989) considered socialization into the profession as a process
whereby the novice: 1) enters the educational institution with values, beliefs, and
attitudes about self and professional practice; 2) is exposed to various socializing
influence while in school, including normative pressures exerted by faculty and
peers, from society, professional organizations, professional practice, and noneducational reference groups; 3) assesses the salience of the various normative
pressures for attaining personal and professional goals, and 4) assumes,
changes, or maintains those values, aspirations, identity, and personal goals. (p.
13)
According to Weidman et al. (2001), “socialization in graduate and doctoral
programs is a nonlinear process during which identity and role commitment are
developed through experiences with formal and informal aspects of university culture as
well as personal and professional reference groups outside academia” (p. 36). The
framework “illustrates the nonlinear, dynamic nature of professional socialization and
the elements that promote identity with and commitment to professional roles”
(Weidman et al., 2001, p. 37). Also, the framework challenges researchers in higher
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education to consider the individual experiences of students to be unique and reform
programs to be more student centered (Weidman et al., 2001; Weidman & DeAngelo,
2020;).
Rationale
First-generation female doctoral students face unique challenges, which may
affect their chances of matriculation. According to Lunceford (2011), “first-generation
graduate students may not know where to get the information that will help them
succeed and processes that faculty take for granted can seem an impenetrable maze to
students” (p.13). Holley and Gardner (2012) believe first-generation doctoral students
tend to have to construct their lived experiences in graduate school on their own. This
means first-generation female doctoral students may rely on a diverse array of support
systems to navigate the challenges of a rigorous course load and demanding
coursework. Holley and Gardner (2012) posit first-generation doctoral students must
navigate the complexities of family expectations and criticisms for going back to school,
while also maintaining their own educational goals. While first-generation doctoral
students are in a doctoral program, “the gap between the student’s academic
experiences and those of their family, friends, and peers was magnified as the student
progressed in their program” (Holley & Gardner, 2012, p.118). It is my intention this
qualitative interview and photovoice study should provide adult educators with a better
understanding of situated experiences unique to first-generation female doctoral
students.
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Significance of Study
By encouraging dialogue from first-generation female doctoral students, this
research has the potential to bring together unique perspectives and, hopefully, invite
more of an institutional awareness for first-generation female doctoral students.
Additionally, this study may help address the gap in research, which largely addresses
only first-generation undergraduate students. As first-generation graduate students
embark on a journey through a doctoral program, they are operating on unfamiliar
ground and may feel more out of place than traditional continuing education students
(Seay et al., 2008). According to Gardner (2013), the percentage of first-generation
doctoral students completing a doctoral degree in 2010 was significantly lower than
doctoral students whose parents did complete a 4-year degree. Additionally, Seay et al.
(2008) found first-generation graduate students persist in graduate programs when
programs, services, and mentors are accessible. Thus, research from this study could
help inform practitioners, researchers, administrators, and so forth, within the higher
education setting to consider the unique perspectives of first-generation female doctoral
students. These students may feel inadequate and may need help knowing who to ask
for help or assistance in understanding the services available to them (Seay et al.,
2008). Therefore, findings from this study may promote more of an awareness on
university campuses among faculty to foster a deeper understanding for the
experiences and emotions first-generation female doctoral students encounter as they
progress through their doctoral programs.
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Definition of Terms
The following operational definitions are used in order to help with clarification in
this study.
Attrition: a term used among researchers, administrators, faculty, and graduate
program coordinators in higher education to refer to the number of students leaving a
program before finishing (Lovitts & Nelson, 2000).
Continuing-generation students (CG): at least one parent has a bachelor’s degree
(Markle & Stelzreide, 2020).
Doctoral experience: the process through which a student successfully progresses
through their program to include entry, coursework, qualifying examination, and final
defense of dissertation.
Doctoral persistence: “the continuance of a student’s progress toward the completion
of a doctoral degree” (Spaulding & Rockinson-Szapkiw, 2012, p. 199).
Doctoral Student: a degree-seeking student, within the second year of coursework,
who has been formally accepted into a doctoral program, but who has not yet taken the
qualifying exams.
First-generation: used in academia to refer to students whose parents have not
received a bachelor’s degree and refers to students as the first in their family to receive
a bachelor’s degree (Holley & Gardner, 2011).
First-generation college student (FGCS): (a) “an individual both of whose parents did
not complete a baccalaureate degree; or (b) in the case of any individual who regularly
resided with and received support from only one parent, an individual whose parent did
not complete a baccalaureate degree” (Quinn et al., 2019, p. 45).
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First-generation female doctoral student (FGFDS): is “more likely to be concentrated
in particular disciplines and professional fields such as education, and to be least
represented among the humanities” (Gardner, 2013, p. 44). According to Gardner
(2011),
neither parent completed a college degree. First-generation Ph.D. students are
more likely to be female as well as individuals of color. These students are more
likely to attend a community college at some point during their academic career
as well as report more debt up degree completion. (Gardner, 2011, p. 77)
First-generation graduate student (FGGS): from families where neither parent has
completed a college degree or beyond (Gardner, 2013).
Photovoice: also known as a participatory action research (PAR) strategy first used by
Wang and Burris to enact change within communities using a photographic technique
(Wang, 1999). Typically, the researcher asks individuals to take pictures of artifacts
relevant to the context of the research study.
Pre-ordinately determined themes: “it could be that the issue has been decided preordinately, in advance of data collection. Then all the relevant data for that issue are
simply collected together into that single basket: the issue in question” (Cohen et al.,
2019, p. 662). The themes were determined based on themes identified in the review of
literature.
Socialization: “in graduate programs is a nonlinear process during which identity and
role commitment are developed through experiences with formal and informal aspects
of university culture as well as personal and professional reference groups outside
academia” (Weidman et al., 2001, p. 36).
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Organization of Study
Chapter 1 outlines the study, situating myself in the research, and presents the
problem, purpose, research questions, theoretical framework, rationale, significance of
the study, definition of terms, and an organization of the study. Chapter 2 is the review
of related literature providing a historical background for first-generation college
students, factors associated with the doctoral process, history of photovoice, and a
summary. Chapter 3 presents the methods to be used in the study, which includes the
research questions, research paradigm, research design, population and sample,
instrumentation, data collection, researcher journal, trustworthiness, data analysis,
ethical considerations, and Researcher Role/Reflectivity. Chapter 4 include findings of
the study: participant profiles, which are Participant 1: Samantha, Participant 2:
Deborah, Participant 3: Sasha, Participant 4: Monique, Participant 5: Anne, and
Participant 6: Ashley. Chapter 5 includes the themes for the study, which are
socialization, psychological factors, faculty mentoring, understanding the academic
process, and financial support. Additional themes: physical and mental exhaustion, and
COVID 19 Impact and Challenges. Also, themes discovered by participants: the broken
doctoral process and feeling alone and lost throughout the doctoral process. Lastly, the
emerging theme: signs of strength and resilience. Chapter 6 includes a summary,
conclusions, implications, and recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The purpose of my study was to understand the perceptions of first-generation
female doctoral students and what factors may impact first-generation female doctoral
students’ completion of their doctoral program. The parts of this chapter include factors
associated with the doctoral process, a historical background related to first-generation
students, and a history of researchers using photovoice. The last part of this chapter
includes a summary.
Factors Associated with the Doctoral Process
According to Hill and Conceição (2020), “doctoral education demands significant
time, energy, financial, and emotional commitments. Depending on the characteristics
of the doctoral student, barriers to completion and challenges with the doctoral process
can require unique types of support” (p. 36). Additionally, nearly 50% of doctoral
students do not complete their doctoral degree, students in online programs are at an
even greater risk and, in some cases, students who finish their coursework find it
difficult to complete the culminating project (Hill and Conceição, 2020). Hill and
Conceição also offer greater insight into the unique profile of doctoral students from a
survey conducted by the Council of Graduate Schools stating in 2017 “53.5% of
students enrolled in doctoral degrees were female, 23.9% of graduate students were
underrepresented minorities, 20.9% were international students, and part-time students
represented 57.5% of graduate enrollments” (Hill & Conceição, 2020, p. 37). They also
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wrote, “adults entering doctoral programs tend to be nontraditional, part-time, or firstgeneration students who lack model parents who completed at least an undergraduate
degree” (Hill & Conceição, 2020, p. 37). Findings from their literature review on
doctoral student success and completion revealed two major themes: program
strategies and instructional support. In regard to program retention strategies, Hill and
Conceição (2020) found evidence supporting the need for mentoring from faculty who
were able to relate to students in their programs and who shared a similar journey or life
experience. Specifically, mentors who help students with time-management, goal
setting, emotional support as well as research and scholarly support are particularly
impactful.
Doctoral programs are a long process and have high attrition, once considered
an invisible problem for graduate programs, is now a focus as non-degree completion
not only looks bad for individuals, it can look bad for the University and, in the long-term,
high attrition rates are a waste of faculty time and university resources (Caruth, 2015;
Marshall et al., 2017). Researchers Marshall et al. (2017) conducted a qualitative study
on the challenges of the dissertation process in an Education Leadership program at a
midwestern university. The researchers found barriers to completion include family
responsibilities, a lack of funding to complete the dissertation through scholarships and
fellowships, and a lack of balance between school and family obligations. They also
recognize how personal and professional challenges may affect individuals from
completing their dissertation as well. They identified factors affecting dissertation
completion including those stemming from work responsibilities, personal reasons,
family, money, professional concerns of finding employment or being unemployed―all
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may affect dissertation completion. Doctoral students may also experience the
imposter-phenomenon, which is an internal process of self-doubt or feeling unworthy of
success. In addition, students may struggle with writing anxieties or have difficulty with
self-regulation of time-management.
Marshall et al. (2017) believed student difficulties completing a doctoral degree
may stem from struggling with organization, setting deadlines, and staying selfmotivated throughout the entire program. Other factors identified by Marshall et al.
(2017) inhibiting degree completion could be a bad experience during the program or
loneliness. One of the more significant reasons attrition has become such an issue may
be linked to socialization. To explore doctoral student attrition, Caruth (2015) conducted
a research study using data from the Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
of the National Center of Education Statistics. The purpose of her study was to identify
the demographics of doctoral students during the 2011-2012, 2012-2013, and 20132014 years. Implications from her study reveal, “there are a number of doctoral
students who do not matriculate” (Caruth, 2013, p. 209). She believes higher education
institutions must examine the demographics of its doctoral student population to amend
and improve doctoral programs to avoid student attrition. Also, she recognizes
socialization skills among doctoral students may mean how students interact with their
cohort and how a student is accepted or not by their peers and fellow faculty members
within the program. Moreover, she posits doctoral students who accept stakeholders
such as faculty, staff, and fellow peers as effective sources of support and
encouragement are able to matriculate much more easily than students who struggle
with recognizing supportive roles and relationships among the various stakeholders. In
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particular, she found the advisor-advisee relationship is an important aspect of helping
doctoral students progress through the program to stay on track throughout the stages
of coursework, committee selection, qualifying examination, proposal, dissertation
writing-stage, and final defense.
Socialization
Gardner explains (2008) socialization is “one lens used to understand a doctoral
student’s decision to persist in or depart from the degree program” (p. 126). She
defines socialization in the context of doctoral education to be “the process through
which an individual learns to adopt the values, skills, attitudes, norms, and knowledge
needed for membership in a given society, group, or organization (Gardner, 2010, p.
63). Holley and Gardner (2012) investigated 20 first-generation doctoral students in a
qualitative study to consider the role of the discipline, the institution, finances, and
family. Findings indicated a “gap between the student’s academic experiences and
those of their family, friends, and peers was magnified as the student progressed in
their program (p. 118). In another study, Holley and Gardner (2011) posited many firstgeneration students do not know the questions to ask or how to navigate academic
culture, which may leave first-generation doctoral students thinking the process to
navigate social expectations in doctoral education as ambiguous.
In Posselt’s (2018) study, participants included doctoral students who had been
historically marginalized and excluded from STEM programs to include LGBTQ, firstgeneration students, and veterans, she posits “support networks [are] to be helpful for
discussing academic life frustrations, answering questions about research and writing,
and having people with whom to spend time socially and culturally” (p. 75). In addition,
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for McNair doctoral students, conferences, networking, and social ties proved to be
important social integration tools to feel connected and a sense of belonging during their
doctoral program (Gittens, 2014). Roksa et al. (2018) identified the early years within a
doctoral program as a key period of the first-generation doctoral students’ socialization
experience. For example, in the second year of doctoral study, first-generation doctoral
students faced “unique challenges for first-generation students, which implies that
socialization processes may not evolve in the same way for all groups of students”
(Roksa et al., 2018, p. 745). Holley and Gardner (2012) theorized first-generation
doctoral student socialization experiences were complex, especially as it relates to the
expectations of family, friends, and their community.
Psychological
Trout (2018) found, within the first year of study, doctoral student factors leading
to student dropout may be due to “stress, social isolation. . . as well as the lack of
interaction between peers” (p. 25). Additionally, according to Gardner (2013), firstgeneration doctoral students may feel as outsiders or imposters within an academic
world. These feelings of imposter syndrome may particularly impact first-generation
doctoral students of color and women (Gardner, 2013; Holley & Gardner, 2011, 2010).
Specifically, Holley and Gardner (2011) explained first-generation doctoral students
described “a feeling of belonging (or a lack thereof). . . even eliciting tears from some
participants concerned that they would be ‘found out’ or explicitly told they could not
persist” (p. 88). Ultimately, there was a major amount of pressure and stress resulting
from identifying as a first-generation doctoral student, because “taken together, the
added stresses and pressures resulting from the first-generation status fostered a
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stressful juxtaposition. . . a perception of having one foot in both worlds, while also
feeling detached from both (Holley & Gardner, 2011, p. 88).
Holley and Gardner (2011) also reported first-generation doctoral students
struggled with a sense of belonging, because there were disconnects, both at home and
in graduate school, added to not knowing the unspoken rules of their program. These
factors contributed to their sense of belonging and, in some instances, imposter
phenomenon (Holley & Gardner, 2011; Roksa et al., 2018). Disconnects from two
worlds of family and school for first-generation doctoral students often placed them in
two difficult positions because, the “often painful detachment fostered a perception of
having one foot in both worlds, while also feeling detached from both” (Holley &
Gardner, 2011, p. 88). These perceptions contributed to increased psychological
pressures.
Faculty Mentoring
For marginalized and historically underrepresented doctoral students, “faculty
mentoring is a durable structure of doctoral education that facilitates intellectual growth,
professional socialization, and progressive independence” (Posselt, 2018, p. 988).
Additionally, within the first year of study, drop-out factors are associated with “the lack
of an advisor/mentor relationship as well as the lack of interaction between peers”
(Trout, 2018, p. 25). Holley and Gardner (2011) posit “a crucial factor in students’
pursuit of a graduate degree and persistence in spite of numerous challenges was the
support they received from faculty, peers, and other mentors” (p. 86). In another study
with participants from underrepresented minority groups as well as low-income and firstgeneration college students, Gittens (2014) found doctoral students “who worked with
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faculty on research projects or summer research programs and published their research
were more likely to earn the Ph.D (p. 371).
Understanding the Academic Process
First-generation doctoral students may not understand the different stages of
graduate school such as entry, coursework, examination, and dissertation (Gardner,
2013, Holley & Gardner, 2011, Lovitts & Nelson, 2000). In a study conducted by
Gardner (2013), she explains “without models from home, from popular culture, or from
their undergraduate education, many of these first-generation doctoral students struggle
to understand the ‘rules’ of graduate education” (p. 47).
Furthermore, the
majority of doctoral students are second generation or beyond, using their
family’s collected history and knowledge to inform their graduate school
experiences. First-generation doctoral students, on the other hand, tend to have
undergraduate degrees from schools without doctoral programs and are more
likely to have attended community college for part of their undergraduate
experience. (Gardner, 2013, p. 47)
According to Gardner (2013), “first-generation students often do not even know
the questions they should ask, much less to whom they should be asked. This
disconnect requires a high level of independence and self-direction on the part of these
students” (Gardner, 2013, p. 47). All of this can lead to a lack of knowledge about the
process of surviving the doctoral program.
Financial Support
Gardner (2013) posits one of the main challenges among first-generation
doctoral students includes time to degree, because first-generation students may not
understand the financial process of degree attainment. Participants in Gardner’s study
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expressed a lack of knowledge about financial aid processes such as not understanding
how to access the financial aid system. For example
first-generation doctoral recipients were more likely to identify their own
resources as their primary source of support, as opposed to non-first-generation
students, who were more likely to hold graduate teaching or research
assistantships or grants and fellowships to finance their graduate education.
(Gardner, 2013, p. 48)
Therefore, first-generation doctoral students may take longer to graduate and complete
their doctorate with higher debt than non-first-generation students (Gardner, 2013).
Gardner’s (2013) study reveals first-generation doctoral students remain at a
disadvantage from traditional students due to financial constraints as well as not
knowing about assistantships, because they “may not understand that fellowships or
assistantships exist to support their graduate education, instead believing they must pay
for their graduate education as they did for their undergraduate—through loans or
grants” (p. 48). This lack of knowledge or familiarity with financial issues may contribute
to additional stress and/or uncertainty.
Historical Background Related to First-Generation College Students
Federally funded programs providing access for first-generation college students
emerged during the passage of the Economic Opportunity Act (EOA) of 1968, which
encouraged low-income youths to complete high school and attend college (Quinn et
al., 2019). Today, the Economic Opportunity Act is referred to as the Higher Education
Act (HEA) and forms a bundle of federally funded TRIO programs supporting
educational opportunities for low-income and first-generation college students (Gittens,
2014). TRIO is not an acronym; rather, it is a term to refer to federally funded
educational opportunity programs (U.S. Department of Education, 2011). In the early
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1960s, TRIO programs included Upward Bound, Talent Search, and Student Support
Services (U.S. Department of Education, 2011). Today, TRIO has expanded to include:
Educational Opportunity Centers, the Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate
Achievement Program, Student Support Services, Talent Search, Training Program for
Federal TRIO Programs Staff, Upward Bound, Veterans Upward Bound, and the
Upward Bound Math/Science Program. According to the U.S. Department of Education
(2020), these eight programs, “serve and assist low-income individuals, first-generation
college students, and individuals with disabilities to progress through the academic
pipeline from middle school to postbaccalaureate programs” (Federal TRIO Programs
section, para. 4). Historically, Roksa et al. (2018) believe a vast majority of the literature
has focused on undergraduate first-generation students leaving a gap in research
dedicated to understanding the experiences of first-generation doctoral students.
Typically, first-generation college students lack family support and struggle choosing a
major; even fewer go on to graduate level coursework (Kniffin, 2007).
In the 1990s, surveys reported 34.2% of college students whose parents both
attended college went on to a graduate degree, while only 24.6% of students’ whose
parents did not attend college went on to attend graduate school (Kniffen, 2007). The
Survey of Earned Doctorates also reported first-generation college students were
underrepresented and, therefore, considered minorities in doctoral programs.
Qualitative studies geared towards understanding first-generation doctoral student
experiences may help narrow the gap in research and expose pathways for more
accessible programmatic support geared towards first-generation doctoral students
(Kniffen, 2007).
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First-Generation College Students
First-generation college students (FGCS) who do attend 4-year universities,
typically, attend less selective universities than students whose parents have completed
a 4-year degree (Kniffen, 2007). According to Quinn et al. (2019), “academic difficulties,
social challenges, and family factors often plague promising first-generation college
students and end their higher education careers prematurely” (p. 45). Quinn et al.
(2019) report, “first-generation students represented 34% of the undergraduate
population in 2012” (p. 45). Additionally, this group may require more time to select a
major, will attend school part-time, and may need to enroll in more remedial
coursework. Beyond these metrics, Kniffen (2007) explains “first-generation college
students tend to carry different values, vocabulary, and knowledge than others” (p. 53).
These differences may make first-generation college students feel as imposters on
campus and feel a sense of not belonging at home (Kniffen, 2007). “The imposterphenomenon can be defined as “an internal experience of intellectual phoniness”
(Holley & Gardner, 2011, p. 51).
Dynamics at home and college affect FGCS differently, because FGCS “must
learn to negotiate issues of marginality―on both ends―as they work to bridge the world
of their homes/families/neighborhoods and college life” (Orbe, 2004, p. 133). Gibbons
et al. (2019) recognize the adjustment of FGCS to college includes a dynamic process
of learning about the self as well as academic adjustment to and satisfaction with
college, balance, and self-care. Pascarella et al. (2014) conclude “first-generation
college students take fewer credit hours, work more hours per week, and are less likely
to live on campus” (p. 278). Additionally, FGCS may have to manage more outside
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factors, which may affect academic success more than students whose parents did
attend college (Pascarella et al., 2014).
Gibbons et al. (2019) emphasize academic adjustment for FGCS means
adjusting to deadlines, managing academic expectations, and seeking assistance to
succeed. However, FGCS may need to balance the tension of returning home to be
with family versus staying at school to manage their coursework. Also, FGCS struggle
with the transition from high school to life at college, because they may not be familiar
with the institutional norms of college life or know who to go to ask for help (Pascarella
et al., 2004). Quinn et al. (2019) explain “opportunity does not beget equity and despite
strong representation in college, first generation students frequently depart from higher
education without a degree” (p. 45). Kniffen (2007) posits the link between serving this
underrepresented group relies on having both diverse faculty and staff to help and serve
this population.
Graduate-Level First-Generation Students
Portnoi and Kwong (2011) believe once first-generation students have
successfully navigated a bachelor’s degree and go on to graduate school, firstgeneration master’s (FGM) students may continue to feel inadequate and have difficulty
adapting to graduate school. In the study by Portnoi and Kwong, FGM students
“experienced difficulty adapting to the new environment of graduate school, grappled
with feelings of inadequacy, and struggled with straddling discordant fields―their
educational and home environments” (p. 422). Additionally, Portnoi and Kwong
identified a mix of factors affecting FGM students. For example, FGM students may not
know the questions to ask, may feel inadequate and not belonging, and struggle
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between home life and academic life. Portnoi and Kwong (2011) emphasized four
facilitative factors promoting positive academic experiences for FGM students, such as
possessing a strong interest in course material, owning and taking responsibility for their
learning experience, receiving affirmative interactions with faculty, and positive peer-topeer relations as a supportive system. Additional findings from Portnoi and Kwong’s
study indicated faculty mentoring and supportive interactions were integral to building a
positive academic experience. Also, peer-to-peer mentoring from FGM students who
share the first-generation student identity may help alleviate FGM students’ feelings of
being an imposter, and peer relationships may provide students with an opportunity to
vent with other students about their academic experience. Even though, “though FGM
students have the opportunity to seek assistance, they may feel isolated or believe that
they should handle graduate school on their own” (Portnoi & Kwong, 2011, p. 423).
Therefore, the researchers explain FGM students continue to carry issues of fitting in
and understanding the rules of the game in the academic setting, even after completing
their bachelor’s degree.
First-Generation Doctoral Students
Hill and Conceicão (2020) point to the most recent research from the National
Science Foundation and report in “2017, about 26% of doctoral students were firstgeneration students” (p. 37). First-generation PhD students tend to be “female as well
as individuals of color” (Holley & Gardner, 2011, p. 77). Additionally, Holley and
Gardner explain first-generation PhD students are more likely to drop out during a
doctoral program. In Holley and Gardner’s study, first-generation doctoral participants
described their reasons for going back to school to break the chains of what their
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parents had to endure and overcome social, family, and financial obstacles. Also,
Holley and Gardner explain first-generation doctoral students struggle with feelings of
not belonging, once they are in a doctoral program (also known as the imposter
phenomenon) and still do not understand how to navigate academia, even after
completing their bachelor’s and master’s degrees.
Roksa et al. (2018) report first-generation PhD students and continuinggeneration students performed very similarly, which could indicate as first-generation
students matriculate through their program the difficulties they encountered could
become weaker (Roksa et al., 2018). However, although this study captured a pattern
of consistent performance; in the second year of the study, first-generation students
struggled socially, while their continuing-generation peers did not. According to Roksa
et al. (2018), “doctoral students reported that their socialization experiences in the early
years of graduate education affected their subsequent programmatic experiences and
outcomes such as attrition” (p. 732). Roksa et al. (2018) also identified the early years
within a doctoral program as a key period of the doctoral students’ socialization
experience. For example, within Roksa et al.’s study, the socialization experience in the
first stage for biology doctoral students involves relocating to a new campus and
meeting with faculty. Next, during the second stage, students navigate research
experiences, coursework, and the qualifying exam. This may indicate “faculty are
considered the fundamental socialization agents in doctoral students’ development as
disciplinary researchers” (Roksa et al., 2018, p. 732). Caruth (2015) provides context
for the significance of socialization for doctoral students because socialization
is the process by which one learns the social skills and behaviors needed to
adjust to a new environment. It includes the learning of new competencies,
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protocols, convictions, and individual identities required of doctoral students in
order to become integrated into the doctoral program. (p.192)
In regards to doctoral progress, “socialization experiences has many sides and is
complicated” (Caruth, 2015, p. 193). Even more, socialization experiences appear to
greatly impact doctoral student attrition and “faculty are thought to be vital to the
socialization of doctoral students and are primary socialization agents as they directly
influence the learning experiences and training and development of these students”
(Caruth, 2015, p. 194).
In an effort to guide the process for first-generation doctoral students, Gardner
(2013) recommended including first-generation doctoral students in conversations about
questions remaining unclear (about the stages of the doctoral process or how to
navigate faculty relationships) and ensure forms and handbooks are clear and
accessible to students to help demystify the process. First-generation doctoral students
may not have a cognitive map, which is referred to as the road map for understanding
the different stages of graduate school such as entry, coursework, examination, and
dissertation (Gardner, 2013; Lovitts & Nelson, 2000). For example, “faculty and
administrators should work with currently enrolled students to determine what structures
could be better explained and what guidelines remain unclear” (Gardner, 2013, p. 89).
Additionally, Gardner posits the challenges among first-generation doctoral students to
include time to degree, because first-generation students may not understand the
process of degree attainment. Participants in this study expressed a lack of knowledge
about financial aid processes such as not understanding how to access the financial aid
system. Therefore, first-generation doctoral students may take longer to graduate and
complete their doctorate with higher debt than non-first-generation students.
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Furthermore, first-generation doctoral students may identify as imposters and possess a
feeling of intellectual phoniness (Gardner, 2013).
In another study by Holley and Gardner (2012),
an analysis of first-generation doctoral student experiences reveals a complex
interaction between individual considerations and the larger socioeducational
context. This complexity is further embedded in the challenges students face in
terms of defining and bridging their educational aspirations with the expectations
of family and their community. (p. 119)
Recurrent themes from Holley and Gardner’s (2012) data analysis indicated firstgeneration doctoral students experienced high levels of anxiety due to expectations
placed on them among their family and community as well as the significant cost of the
degree program. First-generation women faced immense scrutiny in their attainment of
a doctoral degree, and inequalities among race and gender persisted (Holley &
Gardner, 2012). Therefore, race, ethnicity, gender, social capital (a shared exchange
between institutional norms or people), and social expectations remain characteristics of
this unique population and may continue to impact the experiences of first-generation
doctoral students.
History of Photovoice
Wang and Burris (1997) first developed the concept of photovoice after a visit to
Yunnan, China in 1992 to understand the health issues of local women and ways to
bring these issues to the attention of local community leaders. The photovoice concept
originates from the following three main sources,
(1) the theoretical literature on education for critical consciousness, feminist
theory, and documentary photography; (2) the efforts of community
photographers and participatory educators to challenge assumptions about
representation and documentary authorship; (3) our experience articulating and
applying the process in the Ford Foundation-supported Yunnan Women’s
Reproductive Health and Development Program. (Wang & Burris, 1997, p. 370)
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Both Wang and Burris (1997) conducted the photovoice project in China within two
Yunnan counties―Chenjiang and Luliang. According to Wang and Burris (1997),
Yunnan is one is China’s poorest provinces; the income levels for both Chenjiang and
Yunnan fell well below the bottom quarter for the nation―a criteria important to the
sponsoring agency. Initially, it was during their visit to Yunnan, China in 1992 where
both Wang and Burris saw a local need to inform and train community leaders using
photovoice to improve the health of local women within the community (Caroline Wang
`83: Giving voice through photovoice, 2003). Thus, the photovoice project in Yunnan,
China provided a space for local women to use photography as a form of selfexpression to document the spirit of their everyday lives through first-hand perspectives
of local Yunnan women (Wang & Burris, 1997). During the month of June in 1992, 62
Yunnan women, who were local farmers between the ages of 18-56 years-old, were
trained on the process and techniques of photovoice (Wang & Burris, 1997).
SHOWeD is a form of questioning in photovoice, which helps participants
express what is happening in their photographs by responding to questions (Wang &
Redwood-Jones, 2001). The mnemonic SHOWeD means “What do you See here?,
What is really Happening here?, How does this relate to Our lives?, Why does this
problem or strength exist? What can we Do about it” (Wang & Redwood-Jones, 2001, p.
562). These questions are based on “the Freirian process of root-cause questioning
and discussion” to promote critical dialogue about the participants photographs (Wang
& Redwood-Jones, 2001, p.562).
According to Wang and Burris (1997), the theoretical underpinnings of
photovoice are based on Freire’s problem-posing questions encouraging individuals to
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question the social and political forces influencing their lives as well as feminist theory
and documentary photography. For example, “Freire noted that one means of enabling
people to think critically about their community, and to begin discussing the everyday
and political forces that influence their lives, was the visual image” (Wang & Burris,
1997, p. 370). According to Wang and Burris (1997),
photovoice has three major aims: (a) to foster and nurture a critical
consciousness among participants; (b) to make space for participants to
document various aspects of their lives on their own terms; and (c) to reach
policy makers with the project’s findings to enact change. (p. 369)
Also, photovoice “entrusts cameras in the hands of people to enable them to act as
recorders, and potential catalysts for change, in their own communities” (Wang & Burris,
1997, p. 369).
In his book, Education for Critical Consciousness, Freire (1973) used drawings to
“represent the situations discussed in the culture circles” (p. 61). During culture circles,
Freire (1973) used images with illiterate peasants from Brazil to analyze and discuss the
acquisition of knowledge, nature and culture, about their position in the world, and
power. For example, participants are asked, “what belongs in nature and what belongs
in culture” (Freire, 1973, p. 67). Participants responded by looking at the image and
saying culture “is the bow, it is the arrow, it is the feathers the Indian wears” (p. 67).
Freire explains,
by requiring men to reflect about themselves and about the world they are in
and with, it makes them discover that the world is also theirs, that their work is
not the price they pay for being men but rather a way of loving―and of helping to
world to be a better place. (p. 81)
The images used in Freire’s culture circles were originally drawn by Brenand
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and, according to Freire, were used to depict the world around the participants to
provide a space to create meaning and dialogue among them. The drawings used in
Freire’s book were drawn by de Abreu (Freire, 1973). Wang and Burris’ (1997)
photovoice approach, “takes this one step further so that the images of the community
are made by the people themselves” (p. 370).
Feminist theory is also an important aspect of photovoice, because it challenges
the male bias traditionally portrayed in participatory research (Wang & Burris, 1997).
Also, first-hand perspectives of women sheds light on traditionally silenced female
narratives, and the empowering process of portraying their lives through a visual
medium from an acquired accessible skill, as a novice photographer, provides a space
for traditionally marginalized voices to be heard (Wang & Burris, 1997). The process
“recognizes that such people often have an expertise and insight into their own
communities and worlds that professionals and outsiders lack” (Wang & Burris, 1997, p.
370). Also, documentary photography informs the photovoice method, but it differs from
the traditional concept of documentary photography because photovoice empowers
individuals to actively, not passively, serve as agents of change within communities and
organizations through a visual medium. Additionally, documentary photography has
influenced the photovoice method because visual images become a way to represent
the social consciousness of the times or a way to express and open spaces through the
language of photography (Wang & Burris, 1997).
Historically, according to Wang and Burris, one of the earliest examples of
documentary photography is from a project by Worth et al. (1997) who published their
findings in Through the Navajo Eyes: An Exploration of Film Communication and
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Anthropology. Worth et al. (1997) used bio-documentary as their method and taught
Navajo Indians to use film to document their lives. Documentary photographers like
Spence (1995), in The Cultural Sniping: Art of Transgression, and Hubbard’s (1991)
Shooting Back: A Photographic View of Life by Homeless Children have expanded the
boundaries of documentary photography by including participants in the meaningmaking narratives reimagined through the visual image from first-hand perspectives
(Wang & Burris, 1997). Therefore, documentary photography has reopened
conversations in the social, political, and human context to disband the traditional
boundaries set by researchers and inform photovoice to stimulate and promote
authentic visual narratives through the eyes and lives of participants (Wang & Burris,
1997).
Review of Researchers Using Photovoice
Wang and Burris’ (1997) photovoice project in Yunnan, China is the origin of the
photovoice concept. In another study, Wang et al. (2004) used photovoice in Flint
Photovoice: Community Building Among Youth, Adults, and Policymakers involving 41
youths and adults to promote action among policy makers in response to community
violence. During the Flint photovoice project, community members and policy makers
were asked to participate to “enable youths to express their concerns about
neighborhood violence to policymakers and community leaders to provide political will
and support for implementing photovoice participants’ policy and program
recommendations” (Wang et al., 2004, p. 911). In particular, policymakers were asked
to participate as photographers to “improve and explore programs over which they exert
the most influence” (Wang et al., 2004, p. 913). Findings from the Flint photovoice
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project have helped build accessibility across social powers and neighborhoods
strengthening long-term relationships among community members and leaders to
address the issues of violence through programming and services (Wang et al., 2004).
Typically, photovoice is used in youth participatory studies to enhance the health and
wellbeing of those in the community who would otherwise not have a voice (Wang,
2006). Wang’s (2006) review of literature brings to light 10 youth participatory projects
to convey the lasting impact photovoice, as a participatory action research strategy, has
made to promote dialogue among key stakeholders within communities.
However, photovoice is also used to explore a range of problem-posing topics in
the higher education setting. For example, Means et al. (2019) explores the college
pathways of 10 underserved youth in a college access and preparation program using
photovoice. The findings from Means et al.’s (2019) study could help contribute to
understanding the pathways for working class students, students of color, and lowincome students who hope for agency and capital as they navigate the complex higher
education system still rooted in racism and classism. In another more recent
photovoice study, Bowers et al. (2020) examines the experiences of 22 graduate
students of color at a predominately white institution. By using photovoice, Bowers et
al. (2020) intended to
invoke emotions in university stakeholders such as graduate school deans,
graduate program coordinators, and graduate faculty. In our post-truth era,
words as evidence are insufficient. Photos can bridge the gap between evidence
and emotion in order to influence future policy, practice, and research. (p. 234)
According to Bowers et al. (2020), findings reveal graduate students of color
describe their needs beyond mentoring to include a consideration of their identity, to feel
a sense of belonging and recognition by faculty and administrators who understand
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policy and practices on campus can feel exclusive, for representation on campus of staff
who share graduate students of color identity, and to make meaningful social
connections, while experiencing and facing racism. Bowers et al.’s (2020) photovoice
study exposes the lived experiences of graduate students of color revealing proactive
self-care practices students use to cope with the challenges they encounter on campus
when dealing with racism such as exercising, socializing, and spending time in nature.
The exposure of their photographs connected student experiences with key policy
makers and faculty by raising awareness of the current social climate on campus.
In regards to doctoral student experiences, Koltz et al. (2010) used photovoice to
understand the experiences of doctoral students in a counselor education program as
they completed their qualifying examinations. Doctoral students reported feeling
tension, self-doubt, and overwhelmed along with feelings of anxiety, pressure, and
motivation. Koltz et al. posit support for doctoral students could be through a mentoring
action plan due to the multitude of emotions students experienced throughout the
qualifying examination process. In addition to the opportunity for mentoring and action
plans, Koltz et al. found peer mentoring and support from the student’s faculty advisor to
be positive and effective; therefore, it is important for students to establish a strong
network of support before embarking on the comprehensive examination journey. The
photographs collected from the participants provided authentic and in-the-moment
truths of their lived reality throughout the comprehensive examination process.
Summary
The parts of this chapter included a discussion of factors associated with the
doctoral process. Context is provided offering a more in-depth discussion on the profile
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and characteristics of first-generation undergraduate and graduate students to reveal
the unique needs and barriers each group faces throughout degree attainment. Firstgeneration doctoral students are more likely to drop out, struggle with family and
financial obstacles, and battle with feelings of not belonging. Factors associated with
the doctoral process connects socialization as an important facet confronting high
attrition rates among doctoral students. Also, discussion of research and policies and a
historical background illustrating early research dedicated to first-generation students’
accessibility and access to higher education programs in the U.S. The section
dedicated to photovoice provides a historical background of how photovoice has
provided information to researchers who believe the results they obtained would not
have existed from written word.
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Chapter 3
Methods
The purpose of my study was to understand the perceptions of first-generation
female doctoral students and what factors may impact first-generation female doctoral
students’ completion of their doctoral program. In this Chapter, I present the methods
used to address the research. This includes a section on research questions, research
paradigm, research design, population and sample, instrumentation, data collection,
researcher journal, data analysis, ethical considerations, and researcher role and
reflexivity.
Research Questions
This exploratory qualitative study was guided by the following questions:
1. In what ways do first-generation female doctoral students in the College of
Education perceive their experiences determine their progress during their
doctoral program at a large research University in Central Florida?
2. What factors do first-generation female doctoral students perceive to impact
the completion of their doctoral program?
Research Paradigm
Guba and Lincoln (1994) define a research paradigm as:
a set of basic beliefs (or metaphysics) that deals with ultimate or first principles.
It represents a worldview that defines, for its holder, the nature of the world, the
individuals place in it, and the range of possible relationships to that world.
(p.107)
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There are three fundamental questions associated with a paradigm, which include the
ontological question, the epistemological question, and the methodological question
(Guba & Lincoln, 1994). According to Paul and Marf (2001),
the ontological dimension deals with the question of what is knowable, or the
nature of reality. The epistemological dimension deals with the nature of
knowledge and the relationship between the knower and the known.
Finally, the methodological aspect deals with the methods for discovering or
creating knowledge. (p. 541)
For this exploratory qualitative study, I considered the underpinnings of
participatory action research and the exploratory participatory nature of interviews and
photovoice. I included interviews, because interviews provided richer more in-depth
stories, while photographs provided a medium for participants to express themselves
through the non-verbal.
I based my ontological and epistemological beliefs on social constructionist
traditions. Cohen et al. (2019) explain “social constructionism holds that individuals
seek to make meaning of their social lives and that the researcher has to examine the
situation in question through multiple lenses of the individuals involved” (p. 23).
Constructionists believe knowledge is not generated; rather, it is co-created by the
individual. Also, meaning is constructed as humans engage with the world around them
(Crotty, 1998). This study aligned with social constructionism as I investigated the
experiences of first-generation female doctoral students through their experiences and
from their perspectives.
Mulder and Dull (2014) describe photovoice as a method, which evolved during
the 1990s. Participants are provided with prompts, which researchers use to analyze
their responses and photos (Mulder & Dull, 2014). For their study, constructionism was
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used to understand the meaning of the shared experiences of the participants. In
particular, social constructionism “holds that individuals seek to make meaning of their
social lives and that the researcher has to examine the situation in question through the
multiple lenses of the individuals involved” (Cohen et al., 2019, p. 23). Photovoice is a
form of participatory action research (Latz & Mulvihill, 2017). Participatory action
research involves “people acting and researching on, by, with and for themselves―is a
democratic activity” (Cohen et al., 2019, p. 445). Therefore, this exploratory qualitative
study was conducted with participants, not on them.
Research Design
I used both individual in-depth semi-structured interviews and photovoice as the
design for this exploratory qualitative study. I conducted individual interviews to gain
richer in-depth information and perceptions about the participants’ experiences as firstgeneration female doctoral students. I chose this design, because interviews and
photovoice provide a space for participants to feel valued as they share their
experiences and make meaning from them.
According to Gray et al. (2020) “the most significant advantage to online video
conferencing for qualitative research is accessibility” (p. 1297). For this exploratory
qualitative study, I conducted virtual in-depth semi-structured interviews, so participants
had easy access and travel was not a barrier to participate in this study. Semistructured in-depth interviews “allow researchers to get deep answers to their questions
from experts on the issue” (Guest et al., 2013, p. 5). I used Microsoft Teams, because
“video conferencing software, such as Zoom video conferencing, helps keep
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researchers’ costs reasonably low and enables them to gain access to larger and more
diverse populations” (Gray et al., 2020, p. 1298).
According to Merriam and Tisdell (2015), “qualitative researchers are interested
in understanding how people interpret their experiences, how they construct their
worlds, and what meaning they attribute to their experiences” (p. 6). I chose in-depth
semi-structured interviews, because semi-structured interviews are useful to learn deep
and meaningful insights from the participant (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In-depth
interviews help the researcher “gain a rich, nuanced understanding of the thinking (i.e.,
motivation) that drives behavior and attitude formation” (Roller & Lavrakes, 2015, p. 51).
Interviews are effective in qualitative research when “we cannot observe behavior,
feelings, or how people interpret the world around them” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015, p.
108).
My exploratory qualitative study also used photovoice as another mode of data
collection. According to Mulder and Dull (2014), “the photovoice process asks
participants to showcase elements of their lives while promoting an inclusive format to
express their own realities” (p. 1022). Typically, photovoice studies include the
following: identification of participants, invitation of participants, documentation,
narration, ideation, presentation, and confirmation (Latz & Mulvihill, 2017). As I
conducted the photovoice phase, I used photographs taken by the participants to
capture the journey first-generation female doctoral students encountered during their
doctoral program. Photos have the possibility to capture what can be lost or
misinterpreted through words (Latz & Mulvihill, 2017).
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This kind of exploratory qualitative study may also better inform specific
programming and supportive services geared towards first-generation graduate and
doctoral students, because “not only should all administrators and policy decision
makers on a campus be aware of their specific graduate school demographics, they
should also be aware of services existing within and outside their functional areas”
(Seay et al., 2008, p. 21).
Population and Sample
This exploratory qualitative study took place at the University of South Florida
within the College of Education. According to USF’s website (2021) in the History
section, the University was founded in 1956 and, by 2018, it was recognized as a
Preeminent State Research University, as designated by the Florida Board of
Governors (University of South Florida, 2021). On July 1, 2020, the USF consolidated
its three campus locations into one singularly accredited institution between Tampa, St.
Petersburg, and Sarasota-Manatee (University of South Florida, 2021). The College of
Education at USF offers a range of undergraduate, masters, specialist, and doctoral
degree programs.
For the purpose of this exploratory qualitative study, only first-generation female
doctoral students within the College of Education were asked to participate.
Participants were six female degree-seeking doctoral students with a minimum of 15
credit hours in their program of study.
Participant Recruitment
I recruited participants by creating an announcement email that was sent through
the Graduate Studies Office of the College of Education, which was sent on my behalf.
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See Appendix A for a copy of the initial recruitment email. Latz and Mulvihill (2017)
recommend “seven to ten participants as an ideal range” (p. 67). Based on responses
to the recruitment email, I was only able to receive six responses, and I proceeded with
the six participants I was able to proceed. I was only able to receive six, because it was
difficult to find participants who me the inclusion criteria for my study. My screening
criteria included first-generation female doctoral students within the College of
Education, who were degree seeking doctoral students with at least 15 credit hours in
their program of study. After participants were selected, I sent a Welcome Letter
through email and included a link to the online Demographic Questionnaire. See
Appendix B for a copy of the Welcome Letter. See Appendix C for a copy of the
Demographic Questionnaire.
Prior to interviews, I emailed the participants to set up the virtual interview along
with a copy of the informed consent form to each student who agreed to participate.
See Appendix D for a copy of the informed consent form. See Appendix E for a copy of
the email to participants to set-up the virtual Interview and provide information about
subsequent steps in the process. Also, during the interview I obtained a verbal consent
from each participant to take part in the study (see Appendix D). Once consent was
established, I conducted the interviews with each individual participant. During the
interview, I used the Appendix F Interview Schedule.
Subsequently, I sent the participants an email to further explain the next steps of
taking the photographs. See Appendix G for a copy of the Photography Next Steps
Email. At the conclusion of the interview, I briefly discussed the photovoice process
and shared the photo-taking phase. As part of the email (see Appendix G), I included
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directions for the photo-taking phase. See Appendix H for a copy of the PowerPoint
explaining the directions and categories for the photos.
Participants were also asked to sign a photograph release form for their
presence in any photographs. See Appendix I for a copy of the photography release
and consent form. I also asked the participants to share the same form with any
individuals who would appear in any of the photographs to obtain their consent.
Inclusion Criteria
The inclusion criteria “is a set of predefined characteristics used to identify
subjects who will be included in a research study” (Salkind, 2010, p. 590). Below is a
description of the inclusion criteria for my study:
1. Six females who identified as a first-generation doctoral student and who had at
least 15 hours of coursework in the College of Education at the University of
South Florida Tampa campus were recruited based on the responses to the
initial email.
2. Individuals had to be a first-generation female doctoral student who was an
admitted degree-seeking student, who was registered and taking classes, and
was either full or part time.
Instrumentation
The following were used as a means of data generation. These included the
interview schedule, the photos, and the demographic questionnaire.
Interview Schedule
I developed the interview schedule questions based on the literature and themes
I found on first-generation female doctoral students. The questions developed for the
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interview schedule came from the pre-ordinately determined (previously determined)
themes on FGFDS, which I discovered from the review of literature. I developed
standard open-ended interview questions to encourage “the participants to contribute as
much detailed information as they desire” (Turner, 2010, p. 756).
I also field tested the questions I developed for the interview schedule. Four
doctoral students from the College of Education at the University of South Florida who
had different backgrounds and characteristics were used to test the questions I
developed for the interview schedule. Based on student feedback from the field test,
some questions for the interview schedule were revised for clarity.
Photos
The themes developed for the photos were developed based on the review of
literature on FGFDS. Based on the literature, I developed the pre-ordinately determined
themes for the participants to generate their photographs:
The following photovoice prompt themes were used to assist the participants in
taking photographs (see Appendix G):
Photo Prompt Themes:
1. Socialization: Socialization may mean finding a cohort or group to interact
with. It may be having comradery among your classmates, cohort, a group,
among friends, or with family. It could be feeling connected to classmates or
faculty. Or, it could simply be having interaction with others.
Roksa et al. (2018) identified the early years within a doctoral program as a
key period of the first-generation doctoral students’ socialization experience.
Factors identified by Marshall et al. (2017) inhibiting doctoral degree
completion could be a bad experience during the program or loneliness. In
Posselt’s (2018) study, participants included were doctoral students who have
been historically marginalized and excluded from STEM programs to include
LGBTQ, first-generation students, and veterans, she posits “support networks
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to be helpful for discussing academic life frustrations, answering questions
about research and writing, and having people with whom to spend time
socially and culturally” (p. 75). In addition, for McNair doctoral students,
conferences, networking, and social ties proved to be important social
integration tools to feel connected and a sense of belonging during their
doctoral program (Gittens, 2014).
Create a photograph to illustrate how socialization has influenced your
experience as a first-generation doctoral student.
2. Psychological: Stress, social isolation, and the pressure of managing your
responsibilities throughout your doctoral program can weigh heavy for some
students.
Trout (2018) found, within the first year of study, doctoral student factors
leading to student dropout may be due to “stress, social isolation. . . as well
as the lack of interaction between peers” (p. 25). Additionally, according to
Gardner’s (2013) study, first-generation doctoral students may feel as
outsiders or imposters within an academic world. Holley and Gardner (2011)
report first-generation doctoral students struggled with a sense of belonging,
because there were disconnects in home and graduate school as well as not
knowing the unspoken rules of their program. These factors attributed to their
sense of belonging (Holley & Gardner, 2011; Roksa et al., 2018).
Create a photograph to illustrate how psychological factors have influenced
your experience as a first-generation doctoral student.
3. Faculty Mentoring: Faculty mentors play an important role in promoting
intellectual growth and confidence among first-generation doctoral students.
Faculty mentors help guide and encourage students throughout their
program, which for first-generation doctoral students the doctoral process can
feel overwhelming.
For marginalized and historically underrepresented doctoral students, “faculty
mentoring is a durable structure of doctoral education that facilitates
intellectual growth, professional socialization, and progressive independence”
(Posselt, 2018, p. 988). Additionally, within the first year of study, drop out
factors are associated with “. . . the lack of an advisor/mentor relationship as
well as the lack of interaction between peers” (Trout, 2018, p. 25).
Create a photograph to illustrate how faculty, advisors, and mentors have
influenced your experience as a first-generation doctoral student.
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4. Understanding the Academic Process: The academic process can feel
overwhelming for first-generation doctoral students. It may be difficult to
navigate the expectations of coursework as well as the benefits of developing
a rapport with professors early on to later ask for letters of recommendation
and to be on your committee.
First-generation doctoral students will not understand the different stages of
graduate school such as entry, coursework, examination, and dissertation
(Gardner, 2013, Holley & Gardner, 2011, Lovitts & Nelson, 2000). For
example, “faculty and administrators should work with currently enrolled
students to determine what structures could be better explained and what
guidelines remain unclear” (Gardner, 2013, p. 89).
Create a photograph to illustrate how you feel the academic process has
influenced your experience as a first-generation doctoral student.
5. Financial Support: Financial support is key to successfully completing a
doctoral program. Often, it can be challenging and confusing to know which
scholarships, fellowships, assistantships, and/or grants to apply for.
Gardner (2013) posits the challenges among first-generation doctoral
students includes time to degree, because first-generation students may not
understand the process of degree attainment. Also, participants in Gardner’s
study expressed a lack of knowledge about financial aid processes such as
not understanding how to access the financial aid system. Therefore, firstgeneration doctoral students may take longer to graduate and complete their
doctorate with higher debt than non-first-generation students. Gardner’s study
reveals first-generation doctoral students remain at a disadvantage from
traditional students due to financial constraints such as not knowing about
assistantships.
Create a photograph to illustrate how financial support has influenced your
experiences as a doctoral student.
6. Open category (optional): In addition, is there anything else not mentioned in
the previous categories you believe impacted your doctoral program?
Demographic Questionnaire
The questions I developed for the demographic questionnaire (see Appendix C)
were intended to establish whether individuals met the criteria and provided minimal
personal information for my study.
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Data Collection
Below I describe the interview process, the photovoice process, and the virtual
group meeting. At each phase, I collected different sources of data. Data were
produced through: (a) interviews, (b) participant generated photographs, (c) the group
meeting, and (d) the researcher’s personal reflexive journal.
Phase 1: Interview Schedule
Qualitative interviews
acquire an understanding of the meaning and experience of the lived world from
the perspective of the participant, communicated in their own words, and
described in very specific detail to a researcher that is open and can set aside
what they think and know about the experience being described. (Roberts, 2020,
p. 3187)
For this exploratory qualitative study, semi-structured interviews were conducted
on a one-to-one virtual basis using the Interview Schedule (see Appendix F). Wang
(2006) emphasized the importance of the facilitator explaining the informed consent
form to participants to include “a statement of project activities and significance, specific
potential risks and benefits, the voluntary nature of participation and freedom to
withdraw at any time for any reason” (p. 150). The informed consent form (see
Appendix D) was read to the participants to gain verbal consent prior to the interview
and shared with them before to the interview commenced.
Each interview lasted about two hours (longer than originally expected).
Additionally, interviews were conducted virtually, and this helped to reduce the cost,
limit the inconvenience of travel, and provided a more accessible forum for participants
who could have been unable to travel due personal or job-related responsibilities (Mirick
& Wladkowski, 2019).
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Phase 2: Photovoice Process
According to Wang and Burris (1997), “training should include a discussion of
cameras, ethics, power, ways of seeing photographers, and a philosophy of giving
photographs back to the community as a way of shared camaraderie” (p. 378). After
the interview, I briefly explained the rules and ethics of camera use, photography
basics, and the photography consent and release process (see Appendix H). Also, I
discussed the photovoice prompt themes for the participants to take 5-6 photographs
and asked participants to include narratives with each photograph and a title. Themes
were pre-ordinately determined based on prior research (Cohen et al., 2019) (see
Appendix H).
After the individual interview was complete, I reviewed the Photography Release
and Consent Form (Appendix I), which is important to discuss during the initial
photovoice stage (Latz & Mulvihill, 2017). According to Latz and Mulvihill (2017), the
consent process involves two documents: the participants consent to be involved in the
study (See Appendix D) and allow photos to be published (see Appendix I).
The Photography Release and Consent Form (see Appendix I) was shared with
the participants after the interview was complete. Also, to protect their identity,
participants chose their own pseudonyms during the interview and for the photovoice
process (Jarldorn, 2016). Interviews were recorded and transcribed.
Phase 3: Photovoice Data Collection
Next, participants received a photography Next Steps email (see Appendix G).
Within the email, participants received a copy of the photography release and consent
form (Appendix I), an explanation about ethical considerations, and a copy of the
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PowerPoint explaining the directions and categories for the photos (see Appendix H).
The PowerPoint explained the following: participants were asked to take 5-6 pictures to
capture the experience of being a first-generation female doctoral student based on the
photo prompts over the course of 7-10 days. I asked participants to upload their
photographs to PowerPoint and email me their photographs before the Group meeting.
After two weeks, I sent participants a reminder email to complete taking their
photographs. See Appendix J for the Photo Reminder Email.
Participants were asked to provide a narrative and title for each photograph
(Jarldorn, 2016). See Appendix K for a copy of the photograph summaries and
meaning. After pictures were taken, participants used the following questions as a
guide to write their narrative for each photograph. These questions are adapted from
Wang and Redwood-Jones (2001) and Koltz et al. (2010) specifically for this activity: (1)
What was the context in which the photo took place?, (2) Why did you take the picture?,
and (3) How does the photo relate to your educational experiences? In other words,
what does this photo mean to you?
Finally, we met collectively and virtually for a Group Meeting through Microsoft
Team Meetings. See Appendix L for the group meeting email. During the group
meeting, participants discussed their photographs, put the photographs in their rank
order, and discussed themes. See Appendix M for directions for the Group Meeting.
During the first part of the Group Meeting, participants individually read their
photograph title, the photograph summary, which was developed using Wang and
Redwood-Jones’s (2001) and Koltz et al.’s (2010) questions: (1) What was the context
in which the photo took place?, (2) Why did you take the picture?, and (3) How does the
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photo relate to your educational experiences? In other words, what does this photo
mean to you? The summaries for each photograph were short and descriptive to
provide context for each pre-ordinately determined theme: socialization, psychological
factors, faculty mentoring, understanding the academic process, financial support, and
an open category. Participants referred to the Power Point to guide them on what the
pre-ordinately themes meant based on the literature for first-generation female doctoral
students.
Next, after each participant individually shared their photographs and summaries,
participants were asked to individually rank-order their photographs using the preordinately determined themes. Rank-order of the participant’s photographs included:
socialization, psychological factors, faculty mentoring, understanding the academic
process, financial support, and an open category. Participants were asked to
individually rank their photographs for each pre-ordinately determined photographic
theme on a scale of 1-6, depending if the participant took a sixth photograph. 1 being
most important to their doctoral experience and 5 and/or 6 being least important.
After participants put their own photographs in rank order, as a group,
participants were asked to identify any additional themes discovered from sharing their
photographs and putting their photographs in rank order. Specifically, they were asked:
Now that you have put your photographs in rank order. Are there any important themes
you have recognized from your rank order that is not listed? Lastly, participants were
asked “if you had an opportunity to speak to stakeholders at the University of South
Florida, what would you hope to convey to them to help improve your experience as a
first-generation female doctoral student?”
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This project was adapted from a 9-step photovoice strategy developed by Wang
and Redwood-Jones (2001) and from an online photovoice format developed by Lichty
et al. (2019). According to Lichty et al. (2019), online photovoice projects consist of four
essential steps,
first, participants are trained in photography, ethics, and safety when
photographing one’s community. Second, participants engage in a cyclical
process of individual research and documentation in which they record their
narratives through photography and written text, often guided by a set of framing
questions. Third, facilitated group discussions using strategies similar to and
adapted from the SHOWed technique serve to provide additional insight into
images and narratives. (p. 4)
By using an online photovoice model, participants shared their photographs, ideas, and
narrations with more ease (Lichty et al., 2019).
Prior to the virtual meeting, participants received a reminder email from me to
email me their PowerPoint, which included their photos with their summary prior to the
meeting. See Appendix L for a copy of the Group Meeting Reminder Email.
Researcher Journal
Reflexive journals serve as a way for researchers to document the
methodological decisions they may throughout their studies, track their analysis
process, consider their own emotions and the roles they play in the process,
document insights, and consider researcher bias. (Orange, 2016, p. 2177)
Therefore, for this study, I kept a reflexive journal to capture my research process and
to document and reflect on difficulties and successes. What worked? What was a
challenge? The reflexive journal was a way to engage with reflexivity, my positionality,
data analysis, and the overall research process for my interviews and the photovoice
project.
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Data Analysis
Below I describe the Braun and Clarke (2006), 6-phase process of thematic data
analysis to generate themes from the interviews and to compare the results of the
photovoice process.
Analysis of Interviews
I used reflexive thematic analysis to generate themes from the interviews,
“thematic analysis is a method for identifying, analyzing and reporting patterns (themes)
within data” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 79). Braun and Clarke (2006) offer six steps for
reflexive thematic analysis, which include: (a) familiarizing yourself with the data, (b)
generating initial codes, (c) searching for themes, (d) reviewing themes, (e) defining and
naming themes, and (f) producing the report.
During step one, I read the interview transcripts to become familiar with the
interviews. During this stage, I read and reread the data and took notes for coding, as I
reviewed the data. According to Sãldana (2016), “a code in qualitative inquiry is most
often a short word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative, salient,
essence-capturing, and or evocative attribute for a portion of language based or visual
data” (p. 15). Next, during step two, I went back to my notes for coding ideas and begin
to generate a list of codes. Cohen et al. (2019) advised “before coding the text, it is
important to read and re-read it to obtain a thorough understanding of meanings and
key issues, a sense of the entire text and immediate main ideas in it” (p. 669).
Once codes were established, I moved on to step three, which involved
searching for themes and “starting to analyze your codes and consider how different
codes may combine to form an overarching theme” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 89).
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Braun and Clarke recommend using thematic mapping at this point to begin seeing a
relationship between your codes and themes. Next during step four, I reviewed themes
to check if they “work in relation to the coded extracts (Level 1) and the entire data set
(Level 2), generating a thematic ‘map’ of the analysis” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 87).
During step five, I defined and further refined the themes. According to Braun and
Clarke (2006), “by ‘define and refine’, we mean identifying the ‘essence’ of what each
theme is about (as well as the themes overall), and determining what aspect of the data
each theme captures” (p. 92). Finally, during step six, I complied the report. Braun and
Clark (2006) explain, your report should be “an analytic narrative that compellingly
illustrates the story you are telling about your data, and your analytic narrative needs to
go beyond description of the data, and make an argument in relation to your research
question” (p. 93).
Analysis of Photographs
For this study, analysis involved participants:
selecting (choosing those photographs that most accurately reflect the
community’s needs and assets); contextualizing (telling stories about what the
photographs mean). (Wang & Burris, 1997, p. 380)
Participants were involved in a collective process to put the photographs in rank
order during the group virtual session. We met virtually through Microsoft Teams, so
participants could discuss and share their photographs as well as put them in rank order
and discuss themes discovered from their photographs.
Stage one of the participant data analysis involved participants sharing and
briefly describing what their photograph meant. Participants individually contextualized
the meaning of their photographs through the form of storytelling,
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“contextualizing―telling stories about what the photographs mean” (Wang & Burris,
1997, p. 380). Cohen et al. (2019) explain “it could be that the issue has been decided
pre-ordinately, in advance of the data collection” (p. 662). During stage two,
participants reviewed the photos for the previously (pre-ordinately) determined themes
(Cohen et al., 2019).
During stage three, all participants were asked to rank order their 5 (or 6) photos
in terms of their importance in their doctoral journey. According to Cohen et al. (2019),
“the rank order question is akin to the multiple-choice question in that it identifies
options from which respondents can choose, yet it moves beyond multiple-choice items
in that it asks respondents to identify priorities” (p. 478). For this study, it was helpful to
understand each participant’s priorities in regards to their doctoral journey. Therefore,
the ranking of photographs was vital in understanding each participant’s doctoral
experience in terms importance or rank order.
Trustworthiness
Lincoln and Guba (1985) offer techniques for the researcher to establish
trustworthiness throughout the research process. Both authors believe prolonged
engagement, persistent observation, and triangulation aid the researcher to ensure
findings and interpretations are credible. According to Lincoln and Guba (1985),
prolonged engagement “is the investment of sufficient time to achieve certain purposes:
learning the culture, testing for misinformation introduced by distortions either of the self
or of the respondents, and building trust” (p. 301). Lincoln and Guba recommend
soaking in the culture or group by immersing yourself to understand the context and
culture being studied. For this study, I have a unique insider’s perspective on first68

generation doctoral students, because I am also a first-generation doctoral student
studying in the College of Education. I kept a reflexive journal to combat the pitfalls of
falling prey to my own preconceptions. Additionally, prolonged engagement allows the
researcher to build trust among the participants. The process of establishing trust is a
developmental process in which the researcher ensures participants’
confidences will not be used against them; that pledges of anonymity will be
honored; that hidden agendas, whether those of the investigator or of local
figures to whom the investigator may be beholden are not being served; and that
the respondents will have input into and actually influence, the inquiry process.
(p. 303)
In qualitative research, Birt et al. (2016) define member checking “to validate,
verify, or assess the trustworthiness of qualitative results” (p.1802). Therefore, the
captions used to describe the photos were shared with the participants to confirm
accuracy. Additionally, participants had the opportunity to check their interview
transcripts for accuracy.
Stahl and King (2020) explain one way of promoting trustworthiness is through
triangulation. According to Patton (1999), “the logic of triangulation is based on the
premise that no single method ever adequately solves the problem of rival explanations”
(p. 1192). Patton (1999) offers four forms of triangulation, these include:
(1) checking out the consistency of findings generated by different data collection
methods, that is methods triangulation; (2) examining the constituency of
different data sources within the same method, that is, triangulation of sources;
(3) using multiple analysts to review findings, that is analyst triangulation; and (4)
using multiple perspectives or theories to interpret the data, that is,
theory/perspective triangulation. (p. 1193)
Multiple sources of data provide “deeper insight into the relationship between inquiry
approach and the phenomenon under study” (Patton, 1999, p. 1193). Also, according
to Carter et al. (2014), “theory triangulation uses different theories to analyze and
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interpret the data” (p. 545). In this study, triangulation was achieved through multiple
methods (interviews and photovoice) and multiple theories. These theories included
Freire’s critical consciousness and the Weidman et al.’s (2001) Doctoral Student
Socialization Model as well as the lens of social constructionism to inform my approach
to analyzing the data.
Ethical Considerations
Locke et al. (2013) explain the principles of qualitative research, including
interviews and participatory action research, are to protect the confidentiality of the
participant and protect the participant when bad news is shared. Therefore, this study
included various consent forms with verbiage making it clear about the collaborative
nature of the study as well as the option to withdraw participation at any point during the
study, if they so choose (Locke et al., 2013). See Appendix D for a copy of the informed
consent form.
Merriam and Tisdell (2015) also explain
the protection of subjects from harm, the right to privacy, the notion of informed
consent, and the issue of deception all need to be considered ahead of time, but
once in a field, issues have to be resolved as they arise. (p. 261)
For example, during interviews, participants may feel their privacy is exposed, or they
may share information they did not anticipate sharing (Merriam & Tisdell, 2015). Even
more, ethical issues may arise during the study, so it is up to the researcher to prescribe
and uphold sensitivity towards participants and values throughout the research process
(Merriam & Tisdell, 2015).
Photovoice ethical considerations place participants’ safety as a priority and
educating participants on the intrusive power of images is important. Therefore,
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according to Wang and Redwood-Jones (2001), a photovoice facilitator should run a
photovoice project with the following values “respect for autonomy, promotion of social
justice, active promotion of good, and avoidance of harm” (p. 560). Ethical
considerations for a photovoice project also consider the intrusion into one’s personal
space through images as a paramount concern (Wang & Redwood-Jones, 2001).
Consent includes the following forms: (a) providing information about the rights and
responsibilities of participants (see Appendix C), (b) giving consent by the participant to
have their pictures published (see Appendix F), and (c) obtaining signature by those
who agree to have their picture taken (see Appendix G) (Wang & Redwood-Jones,
2001).
The first consent form (Appendix C) addresses ethical protocols and includes:
(1) The definitions and goals of photovoice; (2) the duration of each session,
number of sessions, total duration of participation, nature of group meetings
to discuss photographs, and intent to audiotape group discussions if applicable;
(3) potential use of photographs for research and educational purposes,
conditions of photographers’ and subjects’ consent to use photographs, and
participants’ ownership of negatives; (4) voluntary nature of participation and
right to withdraw at any time; (5) no financial costs to participants; (6) agreement
to provide cameras and film and forward any payments such as stipends or
honoraria; (7) notification of possible risks when taking photographs and
attending group meetings, as well as safety enhancement by locating trainings in
well-known community settings; (8) disclaimer regarding compensation in the
likely event of physical injury; (9) availability of further information; (10) names
and phone numbers of project staff. (Wang & Redwood-Jones, 2001, p. 565)
Next, according to Wang and Redwood-Jones (2001), the informed consent form
(Appendix C) addresses the intrusion into one’s private space to include verbiage not
only respecting the rights of a person photographed, but also explaining to participants
the importance of respecting the private space of a community or neighborhood. In
order to use the photographs, the participants were asked to sign a consent form
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(Appendix F) releasing the photographs to be published or be used in a public forum for
the project. Individuals who may be photographed by the participant were asked to
agree to having their pictures taken and possibly be used in the dissertation or other
publications (Appendix G).
To protect participants, photovoice facilitators are cautioned regarding the
disclosure of embarrassing facts about individuals. Questions to consider include,
would the pictures place someone in a false light or be incriminating? Therefore, the
images should be representative and accurate (Wang & Redwood-Jones, 2001).
Finally, they encourage photovoice facilitators to consider the impact of all images.
Therefore, photovoice projects should begin with ethics information on the invasion into
an individual’s private world to place emphasis on the moral and ethical responsibility
participants hold when taking pictures.
Researcher Role/Reflexivity
Reflexivity means “the researchers reflect on their own biases, values, and
assumptions, and actively write them into their research” (Creswell, 2019, p. 50). I am
aware of my insider’s perspective, because I am also a first-generation doctoral student.
I experienced the uncertainty of not knowing how to navigate the process of applying to
an undergraduate degree, a master’s program, and, eventually, a doctoral program. I
was not aware of how to navigate the rules of academia. In college, I lacked a
collective history to draw from because both of my parents did not go through the
process before me. For example, the financial side alone of undergraduate and
graduate school is an overwhelming process, and it was difficult for me to navigate.
When I attended my undergraduate program, I took courses outside of my skill level and
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even failed a science course. I should have withdrawn earlier in the semester, but I
stayed the course trying to pass the exams and failed. Also, I took too many credit
hours at one time, which affected my overall GPA and impacted my career choices and
admittance to graduate programs. My grades were all over the place, and I showed no
consistency—not for a lack of trying or dedication, but from being overwhelmed.
Once I graduated, I worked for five years before returning for my master’s
degree. The application process alone was difficult, but my Advisor took a special
interest in helping me. She guided me on the courses I should take and took meetings
with me to discuss my academic interests and goals. During my master’s program, I
took the initiative to find the website for scholarships and applied for a bunch my second
semester. This was a turning point for me as I received considerable financial support
throughout my master’s program as well as guidance and support from faculty
members, who wrote letters of recommendation for me and encouraged me to pursue
my doctoral degree. The financial support alone is why I was able to finish my master’s
degree, and it positioned me to consider applying for my doctorate. However, I could
not have finished without scholarships, and I have my professors to thank (from my
master’s program) for supporting me in my application.
Barrett et al. (2021) state “being continually reflexive and challenging ourselves
to understand and make clear our own underlying perspectives is an important part of
rigor in qualitative research” (p. 11). I believe knowledge is socially constructed, and my
participants will actively engage in their own construction of knowledge. I chose to do
interviews and photovoice for this study to provide a space for participants to actively
engage in their meaning making process. Finefter-Rosenbluh (2017) explain
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researchers who are “insiders might come from a position of strength: for instance,
knowing what to ask the participants, relating to issues of current relevance, and being
less invasive to the studied context” (p. 2). My insider’s perspective allowed me to gain
trust and rapport, because I understand the challenges first-generation students face.
Additionally, I approached the study with some knowledge of how it feels to be firstgeneration, and this impacted the questions I know I needed to ask, which were
relevant to first-generation female doctoral students.
However, there are drawbacks to a researcher’s insider’s perspective, and it may
prove helpful to have a constant internal dialogue of my biases (Finefter-Rosenbluh,
2017). Therefore, reflexivity is a constant process of “internal dialogue and critical selfevaluation of the researcher’s positionality” (Finefter-Rosenbluh, 2017, p. 2).
Additionally, through journaling and a constant internal dialogue of having biases, I
recognized the importance of not diminishing my female participants’ shared
experiences, which is why I chose to do interviews and photovoice. I am hopeful my
intention of having a critical reflexive approach provided enough space for my female
participants to be heard and limit the downfall of not imposing my own personal
experiences on their individualized and unique stories.
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Chapter 4
Participant Profiles

The purpose of my study was to understand the perceptions of first-generation
female doctoral students and what factors may impact first-generation female doctoral
students’ completion of their doctoral program. Chapter 4 includes a discussion of each
participant’s characteristics, educational background, personality, and goals. Also,
included in this chapter is a discussion about each participant’s photographs.
Participant 1: Samantha
Samantha was the youngest participant, single, in her early-20s, and Hispanic.
She pays for her tuition through a university assistantship. She was in the first
semester of her doctoral program. She was talkative, forthcoming in sharing her story,
and openly shared the journey of her educational experiences, although she also had a
tendency to digress. Neither her mother nor her father, who are both from Columbia,
have a bachelor’s degree. When she was little, her family moved around a lot and,
eventually, her parents divorced. During the early 1990s, her parents moved to Puerto
Rico. Her mother’s and father’s highest level of education was high school. Samantha
is the first in her family to have both a bachelor’s and, eventually, a doctorate degree.
She felt pressure from her family to be the best and not to complain, even when her
program was difficult or she was exhausted, because of the educational opportunities
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she was receiving. She is committed to helping children with mental and emotional
issues.
Samantha grew up in Puerto Rico. She has a bachelor’s degree in psychology
with a minor in sociology. She is also a first-generation female doctoral student in her
doctoral program, where she is studying to become a school psychologist to work with
children, specifically Hispanic and bilingual children.
She felt pressured, at times, by her parents and her extended family from
Columbia to overachieve. Also, due to her American citizen status, her family felt she
would receive educational advantages, so they reminded her frequently of this
advantage. Therefore, she felt pressured to be more and do more academically.
Growing up in Puerto Rico, she was burdened with performing and achieving high
grades, while taking difficult math and science courses. Eventually, Samantha
graduated from high school and knew she wanted to attend school in the states to
pursue a medical degree; however, this goal eventually changed to psychology when
she saw a need in her hometown in Puerto Rico and became inspired to help children.
For her undergraduate degree, she applied and was accepted to Syracuse University
where she received the most financial aid. In 2017, during her freshman year,
Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico. In response to the devastation from the hurricane,
she, along with fellow classmates from Puerto Rico, formed the Puerto Rican Student
Association. Because of the research project led by Samantha and her classmates, she
developed a passion to help children in Puerto Rico cope with the devastation of the
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hurricane. Today, she hopes her doctorate in school psychology and her passion for
helping children will be instrumental in helping the children of Puerto Rico have access
to psychological services at home and in school.
Photographs
The rank order of her photographs included financial support as number 1,
psychological as number 2, socialization as number 3, understanding the academic
process as number 4, faculty mentoring as number 5, and an open category titled,
“Look Mom, I did it!” as number 6.
Samantha placed financial support first, because she believed her finances
significantly impacted her psychological state. She believes before a person can even
begin to work on their psychological state, their financial needs such as shelter and food
should be met. As a new doctoral student, she had to learn how to manage her
finances on a budget, so the theme financial support was significant to her. She
explained,
I don’t feel I can be in a good psychological state of mind if I’m worrying about
where my next meal is gonna come from, if I’m gonna be able to pay rent, can I
pay groceries? All of those things are to me the bases that you have to cover in
order to begin working with your psychological needs. (Participant 1, Samantha,
Photography Meeting)
For the financial support photographic theme, she explained
Due to COVID, my assistantship was on pause until November, meaning I did
not receive any income until then. By the first month, my savings ran out and I
had to go into more debt. One of my first changes I made was to meal prep for
the week and try to limit my spending; this helped save time from cooking
throughout the week and allowed me to focus more on my academics. I only buy
meats and (sometimes) vegetables or fruits, but get most of my food from food
pantries. It was difficult at first, but I know this will all pay off one day and it just
motivates me to succeed even more in my program. (Participant 1, Samantha,
Photography Meeting)
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The psychological photographic theme was significant to her because
My first semester has been difficult; from leaving an abusive, long-distance
relationship, to having assistantship problems, to general anxiety and impostor
syndrome. I began going to counseling, but I felt like I needed more help; so I
began working on myself creating a routine, meal prepping, going to the gym,
journaling, resting, staying organized, asking for help, and taking breaks when I
needed. I am learning to prioritize myself and my mental health, because without
it I can’t succeed in anything I do. Since (then), I have seen my improvements
with the PhD program. (Participant 1, Samantha, Photography Meeting)
Socialization was important to her, because she does not want to “lose myself in
the program.” She described herself as being
Very extroverted, and I love being with friends and just talking and just relaxing
with them at the end of the day, so I make sure that I make that time even when
it seems impossible. Because I don’t want to lose myself in this program or lose
who I am outside of this program, because I’m not my PhD. (Participant 1,
Samantha, Photography Meeting)
She described her experience with socialization as a difficult process due to various
factors explaining:
My first semester in the program was extremely difficult; personally, emotionally,
financially, and academically; up until this day, most of my socialization was
hanging out with my cohort or my friends from the second-year cohort in their
apartments or on campus while doing work. This day was my friend Tegan’s
birthday, she wanted to celebrate having a beach day and I did not hesitate to
go. It was the first time the entire semester I did not do any work for the entire
day. These three women have become my first friends, my support group, and
my family. We decided to take this picture to commemorate the day and capture
the sky behind us. (Participant 1, Samantha, Photography Meeting)
Although understanding the academic process and faculty mentoring were
important to her doctoral progress, she felt financial support, psychological, and
socialization were more significant to her doctoral progress, because it mattered more
to her to not lose herself in her PhD.
Samantha has had a positive experience with her faculty advisor; however, she
has had a difficult time understanding the academic process. She explains,
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It has been a real struggle to learn how to manage my classes and my
assistantship at the same time, I thought because I was so busy in undergrad
that I would be prepared. I have struggled the most with academic writing and
vocabulary and it sometimes feels very difficult to catch up with my cohort.
Because English is not my first language, I have struggled with explaining myself
and speaking about the field when I am just learning how to speak
“professionally”. It has taken me a while to understand what I am doing, and
what I am supposed to be doing, but I have been fortunate enough to have
understanding professors and an amazing cohort who are really open to helping
me and do not judge nor penalize me while I am learning. (Participant 1,
Samantha, Photography Meeting)
For the open category, which she titled, “Look Mom, I did It!” was ranked sixth
because, although her mother’s support was important, she feels her mom does not
genuinely understand the difficulties she was experiencing. For example, if she told her
mom she is having trouble writing a long paper, her Mom will say, “you’re so smart, just
write it!” So, although her mom is a positive support system, it was not always the kind
of support system she needs to really feel heard as she navigates her doctoral program
and her feelings of anxiety.
Participant 2: Deborah
Deborah is a white female in her late 40s who worked part-time as an online tutor
and paid completely out of pocket for her tuition. She is a divorced single mother of two
adult children, and, recently, experienced the empty nest feeling of her children moving
away from home. She decided to return to school to pursue her passion for working
with children with special needs. Deborah has paid for her program completely out of
pocket, because she does not qualify for many funding opportunities. She passed her
qualifying examination and is in the process of writing her proposal and, eventually, will
schedule a proposal defense, once she is able to find committee members for her
dissertation committee. However, she has been unable to solidify a dissertation
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committee, because many faculty have retired from her program. This step in her
doctoral process has caused her immense anxiety, and she has struggled navigating
this process and moving forward with her proposal. She is a first-generation female
doctoral student. Her mother and father graduated from secondary school at age 16 in
England. Once in America, her mother went back to school and received her high
school diploma and became a Nurse’s Aide. Her father took classes on how to design
shoes.
In high school, Deborah was diagnosed with attention deficit disorder and was
put on Ritalin. She attended small private schools in England, and, after she graduated
from high school, she took a year off. Eventually, she applied to college and was
accepted to the University of Cincinnati. However, for Deborah, attending college was a
scary process, and she never completed her bachelor’s degree at the University of
Cincinnati. However, years later, after she had two children, she started finding joy in
going to pre-school and kindergarten with them. She went back to school to get her
associates in Internet Technology (IT) Services and began working in IT. Eventually,
she pursued her newfound passion of working with children who had special needs and
went on to pursue an associate’s degree in Elementary Education and Teaching, a
bachelor’s degree in Elementary Education K-6 with an ESOL endorsement, as well as
a master’s degree in Education with a specialization in Autism.
Currently, she is pursuing a doctoral degree with the goal of working with children
with autism who have severe and profound learning disabilities. The doctoral process in
her program has been difficult, because of institutional, personal, and professional
issues. During her program, she was injured and hospitalized by a special needs
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student. Due to her hospitalization, she was unable to keep up with her doctoral
coursework and had to withdraw. Although she lost her tuition payment, which was paid
out of pocket, she was able to remain in her doctoral program once she recovered.
Even so, because she is not a minority, she did not qualify for many funding
opportunities and feels frustrated many scholarships and fellowships are not open to
her. In spite of these obstacles, Deborah continues to persevere in her doctoral
coursework and has worked to pay for tuition, rent, and food.
Deborah consistently helped classmates in her cohort whose first language was
not English with their grammar and writing, which she feels impacted her own progress.
She was frustrated most of her cohort relied on her to help them with their English, as a
majority of her classmates were international students. She spent many hours after
class helping international students from her cohort with their writing. However, this
took away from her own writing and assignments, and, eventually, she had to tell them
she could no longer assist them with their writing. Even so, throughout her program,
she felt pressured by these students to continue helping them.
Both her parents emigrated to the United States from Great Britain. Neither of
her parents have a college degree. Her father worked and her mother raised three
children, as a homemaker. She is a first-generation doctoral student with a good
nature, who is extremely frustrated with the doctoral process and lack of support from
her classmates, faculty, and administrators.
Photographs
Her rank order of photographs included psychological, understanding the
academic process, faculty mentoring, socialization, financial support, and a new theme:
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a theoretical perspective by Iris Marion Young called Structural Justice. Participant
Deborah chose to place psychological first because she says she is “in a funk right now.
I’m depressed. My [post-traumatic stress disorder] PTSD [stems] from the accident,
getting my butt kicked, COVID, the world, and everything else right now. So, my PTSD
is running a little high.” She has slowly been able to get back to making fitness a priority
for her health, but she still struggles with high anxiety. For the photograph of
psychological, her photo depicts her reflection staring into the mirror. The photograph
personifies the anxieties she has felt trying and unsuccessfully finding enough faculty
members for her committee, dealing with a faculty advisor who many times is
unavailable, and balancing her various jobs, her personal responsibilities, and her
doctoral responsibilities. All of these factors have impacted her psychological state.
Deborah often feels hopeless and feels as though the doctoral process is out of her
control. She does not know if she will finish her doctorate, although she has passed her
qualifying examination. The doctoral process has weighed heavy on her, and she has
not felt supported during key times when she has had to deal with health complications,
navigating the research process, and feeling isolated in a cohort where she is the
minority. These factors have impacted her mental state and continued to create
anxiety, depression, and fear surrounding the doctoral process.
Next, she chose understanding the academic process because out of frustration
“I have to now find a new committee member to sit in or to come into my committee.”
She has high anxiety about this and continues to feel frustrated she has been unable to
find someone to sit on her committee. Her photograph depicting the theme
understanding the academic process symbolizes how she has felt unprepared and
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unsupported for the rigors of conducting ethical research. Unfortunately, she was not
prepared by faculty on the significance of submitting her research to the University’s
Institutional Research Board (IRB). For this photographic theme, she included a
research poster, which she presented at a university conference and then was
reprimanded. Unfortunately, she did not understand the process of submitting her work
to the IRB before she began her research and presented it. Because of this, she was
not only reprimanded, she felt alone and unsupported. This oversight has significantly
impacted her confidence as a new researcher and instilled in her a sense of fear about
conducting research.
For faculty mentoring, she feels lost and frustrated in finding someone to mentor
her, support her, and help her with the doctoral process, because she feels she has
been navigating the process entirely on her own. Throughout her program, she has felt
abandoned and unsupported by faculty. She explains “sometimes my main head
professor (her Advisor)--she just sometimes she’s good with emails and sometimes she
isn’t. I just don’t think I am on her main priority list. Ugh, so I’ve emailed her three times
since June, and I still haven’t heard back from her.” Her picture is of a research poster
(authored by her), which she believes was also plagiarized by another faculty member
from a different University at a conference. The photograph captures the difficult
experiences she has had with sharing resources with her cohort and presenting her
research, only to find others have copied her ideas and work. The photograph conveys
her feelings of abandonment in perceiving she has no one to turn to who can advocate
for these violations.
During her first year, socialization was incredibly difficult because she felt
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isolated surrounded by foreign students who did not speak or write in English. It was
during this time she became disappointed with what she thought her doctoral
experience would be like. Although she tried to develop relationships in her classes and
cohort, she never felt fellow students reciprocated, due to their reliance on her help with
learning English. Eventually, she had to create boundaries with these students, so her
own work would not suffer or impact her progress. These relationships did not develop
as many students relied on her solely for her ability to read and write in English.
Throughout her program, she experienced a significant language barrier in her
class, because many of her classmates were students from the Middle East. In her
photograph for socialization, the Islam prayer rug personifies the saturation she
experienced with Middle Eastern and Saudi Arabian students who were not able to
speak or write in English, at the doctoral level. She felt “it was very difficult for me
because (she struggled with) why am I paying all this money to pursue my PhD, and I’m
in a room with people who can’t speak English.” In her picture on socialization, she
included a stuffed animal from when she was a little girl because she felt so lost and
alone in classes. She explains,
I felt so lost (her first semester). I was working full-time. I had started teaching a
kindergarten autistic class and there was a boy in my class. . .the first time he
injured me was in September, and I had just started my first PhD class.
(Participant 2, Deborah, Photography Meeting)
She began her PhD program seriously injured (hospitalized) and felt like no one at the
University was there for her, even though she knew faculty and had completed the
master’s program at the University.
Deborah was able to pull through, but she had to drop a few courses (due to her
illness) and never received a reimbursement for them, although she had submitted a
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petition for reimbursement. The book in her photograph for Socialization is titled,
Against the Odds: Stories of Resilience symbolizes her own determination to pull
through. The ruler in her photograph personifies the toughness of it all, and her fortitude
to carry on in spite of the harsh realities of balancing her doctorate courses, an injury,
and the challenges of being a single mother.
She was not too concerned about financial support, because she feels she will
eventually be able to pay back her loans. Her sixth photographic theme is called
Structural Justice by Iris Marion Young, which emphasizes a model for distributed social
justice and addresses the structural injustices happening within society.
Participant 3: Sasha
Sasha is a married white female in her early 30s with no dependents or children.
She works full-time and pays out of pocket for her tuition by working. Her mother’s and
father’s highest level of education is high school. Sasha was matter of fact about her
experience in the program. However, she expressed a frustration with feeling isolated
early on in her program, because no one from the University or from her doctoral
program reached out to her. She used a program of study to follow on her own. And, it
was not until much later in her program at an orientation, where Sasha met the head of
her program, when she was finally connected with an Advisor who helped her put
together a formal program of study. She was frustrated about the lack of
communication between herself and her program. Sasha is efficient, stays on task well,
and has enjoyed going to classes. She often works on her schoolwork at Panera and
has picked up hiking to find balance in the midst of the long hours she has had to
commit to her degree program.
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She is currently in her fourth year of coursework in a doctoral program. She has
a master’s degree in marketing, a master’s of business administration, and a bachelor’s
degree in International Studies. Currently, she works as an Assessment Officer and
hopes to advance to a director position once she completes her doctoral degree. She is
a first-generation college student since neither of her parents have a college degree.
Photographs
Her rank order of photographs included psychological, faculty mentoring,
financial, socialization, and understanding the academic process. The reason she
chose this order was because
Psychological was the top [photograph], because if I’m not in a good place
mentally then I can’t be my best self in this process. Faculty mentoring is second
because I feel like I’ve missed out on so much during this time because I didn’t
really have anyone. Financial comes next because someone has to pay for
classes. The final two, while important, just needed to be slotted somewhere.
(Participant 3: Sasha, Photography Meeting)
She put psychological at the top, because “if I’m not in a good place mentally then I
can’t do this process at all. I know me [and] when I go down. . .the rabbit hole it gets
bad. There have been a few times where I felt I was going to drop out, and I wasn’t
psychologically there.”
She struggled ranking faculty mentoring and financial and felt she would have
placed both of them at a rank order of two. More recently, in a short six-week timespan,
Sasha’s interaction with her faculty Advisor improved tremendously, since our initial
Interview. However, at the time she took her photograph, she had not heard from
anyone at the University and had spent a majority of the time developing her own
program of study for her coursework. She basically planned her own program of study
and followed it on her own to register for courses. Throughout much of her program,
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she felt alone and unsupported. In addition, from the time COVID-19 began for at least
an entire year, she had not heard from anyone at the University and many of her
classes were online, so she received zero communication from anyone in her program.
However, in the Fall after COVID-19, she attended an in-person orientation hosted by
her program, and it was then she was asked by a faculty member how she was doing.
She explained she did not have a program of study or a faculty Advisor, and this was
promptly and quickly corrected. She explains, “especially now that I have a faculty
member working with me, things have just kinda happened.”
The financial theme was also significant, because without her full-time job, she
would not be able to pay her tuition out of pocket. Currently, she receives a tuition
reimbursement through work, which offsets her tuition payments. She feels incredibly
fortunate to have her full-time position and financial support, which takes the burden off
of her and her husband. She also recognizes the difficulty of finding scholarships
because “it feels weird to say this, but I am white, and it is incredibly hard to find
scholarships and grants in education for a white female. I am the majority, and it’s a
little difficult sometimes to find that extra support. And, I totally get why.” She ranked
socialization fourth because she is an introvert. Next, understanding the academic
process was ranked fifth because she has had to figure out the process on her own
since high school. She has applied this same approach to working through processes
in her own doctoral program.
Participant 4: Monique
Monique is in her late 30s and is currently employed. Although she received a
fellowship to pay the tuition for her doctoral program, she has supplemented the
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additional costs for living by working as a science teacher. Currently, she is a full-time
fellow for The National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Monique was born in the
United States, but both of her parents grew up and were born in Jamaica. Her mother
graduated from high school, but her father never graduated from high school. Even so,
both of her parents worked hard and have found success as real estate entrepreneurs.
She has taken her qualifying examination and defended her proposal. Monique has
completed her dissertation project and is currently writing Chapters 4 and 5 with the
hope to defend soon.
As a science teacher, Monique taught middle and high school for the past 14
years. In 2021, she received a distinguished fellow award, which is awarded to select
science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) teachers across the
country. Currently, she is a doctoral candidate in a doctoral program.
Photographs
Monique’s rank order for her photographs included psychological factors first,
financial support second, faculty mentoring third, socialization fourth, and understanding
the academic process fifth. Her photograph depicting the theme psychological is called
It’s Me or the PhD.
She ranked psychological first, because psychologically this
process has done a number on me personally, at this stage, in year five, I just
feel that I have to choose between my mental health and writing my dissertation.
There is a very, very thick line between the two (social and emotional health and
being a doctoral student). And, I find it hard to cross. Because it's a very lonely
journey. And, it's difficult to know what to do without support. (Participant 4,
Monique, Photography Meeting)
She explains, “I have suffered from depression and anxiety. The whole process has
really ramped all of those up for me.” Monique feels the entire doctoral process has felt
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extremely lonely, especially as a woman of color. For example, she found being a
woman of color challenging because her major professor does not have much expertise
about this topic, so she felt alone. She has been able to work on her state of mind by
finding a therapist, which has empowered her to work through the difficulties of feeling
like an outsider and alone as a woman of color.
Fortunately, she was supported financially through a fellowship and additional
scholarships. She ranked financial support second, because she does not believe in
paying for school. Her photograph for financial support is called Almost Dr. Monique
Conference Guru. She explains “I paid for my undergraduate, and I am still paying
those student loans, and, so, I just have a personal thing where I just will not . . .
(commit to a degree program) if I can’t find funding, so I spent a lot of time figuring out
how to do that.” For the theme of financial support she wrote
I have been quite blessed that I was able to apply for a fellowship. . . I also was a
McKnight fellow, so I was able to apply for funding to apply for conferences all
over the country. And, I also know that there is financial assistance for students
that you can use for every semester through the Graduate Office, so I took
advantage of all of those things while being a student. My picture shows me
presenting at the Association for a science teacher education in San Antonio,
Texas, where I was able to do one of my very first solo presentations at a
conference at which I was able to network and meet a lot of other individuals. So,
I feel like I am well known by the people in these organizations, because I attend
conferences regularly, so that I can meet the scholars who are in the lead of the
field. (Participant 4, Monique, Photography Meeting)
She wanted to put faculty mentoring first because for her “navigating the process
without guidance has been really difficult.” However, without a positive mental state and
funding, she feels she would not have progressed in her program or returned to get her
doctorate.
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For the theme of faculty mentoring, she ranked this theme third. Her photograph
is titled Maybe Figure it Out Without Me? For faculty mentoring, her photograph is a
picture from a YouTube video featured on the University website. The photograph for
faculty mentoring captures a white male professor
giving a presentation to a roomful of what I'm going to assume are educators . . .
behind this professor. . . there is a woman of color sitting there in the corner by
herself. The guy has his back to her, and she's looking down and she's writing . .
. I felt like that woman looked like me. That that was me trying to struggle
through. And you know? I have a mentor, he's here, but when I meet with him if
I don't have anything written down, he offers no other support. And, so, this is an
image representing what I think [faculty] mentoring is like. Everybody else gets
help, but not me when I compare myself to the [other] programs where other
[students] people are. They get a lot of support, but not me. I think our
University needs to do a better good job of mentoring our professors to show
them how to mentor graduate students, because we are the future. This
perpetuates bad mentoring. I'm not getting that. My mentor says he enjoys
mentoring graduate students, but I don't think that he does because months will
go by, and he'll never reach out, and so I don't reach out. And, so I feel stuck
with him. (Participant 4, Monique, Photography Meeting)
Next, she ranked socialization fourth, because she is introverted and she can
work alone, so her support system does not come from her doctoral program. Rather,
she has a strong support system outside of the program. Her photograph for
socialization is titled Vision Boards of an Unclear Future. She describes the positive
support system outside of her program because
socialization for me was quite difficult as a PhD student, so a lot of my
socialization actually came from outside of the program. Marshall et al. all talks
about the factor of loneliness. I felt that a lot as a PhD student. As a woman of
color and [being in] STEM education, I am used to being one of the few in the
room. So, I figured I just had to navigate the loneliness on my own. This picture
is actually me doing a vision board with some of my friends who are also women
of color. We are starting to focus on black girl excellence, and so we created
these vision boards for the 2020 year. In this vision board, I am focusing on
working towards my PhD. It’s very positive talking about just going for it and
rejoicing, and I have to get out of my comfort zone. It’s almost trying to will
myself to keep going and working, so that I can graduate in May. So, this was a
really positive experience for me, and it’s an example of what I haven’t been
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getting throughout my progress as a PhD student. (Participant 4, Monique,
Photography Meeting)
Understanding the academic process was ranked fifth, because she felt she had
to build her own program without faculty guidance. She ranked understanding the
academic process fifth because she had to navigate this on her own. Her photograph is
titled Navigating the Academic Muck by Almost Dr. Monique: A Self Portrait. For this
photograph she explains
what it shows is navigating the academic process as a journey. It's depicting a
journey that kind of starts at the bottom left corner of the image, where these
checkboxes are perfect squares. Because you're taking your classes, you're
doing homework, and you're getting things done. You're learning, and it's great.
You're asking professors for help, and you're figuring out who needs to be on
your committee. But, as the years go on, the boxes change. They're more and
more circular. They're changing. You're not quite sure what they are. And, then,
as you cross this threshold of being a candidate, after you do your qualifying
exam, it's all amorphous [no clearly defined shaped]. And, it’s confusing. I
wanted to kind of depict like a kid when they scribble on the picture, and you ask
them what is it? And they're like, oh, it's me playing on the playground. But,
then, when you look at it, it's a bunch of scribbles. And, so, from the outside,
that's kind of like my parents, family, and friends. . . they don't know what's going
on, and, in a way, I don't really know what's going on . . . it's connected to. . . me.
As a person here, it's supposed to represent what you look like when you finish.
I've always wanted purple hair, so I drew myself with purple hair. But, this idea
that you should be thankful for all the work that you did. This gratitude that you
need to have when you're done; I think is ridiculous for us to say. You should be
happy that you pushed through this very difficult thing, yes. But, at what cost?
And, that's why it's in red [the word gratitude]. This gratitude that I don't feel is
real gratitude. It's more like you just [are] dealing with the institution of higher
education and academia. And, then, you know you're made of books, [and]
you're made of knowledge. This becomes a part of you, and it's almost like you
can't separate yourself from it. And, so you're in. It's a part of you, and, then,
this immense sense of lassitude. It means [you] completely [feel] lethargic and
tired and drained of all energy. So, I didn't want to just put tired, because that
really wasn't like a good word. That [lassitude] kind of depicts the level of
exhaustion that you feel. . . this is like you know me finishing. Around my neck
there's a necklace, but the necklace is made of chains because in some way I'm
liberated, but I'm still trapped in this process that I've somehow gone through: the
muck as I like to call it. (Participant 4, Monique, Photography Meeting)
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Participant 5: Anne
Anne is a white single female in her late 20s. She had an assistantship during
her first four years, but by her fifth year, she no longer has an assistantship. She has
fallen behind her cohort, and she continues to work part time. Anne is a first-generation
female doctoral student and neither of her parents have a bachelor’s degree. Her
mother’s highest level of education is high school. And, her father’s highest level of
education is the 10th grade. She is a fifth-year doctoral student in a doctoral program.
Anne recently completed her qualifying examination and is currently in the process of
preparing for her proposal defense.
After her bachelor’s degree, she knew she wanted to help children by becoming
a psychologist. When she graduates, she hopes to work in the higher education setting
and have the opportunity to conduct more research in the medical setting. Currently,
due to financial, personal, and program factors, she has fallen a year behind her cohort.
She tries to keep her employment hidden from her program. Even so, she is hoping to
defend her dissertation proposal in January 2022. She did not participate in the virtual
photography meeting, and she seemed extremely concerned about protecting her
privacy.
Photographs
Anne was having a difficult time in her program managing her workload and
coursework. She fell behind her cohort and was under stress managing the
expectations of her program as well as her various jobs. Unfortunately, Anne chose not
to participate in the photographic portion of the project, because she felt she could not
come up with photographs to depict her experience based on the photographic themes.
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Although she was provided with additional examples for each theme and given deadline
extensions, she still could not find the inspiration to complete this portion of the project.
Out of respect for her situation, I complied with her request to not move forward.
Participant 6: Ashley
Ashley is a white female married with two children in her early 50s. She pays for
her tuition with a grant through the University, she works full-time, and feels supported
by her spouse to pursue her doctoral degree. Neither of her parents have a college
degree. Her mother is a high school graduate, and her father’s highest level of
education is the 4th grade. Because she works full time and commutes to school, she
was relieved when COVID-19 changed courses to be online, due to the convenience of
staying home and not commuting to campus.
Ashley is currently a degree seeking doctoral student nearing the end of her
coursework stage. Graduates from her program receive a Level 1 Educational
Leadership Certification from the Florida Department of Education. Currently, she
works with compliance issues in a K-12 setting. While she was teaching, she realized
she did not have the skills she felt she needed to be a good teacher in exceptional
student education (ESE); however, funding her doctorate seemed impossible.
Remarkably, she received a flyer about a literacy support grant program through the
University for teachers in local school districts to return to school and pursue a
doctorate in exceptional student education. This program fully funds teachers to help
prepare them for leadership roles and matches them with a mentor. Participants
receive a stipend, support to attend conferences, and mentored research opportunities.
She spoke to her husband and decided to return to school without financial constraints.
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Ashley has a bachelor’s degree in business administration, a master’s degree in
reading education, and is currently completing coursework for her doctorate degree
(she has two out of three years worth of course-work completed). She hopes the skills
she is learning in the ESE doctoral program will prepare her for more leadership
opportunities.
Photographs
Ashley’s rank order of her photographs included psychological factors first,
socialization second, understanding the academic process third, financial support
fourth, faculty mentoring fifth, and sixth is a photograph of her snuggling with her puppy.
Ashley explained,
I choose this order based on which had the greatest impact on my progress
throughout the process. Financial and faculty mentorship was near the bottom
because I had that covered or in the case of mentorship, [I] had figured work
arounds. Psychological and socialization were at the top because they had the
biggest impact on me day to day. This process has been and is taking all
consuming. (Participant 6: Ashley, Photography Meeting)
In regards to the academic process, she had the help and support of her cohort
who she felt close to. She also felt, in regards to faculty mentorship, her Advisor has
been a help directing her inquiries and answering her questions. In addition, the grant
she received has been a blessing, because it has paid for everything. However, she
ranked psychological and socialization higher because “this process has taken its toll
and been all consuming.”
The first ranked photographic theme was psychological, and she titled this
photograph, Psychological Mental Exhaustion. She explained
when we started the program, the grant coordinators said it would be hard.
However, I was in no way prepared for the reality of working full time, while going
to school full time. I have cried several times and twice started an email to let my
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program leads know that I was done and dropping out. Staying on the grind day
after day after day is rough. (Participant 6: Ashley, Photography Meeting)

Next, she ranked socialization second, and titled this photograph Socialization:
My Group Chat Life. The photograph for socialization depicts the many ways she stays
connected with her cohort, she explained
I am always on the phone, texting, or in a video chat with my cohort and
classmates. The photo was taken as I talked to one group member while meeting
via video with another. I took the picture because it shows how I have accessed
support during the program. Due to COVID, we haven’t been able to meet in
person, so we meet online. Help is only a text away! (Participant 6: Ashley,
Photography Meeting)
Understanding the academic process was ranked third, and this photograph is
titled, Understanding the Academic Process: What Did She Say? Ashley felt
understanding the academic process was a significant factor for her, because the
process was not straightforward. She describes understanding the academic process
as “the biggest area in which being first generation shows. I have to read and re-read
and ask a bunch of questions. I am very concrete and sequential, but the directions at
the doctoral level are rarely straight forward” (Participant 6: Ashley, Photography
Meeting).
Financial support was ranked fourth and is titled, Financial Support: The Easy
Part. She describes her experience with financial support as being extremely
supported, because
outside of my bachelor’s, I have been very lucky. I haven’t accumulated any debt
with my master’s or doctoral program. The grant pays for my tuition, books, and
any extras I’ve needed. It has taken some stress out of the process because I do
not have to worry about financial aid paperwork every year. (Participant 6:
Ashley, Photography Meeting)
She ranked faculty mentoring fifth, because
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I didn’t want to bother my major professor with questions, but that is how it has
felt through the program. I didn’t want to bother anyone because I felt I should
know . . . but, I don’t. Right now, I meet with my major professor every few
months, but I still have a year of coursework left. The LLI group meets every two
weeks, and I ask a lot of questions then. (Participant 6: Ashley, Photography
Meeting)
The photograph for faculty mentoring depicts a coffee cup, because
the coffee cup represents that cup my dad always has in front of him as he gave
me advice as we sat at the kitchen table; now a days that cup is full of tea, but
the advice is still needed as ever. The paper represents the Job Corp Ad I
answered, and the coach that told me I needed to go to college. The computer is
there to represent the professors who answer my millions of emails and help me
navigate my program. (Participant 6: Ashley, Photography Meeting)
The open category is titled Photograph #6: Save Us! Ashley explained
sometimes you just need a good puppy snuggle. Finn spends a lot of the time I
am doing homework sitting on or near me. He frequently makes guest
appearances in my class Zooms/Teams meeting. He has been a good emotional
support as well.
For this photograph, the puppy depicts “my daughter’s dog, and my two cats who make
frequent appearances in my classes. Their cuddles also help keep me sane!”
(Participant 6: Ashley, Photography Meeting).
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Chapter 5
Themes
The purpose of my study was to understand the perceptions of first-generation
female doctoral students and what factors may impact first-generation female doctoral
students’ completion of their doctoral program. This chapter includes the results of the
study, analysis of the data from the virtual six interviews, and the analysis of the
photographic themes from the five participants. Included in this chapter are the
transcription data, themes, findings for each research question, and the researcher’s
observations.
The five pre-ordinately defined themes and an optional category used for the
virtual interview, rank order of photographs, and group meeting were: socialization,
psychological factors, faculty mentoring, understanding the academic process, financial
support, and an optional category. Additional themes from the virtual interview included
physical and mental exhaustion, and COVID19 and challenges.
Socialization
At the doctoral level, socialization could mean finding a cohort or group with
which to interact. It may mean having comradery among classmates, the cohort, or a
group of students. It could mean feeling connected to classmates and faculty. After
analyzing the data, the participants struggled at times to create a community within their
cohort, and some battled with feeling alone in the doctoral process. Technology
especially became an outlet to engage with classmates during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Some relied on group chats to feel a sense of connection within their cohort.
Professional connections, race, ethnicity, and personal obstacles became factors in how
participants navigated socialization throughout their doctoral program.
Participant 1 Samantha
Virtual Interview. Participant 1 received a mentor early on in her program who
she developed a friendship with as well. Because of the mentor, Participant 1 was
introduced to a group of friends who were also in her department’s second-year cohort
and who became a group of friends she could rely on who lived next door to her
apartment complex. The social connections formed by this group helped her develop a
sense of community outside of the classroom where she could socialize, not only over
online group chats, but through social bonding nights as well. She described this
experience as being a great social outlet for her. She explained
We have a cohort group chat. Where all talk, and we're literally texting all the
time, but also I've been able to . . . we have . . . 20 group chats, but one of them
is for five of us from our cohort, because we're gonna room together when we go
to the next conference next year. We're going to share a hotel room. And, so we
created that to talk about the hotel that we were gonna get and stuff. And, we
just talk there all the time. This morning my friend was like, “Oh, I'm going to go
to this coffee shop until 1”, so “if someone wants to join?” I said, “I’m gonna be
on campus!” And, we just talk all the time there. I interact with them a lot,
through texts, calls, and in person. But, the people I spend the most time with
[are] basically outside of class is some of the people from the second-year
cohort. Because my mentor, (we get assigned a mentor when we first come in
and mine is the girl that I mentioned earlier), we became really, really, good
friends, really quickly. She introduced me to her friend group, which they all live
in the apartment complex next to me. And, one of them lives in the same one I
do. I'm able to . . . see them all the time. I hang out with them. I go over to their
place. They do little bonding nights, and so I'm able to see them in person more
often. (Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. During the group meeting, participant 1 discussed
and presented her photographs. She ranked her photograph representing socialization
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third out of the six themes. She ranked socialization third, because she felt without
financial support, which she ranked first, everything else came secondary. She
connected food security and monetary stability as a priority over socialization.
Group Meeting. During the group meeting, participant 1 discussed and
presented her struggle with balancing her personal, financial, and academic
responsibilities. For much of the semester, she had not taken a day for herself or a day
away from her school work. For the photographic theme of socialization, she titled it
Family Day at the Beach. See Figure 3 for Participant 1 photograph for socialization.
Figure 3
Participant 1’s Photo for Socialization

Note. All photos from Participant 1 were approved by the
individual under the photo release document and verbal consent.
She explained, “this day was my friend Tina’s birthday, she wanted to celebrate
having a beach day, and I did not hesitate to go. It was the first time the entire
semester I did not do any work for the entire day” (Participant 1, Samantha, Group
Meeting). The girls pictured in the photograph became her family. She shared “these
three women have become my first friends, my support group, and my family. We
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decided to take this picture to commemorate the day and capture the sky behind us”
(Participant 1, Samantha, Group Meeting). She also explained how the first semester in
the program presented multiple obstacles for her, so going to the beach with friends got
her away from campus and her mind off of the stresses she was dealing with. She
explained
My first semester in the program was extremely difficult; personally, emotionally,
financially, and academically; up until this day, most of my socialization was
hanging out with my cohort or my friends from the second-year cohort in their
apartments or on campus while doing work. (Participant 1, Samantha, Group
Meeting)
Participant 2 Deborah
Virtual Interview. Deborah had a difficult time staying continually connected
with her cohort, because students from her cohort were international students, so once
COVID hit, these students returned home. Much of her time socializing was spent
being a source of support for her classmates, which eventually became too much for
her. Before COVID, she spent much of her free time meeting with fellow students to
help them with their writing, because many struggled with the American Psychological
Association (APA) and Modern Language Association (MLA) format as well as writing
papers in English. Although she worked full time, she remained connected with
classmates by tutoring students and aiding students who did not have transportation. In
this respect, socialization for her meant she was there for them when they needed aid.
For example, after working long hours as an ESE teacher, she explained “it was hard to
get my ‘ass beat’. And then [my international friend], I actually took home. I would run
her home, and she didn't have a car. I would always help her. [Even] if she needed
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help with papers. I would always advocate for her when I first started that program”
(Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual Interview).
She shared, “even though they'd steal [my work], I would still help them. If they
asked me to help them with writing, I would help them with their writing” (Participant 2,
Deborah, Virtual Interview). She also would utilize the Graduate Student Lounge on
campus, the Panera Bread location near campus, and the University Library as a place
to meet and help classmates in her cohort with their writing. She also felt the
interactions with students in class were difficult, because of the language barrier.
Ultimately, the interactions she had with her classmates would wear on her, and she
eventually began to resent the time she spent with them, because she did not have
extra time to spare.
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 2 ranked her socialization photo
fourth, because she was dealing with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) from the
stress of her injury at work, and the stress of falling behind in her classes, so she
ranked psychological first ahead of socialization. She shared “I’m in a pretty low place
right now, even though I have this job, I have been tutoring, and I have tried a few
different things . . . I may not even get my dissertation written” (Participant 2, Deborah,
Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. She was so excited to be accepted into her PhD program, but,
when she went to her first class a majority of the students were from Saudi Arabia and
only two students were American. She felt this created obstacles to socializing,
because of the language barrier among her and the international students. She shared
“I love working with people from other countries, but I wasn’t expecting such a language
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barrier” (Participant 2, Deborah, Group Meeting). Due to various factors, socialization
for Deborah was a challenge throughout her coursework stage and much of the time
she felt alone. She explained
I have felt incredibly alone and sad during my PhD process, and it was before
COVID even hit. I was done with my classes in May of 2020, [and] I was done
besides quals and dissertation, so everything I am writing about happened preCOVID. You can only imagine how I feel now having stepped away from the
process for a year now. [I feel] so lost, and I am not sure I will make it back
(Participant 2, Deborah, Group Meeting)
The picture for socialization included objects that held personal meaning for her.
See Figure 4 for participant 2’s photo of socialization.
Figure 4
Participant 2’s Photo for Socialization

Note. All photos from Participant 2 were approved by the individual
under the photo release document and verbal consent.
She explained
I wanted to show how I felt through much of my PhD while socializing. Most of
my peer students, in the same program, were foreigners and I do not speak
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Arabic, so it was not easy to socialize . . . again I felt lost!!! The wooden box on
the prayer rug with the picture of my dog Rocky who passed away (May 2018)
and me on our last night together is actually . . . it's Rocky’s ashes, and that's
pretty much how I feel about my education at this point, gone, lost, [and] not
here!!! The stuffed animal cat doll was my favorite doll as a little girl. I carried
her everywhere! She is on the rug, because I feel very vulnerable like I used to
when I was a child, and I used to carry my kitten around to feel safe. She
represents my vulnerability, lost in a foreign sea. The green ruler represents the
professors that basically told me that my PhD program is how it is, and that I
need to just get with the program or PROCESS, as they call it. The ruler is for
slapping my knuckles, so that I mind! Lastly, there is a book titled Against the
Odds. A dear friend of mine has her story of triumph in it, and I suppose I may
have a glimpse of hope, as the feather peaks out, that I may triumph over the
PROCESS and actually obtain my doctorate. (Participant 2, Deborah, Group
Meeting)
Participant 3 Sasha
Virtual Interview. Participant 3 began taking courses outside of her cohort, and
she felt this was a great way to meet students outside of her program. However, once
COVID hit and her courses went online, she found it hard to continue to feel motivated,
because she felt disconnected from her academic community. She shared
the hardest part right now is I'm trying not to lose motivation this close to the end.
And, I really wonder if I'd be in this kind of say, mental frame if the COVID stuff
didn't happen if I had been able to go to class straight through and kinda keep in
touch with my academic community, because I don't really talk to anyone in my
program anymore. (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview)
Once classes returned to in-person, she was, “shocked that I didn't really know anyone
in my systematic design class this semester. I thought I would know two people,
because we've taken other classes online at least” (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual
Interview). Even so, Sasha preferred working alone and avoided group work. She did
enjoy completing homework outside of her home such as at Panera or Starbucks to feel
a sense of connection, even if it meant working alone, which is what she preferred.
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Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 3 ranked socialization her
socialization photograph fourth, because she explained “I am introverted, [but] I don’t
like how socialization has had to go the past two years (Participant 3, Sasha, Group
Meeting). Unfortunately, once the pandemic hit, many of her classes went online. She
explained
My first two years I was in classes, and I was talking to people, it was great, and I
loved being able to have those informal conversations. And, then, everything
shifted online, and it all shifted online where I was moving out of classes within
my department and into classes outside of my department, so I didn’t know
anyone and now we are online, and you can’t really get to know people that well,
at least I feel like I can’t. (Participant 3, Sasha, Group Meeting)
For her, this impacted the connections she had formed, while taking in-person
classes, because she shifted to taking more classes outside of her department, and it
was difficult to form relationships in the online class setting. She reported
I really really disliked taking online classes the way we have and having to
socialize online. It has put a damper on the second half of my coursework. . . . I
don’t have any connections anymore, and it has been really frustrating for me
(Participant 3, Sasha, Group Meeting)
Group Meeting. Her photograph for socialization depicted her home office and
two computer screens where she spends most of her study time and where socialization
occurred once her coursework shifted to being online, due to COVID. The amount of
time she spent in front of her screen between work and school began to take a toll on
her feeling isolated from her friends and the friends she made, while taking classes.
Once the pandemic hit, her ability to leave her screen at work became even harder,
because she worked from home for work and her doctoral classes went virtual as well.
She shared, “this is where I have sat for upwards of 14 hours a day, since March 2020,
between work and school” (Participant 3, Sasha, Group Meeting). Her photograph for
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socialization is titled Not How I Pictured Socialization. See Figure 5 for Participant 3’s
photo for socialization.
Figure 5
Participant 3’s Photo for Socialization

Note. All photos from Participant 3 were approved by the individual
under the photo release document and verbal consent.
Participant 4 Monique
Virtual Interview. Participant 4 did not feel a sense of community in her
program, and she did not feel supported by her family, because no one lived close to
her. She expressed the frustration she felt, because many times campus events were
offered at inconvenient times during the day, which made it difficult for graduate
students who worked full time to attend. For example, she shared
I also am working. So all of those things that help you build community as a PhD
student, I never got to go to those, because they were always at 2 o'clock or 3
o'clock or 1 o’clock., and, I was working. So, I don't have an opportunity to build
community with my cohort. (Participant 4, Monique, Virtual Interview).
In addition, she described how small her cohort actually was, only two students in total,
herself and another student, so it made it difficult to feel connected, to have any sense
of comradery, or feel any sense of community on campus. She explained
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No, I did not feel a sense of belonging, because we are a cohort of two and my
other colleagues are busier than I am. And, I'm pretty darn busy. They are doing
a lot of stuff at the district level getting a lot of stuff done. But, no, I didn't have a
cohort. We knew we were together. But, you know, and we text. Texts take
forever for her to reply, and it takes forever for me to reply. But, no, we don't
have a cohort really. And so, I don't have a sense of belonging in terms of
feeling a part of the University [or] feeling a part of the PhD experience. I don't
have that when people ask me. And, I'm pretty sure when I graduate, when
people ask me who my alma mater is, it will still be Virginia Tech, which is where
I went to undergrad. It will not be anything else, because I just felt like [as a
doctoral student] I go to USF. I am not at USF. I just go there. (Participant 4,
Monique, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 4 ranked the photograph for
socialization fourth, because she did not feel a part of the USF program.
I’m really introverted, and, so, yes, I do thrive on like having people around, but
it’s not necessarily the most important theme to me, because I can kinda work
alone and a lot of like my academic support comes from outside of the program,
because it doesn’t exist in the program, so I had to figure out other ways to
navigate that” (Participant 4, Monique, Group Meeting).
She also explained
I have really struggled throughout my PhD process and so socialization, in
general for me, was very difficult for me as a PhD student, because I am a full
time teacher, and I live over an hour away from campus and so doing things and
getting involved in things was really difficult for me . . . one of the articles shared
. . . talks about the factor of loneliness, and I really felt that as a PhD, and I still
feel it right now, especially as a woman of color in STEM. [Also], I am used to
being one of the few people in the room, and so I just figured as a PhD student I
just needed to do everything alone, because that’s what I’m used to. (Participant
4, Monique, Group Meeting)
Group Meeting. The photographic theme for socialization is a picture of herself
at a vision board workshop with her fellow black female friends, which she titled Vision
Boards of an Unclear Future. The vision board includes black girl excellence, it is a
positive message of her rejoicing, including inspirational quotes, dates of when she
wants to defend her dissertation, and when she hopes to graduate. She shared
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socialization for me was quite difficult as a PhD student, so a lot of my
socialization actually came from outside of the program. Marshall et al. talks
about the factor of loneliness, [and] I felt that a lot as a PhD student. As a
woman of color in STEM [science, technology, engineering, and math] education,
I am used to being one of the few in the room, and so I figured I just had to
navigate the loneliness on my own. This picture is actually me doing a vision
board with some of my friends who are also women of color. We are starting to
focus on black girl excellence, and so we created these vision boards for the
2022 year. In this vision board, I am focusing on working towards my PhD. It’s
very positive talking about just going for it and rejoicing! And, I have to get out of
my comfort zone. It’s almost trying to will myself to keep going and working, so
that I can graduate in May. And, so, this was a really positive experience for me,
and it’s an example of what I haven’t been getting throughout my progress as a
PhD student. (Participant 4, Monique, Group Meeting)
Participant 5 Anne
Virtual Interview. Participant 5 had a busy schedule, so it was difficult to meet
socially with her cohort, but the online group chats among her fellow cohort were a great
way to share resources with each other, and, in this respect, she felt the group of
students in her program were supportive. She shared
It was a small group. A pretty tight knit group, pretty supportive people would
check them out, check on each other, help each other with studying and
preparing for things and keeping each other in the loop. I mean, something
simple. We have a group chat that was just very active, that we stayed in contact
with each other. So in that way, I definitely felt like it was a supportive
community. (Participant 5, Anne, Virtual Interview)
Her busy schedule of classes, working, and additional responsibilities in her program
such as her internship hindered her time for socialization, and she also fell behind her
cohort, which left little time for socializing outside of class.
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 5 chose not to participate.
Group Meeting. Participant 5 chose not to participate in taking photographs.
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Participant 6 Ashley
Virtual Interview. Participant 6 was able to get to know her cohort, because
they began together before the pandemic and before classes went online. She felt the
connections she made of going to classes in-person was critical to make those
important social connections among her classmates. These friendships served her well
as she navigated more difficult courses such as statistics later on in her program and
when classes shifted to being online (during the pandemic), because these individuals
served as sources of support. She explained
We have a cohort and we got to know each other before. I don't necessarily
know that I would have the same feeling had we started online. Because we had
that semester together, and we all kind of got to know each other before that.
(Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview)
She also felt a sense of comradery among her cohort, because some of them knew
each other professionally and by forming study groups to make it through the more
difficult courses. These supportive partnerships outside of class and in the professional
setting were instrumental in keeping her motivated to keep going. She explained
Fortunately, some of us all work for Pasco County, . . . so we were at least
familiar with each other and . . . I would see that person when I was at their
school, and [he] now works in a department that works closely with mine. So, I
kind of knew who he was. And, I think what really happened is when we hit a
hard class. [When] we hit stats online, actually, . . . I formed a study group with
three other people. And, we met at my house, and we just masked up and tried
to space apart. And, so, we met [each other] either in person or virtually. And,
that really kind of helped solidifying there's kind of groups within the group. I
mean, I'm close with all of them [in my cohort]. But, you know, the four of us are
the ones that talk each other off the ledge. (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual
Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 6 ranked her socialization photo first
based on which pre-ordinately determined theme had the most significant factor for her
as she progressed throughout her program. . . . socialization changed once COVID hit,
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and she had to rely on technology to remain engaged with her cohort. She shared
“socialization was at the top, because [it] had the biggest impact on me day to day, but
this process has taken its toll and been all consuming” (Participant 6, Ashley, Group
Meeting). She also reported “I was only one semester into my program when COVID
hit. Group chats, group emails, Zoom, and Team meetings are how we socialize.
Technology has played a huge part in getting to know my cohort” (Participant6, Ashley,
Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. Participant 6 titled the photograph for socialization
Socialization: My Group Chat Life. The photograph is a picture of herself sitting at
home with her laptop, on her cell phone in a chair with a warm comfy blanket, because
technology played a huge part of how she interacted and socialized with her
classmates. She shared
I am always on the phone, texting, or in a video chat with my cohort and
classmates. The photo was taken as I talked to one group member while
meeting via video with another. I took the picture because it shows how I have
accessed support during the program. Due to COVID, we haven’t been able to
meet in person, so we meet online. Help is only a text away!
During her second semester, she found a support system through a group of students
from her cohort. She ended up relying on these students after getting through a difficult
course together. She shared
The four us we kinda linked up to get through a class, and we met every week at
my house to get through that class, and since then the four of us have kind of
been each other’s support group . . . when we have to do group work or work in
pairs, we try to work together. (Participant 6, Ashley, Group Meeting)
Psychological Factors
Participants going through their doctoral coursework all experienced some form
of psychological stress during their program, which impacted their mental health and
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caused stress about being able to finish. The participants had to learn how to manage
the many roles they had as students, workers, and family members. The pressure
alone of managing all of these responsibilities weighed heavy for the participants.
Some participants reached out for help when at moments of crisis. Other participants
reached a breaking point and felt there were no avenues for support. Participants
battled depression, anxiety, isolation, feeling they did not belong, and battling the
imposter syndrome.
Participant 1 Samantha
Virtual Interview. Participant 1 described the psychological challenges, due to
the difficult nature of her doctoral-level coursework. She shared
I’m scared of not being able to do it. . . sometimes I'm just like I can’t do this.
This is not it, but, at the same time, I’m going through so much. This has been
really hard. . . It has been really hard. I've had a lot of financial issues, a lot of
mental health issues, a lot of adjustment issues, a lot of family issues, a lot with
the breakup. And, I was struggling so much to even like get work done.
(Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 1 ranked the photo, psychological
factors second. She ranked financial support ahead of her psychological needs,
because food to her was a basic need ahead of all of the other themes. Psychological
was ranked high, because “you need to be in a sane psychological state of mind to get
through any program that we are going through” (Participant 1, Samantha, Group
Meeting).
Group Meeting. Her photograph for the psychological theme was a photograph
of an excerpt of writing from her journal entry. This photograph was titled Starting Over
and Prioritizing Myself. She shared
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My first semester has been difficult. From leaving an abusive, longdistance relationship, to having assistantship problems, to general anxiety
and impostor syndrome. I began going to counseling, but I felt like I
needed more help, so I began working on myself—creating a routine,
meal prepping, going to the gym, journaling, resting, staying organized,
asking for help, and taking breaks when I needed [them]. I am learning to
prioritize myself and my mental health, because without it I can’t succeed
in anything I do. Since then, I have seen my improvements with the PhD
program. (Participant 1, Samantha, Group Meeting)
Participant 2 Deborah
Virtual Interview. Participant 2 described factors from her program and work,
which impacted her overall psychological health. She explained, “I have never been
more depressed . . . in my entire life” (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual Interview). In
addition, she felt “my professors weren’t there for me during one of the hardest times of
my life . . . I couldn’t get my assignments done” (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual
Interview). She attributes the difficult nature of her work as an exceptional student
education (ESE) teacher as being a contributing difficult factor for her, while navigating
the responsibilities of her doctoral program. She explained
I manage one day at a time. I mean, honestly, that's where I'm at right now:
2017 and 2018. When I started my PhD, like I said, I started teaching the
kindergarten autistic unit. I had one student who was not autistic. He injured me
three times. He sprained my ribs, pulled out my back and I've been kicked in the
chest, put my heart out of arrhythmia, and I was hospitalized for two weeks and
as well on bed rest for two months. When I went through that . . . do you think
they [the University and faculty] knew anything about it? I was going through all
that trauma. . .I told them ‘hey this job I am going through is incredibly stressful’. .
. they didn’t even care to ask. And, when I told them . . . they were not
supportive at all. (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual Interview)
When she shared these challenges with her professors, there was not a support system
provided to her to help her navigate these mental challenges as well as steps to help
her navigate a tuition reimbursement or a withdrawal from the courses she was taking
without academic or financial penalties. She shared
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I have lost all hope. I still have no idea why I’m here, why I’m doing what I’m
doing. Maybe if my PhD meant something to me, maybe I would wanna finish it.
But, it means nothing, all it means is that I spend more money. And, I spend a
bunch of time working on something that nobody is probably ever gonna read . . .
because I worked with a select group of people who are now no longer at the
College . . . and no one cares. (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 2 ranked the photograph representing
psychological factors first, because she was dealing with a multitude of personal and
academic factors impacting her academic progress. She had hit a wall forming her
committee, experienced an on-the-job work-related injury causing her to fall behind in
her classes and withdraw without a refund, and she was also coping with depression.
She shared “I know I’m in a funk right now. I’m depressed. My post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) from the accident and for getting my butt kicked, but, also, for COVID
and the world and everything else, my PTSD is running a little high right now”
(Participant 2, Deborah, Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. Participant 2 took a photograph of herself looking into the
mirror with her cell phone to capture the despair in her eyes and her feelings of
hopelessness progressing. She shared
I hope from this photograph everyone can see how heartbroken I am, because it
captures how I am feeling. I am beyond exhaustion. My son also left for
Germany, and life never seems to let up. For me, I just wanted to capture the
simplicity of looking at my eyes, my exhaustion, and despair. The despair stems
from not knowing if I will progress in my program, because I am not sure if I am
up to finishing. I don’t know if I can bring myself back together to do it. The
picture captures a look of desperation for help! There is nothingness in my eyes,
and I felt I was taken advantage of by the University just to get my student loan
money. (Participant 2, Deborah, Group Meeting)
Participant 3 Sasha
Virtual Interview. Participant 3 battled with the pressure of trying to be a
perfectionist, which stemmed from her parents’ insistence she get A’s when she was a
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child. She carried the burden of perfectionism from childhood to her doctoral program,
because
I go on and off in my life to therapy to work through issues with perfectionism.
My parents used to ground me for like getting Bs in class, but then they didn't
expect me to go to college. So, it's just like, wow, yeah, I learned really young
that I needed to get A's. I had to know everything, [and], if didn't know, it was an
issue. (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview)
Along with feeling pressure to be a perfectionist, she also struggled with the change of
course format of being in-person to being online. Additionally, because her full-time job
required her to be on the computer all day, when classes went virtual, she came close
to dropping out, because she felt so alone and isolated. She explained
I was this close to dropping out. I felt incredibly isolated. I didn't realize how
much going to class kinda filled up my social meter. This has been one of the
hardest things about this program, while working, I don't see my friends as much.
And most of them don't understand. I'm just not able to see them, because I've
spent Saturday night doing homework and sometimes, because I'm so burnt out
at the end of the day, I can't really stare at a computer anymore. No, I don't get a
lot of social fulfillment through screens. I'm just not that kind of person. So, it
would really suck that I would go from seven of my eight hours at work to staring
at a screen, doing Zoom meetings, I get an hour and a half off. Then, I come
home, and I stare at a Zoom again for three to four hours. (Participant 3, Sasha,
Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 3 ranked her psychological
photograph first, because she recognized the importance of being in a healthy mental
state in order to make it through her doctoral program. She shared
If I’m not in a good place mentally then I can’t do this process at all. I know me
when I get into [or] when I go down into the rabbit hole it gets bad, so there’s
been a few times where I felt like I was going to drop out, because there’s things
going on, and I wasn’t psychologically there to focus on classes, and we are
talking about pre-COVID. (Participant 3, Sasha, Group Meeting)
Group Meeting. Participant 3 took a picture of herself in nature hiking alone.
She took a picture alone in the woods, because it personifies how she has felt
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throughout the doctoral process, alone. She was alone during much of her program,
because she was not getting support or any kind of communication from her
department. Eventually, during COVID, she used nature and hiking as a way to cope
with the loneliness she felt and escape the endless hours a day she was spending
working remotely and taking coursework virtually. She has also had to deal with friends
and family not really understanding why she dedicated all this time to being in a doctoral
program. Her photograph for the theme psychological factors is titled Alone in the
Woods. See Figure 6 for participant 3’s photo for psychological factors.
Figure 6
Participant 3’s Photo for Psychological Factors

She explained
This picture wasn’t taken specifically for this project, but it really does represent
how I’ve felt during so much of this process: alone in the woods. I have felt alone
for many reasons: having weird research interests, not having many friends in my
life understand why I’m still in school, parents not being particularly supportive,
coworkers expecting me to research other things, a complete lack of outreach
from my department, and a lot of this was pre-COVID. It became even more
lonely as we transitioned online and any form of informal communication ceased
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to exist. I was completely alone for almost my whole program with no one to lean
on. Finding solace in nature also helped my psychological state in the second
half of my program, because it gave me a chance to get away from screens and
get away from my little corner of the apartment. I would sit in upwards of 14
hours a day. (Participant 3, Sasha, Group Meeting)
Participant 4 Monique
Virtual Interview. Participant 4 shared her pursuit of perfectionism, which
placed increased amounts of pressure on her, which, in turn, caused feelings of
depression, while she was finishing her coursework. During this time, she continued
her pursuit of perfectionism and shared
Depression and anxiety are real. Because you're in a constant, I have too much
to do. I have too much to do. I want to do it well. I don't know if I can do it well.
And, so for me, that turned into depression. Well, now I'm not gonna do any of it.
Or, I'm just going to ask for that one extension again and again and again and
again . . . but there were like the last few years before I figured out my process.
None of my work was on time . . . and I'm not that kind of student. And, I think
that's what made me depressed, that's not the kind of student that I am. I don't
turn in late work. I don't do crappy work. And, not knowing like you don't have to
get an A. You will be fine. If someone just said that to me, I would of not put all
that pressure on myself to perform at this unreasonable level. . . . at a point in
my process I was depressed, and I had crazy anxiety about not doing everything
perfect. (Participant 4, Monique, Virtual Interview)
She eventually came to the realization she did not have to operate at such a high level
of perfectionism, because it came at a cost to her mental health. She connected the
pressure and perfectionism she chased throughout her coursework stage to the fact she
is a first-generation doctoral student. She explained
I think when you are the first person to go to college in your family. And no one
else has done it and no one can tell you like what that's like. And you have no
one else who to relate to who has done it before. You think you have to do it
perfect. You think you have to be you have to get all the awards. You have to
get all the stuff. And, I have no awards. I've never done summa cum laude, but
. . . I don't have any of that, and I was like this is my chance . . . I have developed
this over time and through the years this identity of perfectionism . . . and we
know now perfectionism is dangerous. (Participant 5, Monique, Virtual Interview)
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Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 4 ranked her photograph
psychological factors first, because she recognized the significance of her mental health
as being connected to her capacity to manage the responsibilities of her doctoral
program. She explained
I feel like if I was not constantly trying to navigate my mental health situation I
would just quit, I would not be here, so it’s extremely important [for me] to focus
on [my] mental state of mind or at least my state of mind as I go through the
process. (Participant 4, Monique, Group Meeting)
Group Meeting. Participant 4 included abstract images to capture what the
psychological photographic theme meant to her throughout her program. She felt
“especially in the later years that I’m having to choose between working on myself and
writing and working on my dissertation” (Participant 4, Monique, Group Meeting). She
recognized the impact her doctoral program has had on her mental health especially at
the point in her program of writing her dissertation, because she felt she had to choose
between her mental health and writing her dissertation. She titled the photograph for
psychological factors, It’s Me or the PhD … Choose!
She shared
psychologically this process has done a number on my mental health. At this
stage in year five, I just feel that I have to choose between my mental health and
writing my dissertation. There is a very very thick line between the two. And, I
find it hard to cross. Because it's a very lonely journey due to many factors that
have to do with supporting women of color, full-time teachers as they navigate
the doctoral process, while working on equity-related projects. And, it's difficult to
know what to do without support. (Participant 4, Monique, Group Meeting)
Participant 5 Anne
Virtual Interview. Participant 5 began the program feeling confident and
capable. However, as the stress of the program began to take a toll on her, she slowly
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developed the imposter-syndrome, which she explained as an unworthy feeling she
constantly feels and a fear she consistently has of being found out by faculty as being a
fraud. The complexity of these emotions remains a constant as she described her
emotional experience with the imposter-syndrome. She asserted
I am constantly afraid I'm going to be found out that I don't belong here or that I’m
not doing anything right. For somebody to finally review my session tape and be
like, this is what you've been doing!? You're not qualified to do this! I felt that I
was probably super-duper confident my first week after I was accepted into the
program. I was like, oh, awesome, I can do anything! Of course, they accepted
me! And, then, immediately after that, I was like, Oh, no, I shouldn't be here. So
yeah, pretty much all the time I feel that way [like an imposter]. (Participant 5,
Anne, Virtual Interview)
She also had to constantly manage her anxiety and diagnosis of attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), which she felt had an impact on her progression in
the program. Also, she lives near the University and would otherwise not choose to live
there if it were not for her doctoral program. She felt the combination of living alone and
progressing through the doctoral program not only increased her anxiety, but she also
felt isolated and lonely. Her anxiety was also connected to her fear of being found out
for not rigorously following some of the expectations of her program, which was not
allowed. She explained
[I feel] in a constant state of anxiety. [I am] waiting to be found out that I don't
belong here, or that I'm going to be found out for [not following the program’s
expectations]. So, I think that's caused a lot of anxiety, which I've always had.
So, I have always had anxiety even before my graduate program and I also have
ADHD. So, I think those things both affected my experience in the program.
And, the doctoral program is really hard. It's really isolating. Like, very isolating.
I live by myself here where I would not otherwise be in Tampa. And, I don't like
have family or anyone (near) here. (Participant 5, Anne, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 5 chose not to participate in the
photography portion of the study.
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Group Meeting. Participant 5 chose not to participate in the group meeting.
Participant 6 Ashley
Virtual Interview. Participant 6 felt, at different points in her program, she would
write the “I’m dropping out email”, because the pace of the semester, the three course
per semester structure of her program, along with working full time was exhausting. For
example, she was taking three courses each semester, working full time, taking time
away from her husband and children, and she just could not take the pressure anymore.
She explained
Twice this summer I sat down to write the I'm dropping out email. I just can't do
this anymore. It just that I’m like my dad who has like a really strong work ethic.
So, I think it's just that powering through, like your choices are: do it or dropout.
That is what it comes down to. I'll never get another opportunity where
someone's going to say: here, let me completely pay for your doctorate, right?
(Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview)
She was also extremely aware of her socio-economic background as a firstgeneration student and often felt she did not always fit in with her peers in the work
setting. She connected this to feeling the imposter syndrome often and explained
Most other teachers [and] all the other administrators I know all come from like,
firmly middle and upper class [backgrounds]. With parents who are professors
and teachers and, you know, I truly think the people I worked with would be like
shocked and horrified to find out that my dad dropped out of school in fourth
grade. (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview)
She described why imposter syndrome would often creep up for her, because
Comments are made about their childhood. And, assumptions of traditions or
like those kinds of things that I'm like, oh, okay. So, it's just these assumptions
that people have that they're trying to relate to you, and you've had a different
experience in some way. (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview)
She often felt she was unworthy to be there, because of differences in childhood
experiences and socio-economic backgrounds, while growing up. She asserted “I feel
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like I'm not good enough, or I don't belong there, because I don't have those
stereotypical experiences” (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview).
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 6 ranked the photograph for
psychological factors second, because she had to continually balance the
responsibilities of work, school, and family. The constant cycle of working full-time as
well as going to school full-time and balancing her family responsibilities took a toll on
her psychologically. She explained “I cannot stress enough how, I just feel I have lost
myself in the process” (Participant 6, Ashley, Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. The photograph she took for the psychological theme was of
herself sitting in a large comfy chair with a blanket and her dog. She titled the
photograph: Psychological: Mental Exhaustion. See Figure 7 for participant 6’s photo
for psychological factors.
Figure 7
Participant 6’s Photo for Psychological Factors

Note. All photos from Participant 6 were approved by the individual
under the photo release document and verbal consent.
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She shared “nothing prepares you for the stress and exhaustion that come from working
full time, while trying to go to school full time too. Work, school, and family—the
demands never stop” (Participant 6, Ashley, Group Meeting).
She also explained
When we started the program, the grant coordinators said it would be hard.
However, I was in no way prepared for the reality of working full time, while going
to school full time. I have cried several times and twice started an email to let my
program leads know that I was done and dropping out, [because] staying on the
grind day after day after day is rough. (Participant 6, Ashley, Group Meeting)
Faculty Mentoring
Faculty mentors play an important role in promoting intellectual growth and
confidence among first-generation doctoral students. Faculty mentors help guide and
encourage students throughout their programs, which, for the participants who are
navigating the doctoral process, is an important factor for a positive doctoral experience
and timely progression.
Participant 1 Samantha
Virtual Interview. Participant 1 used the positive faculty interactions she had in
her undergraduate program and applied this same approach with how she
communicated with faculty in her doctoral program. She explained
I wasn’t afraid to talk to them, but I did wait to see how other people approached
them, because I am used to calling people Dr. this, Dr. that, and then here
they’re just like, yeah, just call me John. But, like, I feel so comfortable coming to
them, especially now, when I go to my professors and Advisor, I think I’m like
really comfortable doing that, because of the experiences I had in my undergrad
[program]. (Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview)
She also had an Advisor in her undergraduate program explain to her how to interact
with faculty. This particular Advisor wrote a strong letter of recommendation for her for
a job in her doctoral program, which she was able to read later on and used the words
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he wrote in the letter as a source of inspiration and roadmap on how to interact with her
doctoral faculty. She explained, “the same conversations I had with him; I also try to
have here” (Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview).
During her first semester, she also experienced a difficult breakup, which she felt
was impacting her performance in class. It took a lot of courage to share this with one
of her professor’s, but the positive words of encouragement she received from her
professor helped her to continue and not fall behind. She shared
all the feedback that [I] get from my professors are amazing. I even talked with
one of my professors, I think last week. And, I . . . just wanted to have a meeting
with you, because I feel I'm not the student that I usually am. And, I just wanted
to make sure that, you know that this isn’t me, especially, because it was the
beginning of the semester, [and it was] my first year, [because] I'm making a first
impression. And, the fact that I have so many things going on in my personal life
affecting my student life; I [couldn’t] let them think that this is me. (Participant 1,
Samantha, Virtual Interview)
Her professor offered her words of encouragement by saying he was impressed with
her class performance, and this meant everything to her.
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 1 ranked the photograph for faculty
mentoring fifth, because she has felt supported when reaching out to her Advisor, and
she did not want to forget herself or who she is, which is why she placed psychological
factors and financial support ahead of faculty mentoring. Faculty mentoring fell lower in
the ranking, not because it is not important, but she did not want to lose herself in the
process, which is why she ranked psychological first and socialization second. She
shared, “I don’t want it to be what I see myself as, so if I am having issues . . . I don’t
want to feel like it’s my fault or I’m just not good enough” (Participant 1, Samantha,
Group Meeting). Ultimately, she did not want her doctoral program to define who she is.
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Group Meeting. Participant 1 began to feel overwhelmed not too far into her
first semester, so she reached out to her faculty Advisor to share her feelings of being at
a breaking point. The feedback from her professor made her feel supported and
provided her with the tools to move forward. The photograph for faculty mentoring
includes a photograph of the email communication between herself and her professor
and is titled A Helping and Caring Hand. She shared
it didn’t take too long after my semester started for me to burn out and break
down. I emailed my advisor, who is assigned to us during orientation week, to
have an emergency meeting. I had no idea what to tell her, so I just said
everything. She helped me with reassuring words, showed me she genuinely
cared, she connected me with multiple resources, and has since been checking
up on me. She became my number one contact and advocate, and I feel very
comfortable going to her when I have circumstances that intervene with my
academics. She makes me feel like a very valuable part of the program and has
taken me in with open arms. (Participant 1, Samantha, Group Meeting)
Participant 2 Deborah
Virtual Interview. Participant 2 felt she never really learned how to interact with
faculty, and she felt let down on the disappointing in-class experiences due to the
language barriers among her classmates who were not able to speak or write in English
fluently, which for her significantly impacted her capacity to speak with them. She felt
this element also limited positive faculty interactions, because, from her perspective,
when she spoke up about the language barriers, it created strained relationships among
faculty. She explained “I'm not sure I ever really learned how to interact with faculty,
because I always seem to one way or another piss them off” (Participant 2, Deborah,
Virtual Interview).
Deborah also felt frustrated when trying to ensure she was on track in her
program. She explained many faculty had retired from her program, so there was no
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one really left to guide her on the next steps or to make sure she was even in the
correct doctoral program. She explained
[They] didn't even have me enrolled in the right program. I was [supposed to be
enrolled] in the PhD program, [but] I was [enrolled] in the EdD program. She
didn't even have me enrolled in the correct program. I was specifically [in the]
curriculum instruction and special needs education [program], and, somehow, it
was processed as an EdD. And, then I'm like, I'll just do an EdD . . . and then I
try, and they're like: Oh, but then you'd have to take all these [extra] courses. And
then I'm like, okay, I'll just stay with my PhD. But, now, there's no one in the
Department. Do you see how much of a cluster this has been!? (Participant 2,
Deborah, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 2 ranked the photograph of faculty
mentoring third, because she felt unsupported by faculty when it came to sharing her
research. She also felt abandoned and was not given direction as far as how to go
about the Institutional Research Board (IRB) process.
Group Meeting. Participant 2 took a photograph of a research poster she
presented at a conference. She was excited and proud to present her research at the
conference, but it came to her attention, later, a faculty member from another University
had used her poster and presented her ideas at another conference. In regard to
faculty mentoring, she has felt taken advantage of and used, and she did not feel
comfortable bringing these issues up to anyone. She explained
The photograph of faculty mentoring captures how I have felt, cast out and
betrayed by faculty. I was so excited and proud to get accepted to present at a
research conference. The topic for this poster was an important topic to me. Not
too long before I had to present this, a good friend of mine had committed
suicide. I didn’t stay for the whole conference, because I was such a wreck
emotionally, but I still presented the poster and felt proud. I was feeling good
about my presentation skills, and I was really proud of what I had put together.
However, one of my sons found a professor doing a presentation on my poster
topic. So, the picture represents how I have felt abandoned and used by faculty.
I feel faculty have thrown me out and made me feel like a terrible crazy outcast. I
feel abandoned by faculty, and I feel the sentiment is: we got your money, we got
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your ideas, and now you can go. I feel completely and totally betrayed by my
faculty. (Participant 2, Deborah, Group Meeting)
Participant 3: Sasha
Virtual Interview. Participant 3 described her experience interacting with faculty
as a process she is still working on and learning. When it was time to form a
committee, she actually wrote emails asking faculty members to serve on her
committee, which she described as cold emailing. She described her experience
interacting with faculty as an ongoing learning process, which she continues to work
through. She shared
This pops up [at] both school and at work. I am incredibly informal, probably too
informal a lot of the time! So, I had to reach out to two faculty members that I
had never had contact with to ask them to be on my dissertation committee.
And, I just cold emailed [them]. I hate cold emailing! So, I would sit there. I
would write out an email, and I let it simmer for two hours. I’d be, I should push
send, right? But . . . I sound so formal when I write emails that when I come in
here, and I'm just [my] hands [are] waving, and my tattoos are showing . . . I'm
just all over the place, and I haven't learned how to interact with faculty. I just
kinda do my own thing. (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 3 ranked the photograph for faculty
mentoring second, because she has seen such a quick turnaround, since working with
one. However, when we interviewed, she was feeling lost, because she had no one
helping her at all. Since then, she realized how essential a faculty mentor is to her
progress. She reported “having a faculty member working with me and how quickly
things have just kind of happened has just been so helpful . . . back in October, I was in
such a difference place, and I do feel like I do have support that I felt that I didn’t have
just six weeks ago” (Participant 3, Sasha, Group Meeting).
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Group Meeting. Participant 3’s photograph of faculty mentoring is of a black
box, which symbolizes the lack of faculty mentoring and no contact she had for three
whole years, while in her program. She titled her photograph for faculty mentoring
Nothingness. See Figure 8 for participant 3’s photo for faculty mentoring.
Figure 8
Participant 3’s Photo for Faculty Mentoring

She explained
I chose a black box to represent faculty mentoring because for three whole years
I had no forms of faculty mentoring outside of courses. I never met with my
original advisor when I started coursework. I didn’t have a plan of study filed with
the College of Education until I was in what I thought was my last course. I went
18 months with absolutely no communication with my department during online
courses. There was nothing, and a black box represents that lack. (Participant 3,
Sasha, Group Meeting)
Participant 4 Monique
Virtual Interview. Participant 4 felt frustrated with the lack of faculty mentoring
she encountered throughout her program as well as the lack of options to choose a
faculty advisor, along with the low enrollment of her program, which impacted the
selection of available courses within her department she was able to choose from. She
also felt “who your mentor is and who your advisor is, is almost more important than
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anything else, because I feel . . . I would be done two years ago if I had a different
major professor” (Participant 4, Monique, Virtual Interview). Additionally, she was
paired with a faculty advisor who was reluctant to serve as a mentor to guide her
throughout the doctoral process, which she felt made staying on pace even more
difficult.
When the time came to choose a faculty advisor, she remembered her options
were limited, because faculty had retired. She reported “well, what's my other option?
The other option [a person] went on sabbatical when I started. And, so I couldn’t even
choose them” (Participant 4, Monique, Virtual Interview). At one point in her program,
she wanted to change departments to a different program. However, because she was
a woman of color in a Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)
field, faculty from her small department encouraged her to remain. She shared “they
[said] no we need women of color in science . . . truth be told, I was alone, alone all the
time” (Participant 4, Monique, Virtual Interview). Although faculty mentoring was a
challenging process for her, she found support and an outlet through a fellow doctoral
student in a different department. She shared “we ended up writing together, and we’ve
done presentations together. And, so that was a light at the end of the tunnel”
(Participant 4, Monique, Virtual Interview).
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 4 ranked the photograph of faculty
mentoring third, but she wanted it to be first if the other themes psychological factors
and financial support were not factors. She felt she did not have the best faculty mentor
throughout her program. She explained
I felt like the other things were more important. But, because navigating the
process without guidance has been really difficult for me. So, it would have been
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first if those other two things were not there, and mine isn’t that great, so it
doesn’t need to be at the top anyway. (Participant 4, Monique, Group Meeting)
Group Meeting. Participant 4 took a picture of a classroom from an online
YouTube video depicting a classroom at the University she attends. The picture
captures a white professor giving a presentation in a room full of educators and behind
him is a woman of color sitting by herself. She felt like this woman looked like her trying
to struggle through the mentoring relationship with her Advisor. She titled the picture for
faculty mentoring Maybe Figure it out Without Me? See Figure 9 for participant 4’s
photo of faculty mentoring.
Figure 9
Participant 4’s Photo for Faculty Mentoring

Note. All photos from Participant 4 were approved by the individual under the
photo release document and verbal consent.
She shared
I wanted to find an image that [depicted what I] felt like what was going on, but I
couldn't. And, so, I went to the University website to look for things. And, in this
picture, there's a white man giving a presentation to a roomful of what I'm going
to assume was educators. And, they're all sitting in groups, and some of them
look happy except for that one guy in the red t-shirt there. But, behind this
professor, and I really wish I had known when this was happening, or what this
is, but there is a woman of color sitting there in the corner by herself. The guy
has turned his back to her, she's looking down, she's writing, and there might be
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somebody sitting at the table there, but they're not in the picture. But, either way,
I felt like that woman looked like me. That was me trying to struggle through. And
you know? I have a mentor, he's here, but, when I meet with him, if I don't have
anything written down, he offers no other support and so this is an image of
representing what I think mentoring is like: everybody else gets help, but not me.
When I compare myself to the programs that other people are in they get a lot of
support, but not me. I think our University needs to do a better job of mentoring
our professors to show them how to mentor graduate students, because we are
the future, and this perpetuates bad mentoring. I'm not getting that, and my
mentor says he enjoys mentoring graduate students, but I don't think that he
does, because months will go by, and he'll never reach out. And, so, I don't
reach out, and, so, I feel stuck with him. (Participant 4, Monique, Group Meeting)
Participant 5 Anne
Virtual Interview. Participant 5 shared she struggled with faculty mentoring,
because she struggled interacting with her faculty advisor and felt this contributed to her
lack of progress in the program. She explained
I've never been comfortable . . . I don't know if I have complex or something, but I
I feel like I'm very intimidated very easily. I feel like on the verge of tears when
I've already talked to the [professors], and I don't how to navigate those
relationships at all. Definitely, it’s an area of growth for me. I think it's one of the
factors probably that affected my success or lack of progress. Because I don't
really know how some people are so friendly with their advisor, I don't, my
advisor knows nothing about me, [and] I don't know how to talk to her, or
anybody else in the program for that matter. (Participant 5, Anne, Virtual
Interview)
She has been on her own most of her program, she shared
I didn't have an advisor for a long time, because I didn't know how to initiate that
relationship. So, [for] three years, I didn't have an advisor, [and] I didn't have a
person to go to specifically for the things. That's why I didn't have a program of
study meeting. There was nobody . . . overseeing me [or] making sure I'm
staying on track or anything. (Participant 5, Anne, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 5 chose not to participate in the
photography portion of the study.
Group Meeting. Participant 5 chose not to participate in the group meeting.
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Participant 6 Ashley
Virtual Interview. Participant 6 received guidance from faculty and her cohort,
which made the experience feel straightforward. She felt she has had an extremely
supportive cohort and Advisor who she was assigned to early on when she began the
program, along with a supportive Leadership in Literacy Interventions (LLI) group made
up of students from her cohort, which is also overseen by a faculty member. The LLI
group met regularly to help her and fellow students with unanswered questions.
Ashley finds interacting and building a rapport with faculty a trial-and-error
process. Although she has felt extremely supported by her major faculty advisor, she
has had to overcome the obstacle of meeting assignment deadlines under extenuating
circumstances, because a faculty member showed little understanding for her personal
situation. For example, she was taking an online course and received a phone call her
daughter was in a car accident. She left immediately and returned the same evening
only to continue to work on the assignment. She shared
I got a call that my daughter was in an accident and had totaled her car, and she
asked me, she's like: mom, I'm alongside the road. I was like, I'll be there, you
know. And, I left my camera on, and there was an assignment based on that
class that was due by midnight that night. And, we didn't get home till 11:30, so I
didn't turn it in until 7 a.m. So, I wrote the professor an email explaining exactly
what happened, [and] I offered to send her the police report and stuff. And, her
response was: well better late than never. I guess my priority was going to help
my daughter alongside the road. And, that was that. The professor, and I moved
on. I just kept going. (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview)
Despite the personal incident in the online course, Ashley met regularly with her
major advisor and felt extremely supported interacting with faculty as well as her cohort.
She shared “I've already chosen my major professor, and I meet with him once a
month” (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview). She described the ease of working
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with her advisor through email and Zoom as being an integral component to her positive
experience with faculty mentoring. She explained “I really can't say enough about the
support of the cohort and the professor who's leading the grant” (Participant 6, Ashley,
Virtual Interview).
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 6 ranked the photograph for faculty
mentoring third, because “I had that covered in in the case of mentorship. [I] had found
work arounds” (Participant 6, Ashley, Group Meeting). She shared “I reach out to the
people doing my grant, but I really feel like you have to find your own mentors and find
your own way” (Participant 6, Ashley, Group Meeting). Additionally, “faculty mentoring
really hasn’t been a factor, because we have the cohort, [so] we kind of get each other
through, and [our advisor] has been really good about directing us to any kind of
answers we need” (Participant 6, Ashley, Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. Participant 6’s photograph for the theme of faculty mentoring
included a picture of. For this theme, her photograph has significant symbolic meaning
for her of people in her life who have given her advice and support. She shared
the coffee cup represents that cup my dad always has in front of him as he gave
me advice as we sat at the kitchen table; now a days that cup is full of tea, but
the advice is still needed as ever. The paper represents the Job Corps ad I
answered, and the coach that told me I needed to go to college. The computer is
there to represent the professors that answer my millions of emails and helps me
navigate my program. (Participant 6, Ashley, Group Meeting)
When explaining what the photograph meant to her about faculty mentoring, she
explained
I didn’t want to bother anyone because I felt like this [process] is still I should
know . . . but [I] don’t. Right now, I meet with my major professor every few
months, but I still have a year of coursework left. The LLI group meets every two
weeks and I ask a lot of questions then.
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See Figure 10 for participant 6’s photo for faculty mentoring.
Figure 10
Participant 6’s Photo for Faculty Mentoring

Note. All photos from Participant 6 were approved by the individual
under the photo release document and verbal consent.
Understanding the Academic Process
Participants expressed feeling overwhelmed when it came to understand the
academic process or the next steps of their program. Some participants had a difficult
time adjusting to the doctoral program their first semester or navigating the selection of
courses to stay on track. Participants also expressed difficulty staying on pace after the
coursework phase and not understanding how to navigate the next steps after the
proposal defense. Participants also relied on a network of students to find support on
how to navigate academic processes, which for many participants felt unclear.
Participant 1 Samantha
Virtual Interview. During the first year in her doctoral program, Participant 1
was dealing with a combination of personal, family, and mental health issues, and the
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pressure of the semester began to take its toll on her. Because of supportive faculty
interactions in the classroom, Samantha felt comfortable scheduling a meeting with her
advisor when she felt she had reached a breaking point, which was the day after she
broke up with her boyfriend.
She shared with her advisor she had hit a wall with her capacity to manage
academic and personal responsibilities effectively. She explained, “I’ve had so many
issues with my roommate situation, financial situations, like food insecurity, like
mentally, so many things that was really overpowering absolutely everything. [For
example], I don’t have health insurance, like so many things that I [felt] I don’t know how
I am going do this” (Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview). It was during a meeting
with her advisor Samantha was asked one simple question: how have you been?
Samantha opened up and asked her advisor for help, because she did not know how to
move forward and stay on track academically.
Her advisor promptly connected her with the Office of Student Outreach and
Support (SOS), which is an office on campus where students are provided with a
support team who develop an action plan to help students in distress stay on track and
connect them with appropriate campus resources. She shared
I just started crying. And, I just put it all on the table, and she gave me the space
to talk about everything that was going on. And, she connected me with an office
[on] campus, which is students, something like SOS, which gives students a lot
of resources for things that they might need. So, I met with her, and she helped
me try to figure things out for later. And, then, I met with the other student, and,
once I saw that everything that I had an issue with was either solved or getting
solved. I was, okay, now I feel like I can take a breath and see what is going on,
cause while all of that was going on, I was just like, oh my god, I don't wanna
wake up. I just have to survive each day. But, once I had that meeting where I
got all these resources. I was like, okay, now each one of my problems has a
solution. Except, the break-up, which is just healing. So, everything that I could
do something about I did. And, once I realized that I was okay, now I feel like I
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can focus more on my academics, now I can focus more on what I am doing.
(Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview)
For Samantha, the first semester was a difficult period of adjustment, and the positive
interactions with her advisor helped keep her on track academically, because she was
provided with tools and a support team.
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 1 ranked the photograph for
understanding the academic process fourth and felt faculty mentoring, which was
ranked fifth and understanding the academic process were tied. She did not place
understanding the academic process ahead of the themes financial support,
psychological, and socialization, which she felt were of greater importance to her
personal happiness and identity, because she did not want to lose herself throughout
the process. When explaining why she placed greater value on her personal happiness
instead of understanding the academic process and faculty mentoring, she explained
“these are the things that I need to succeed in the program, but [it is] not before like
focusing on myself first” (Participant 1, Samantha, Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. Participant 1 struggled managing her classes and
assistantship, and she thought her experience in her undergraduate program would
have prepared her for the rigors of the doctoral program, but the new complexities of
navigating her doctoral program has been difficult for her. She has also struggled,
because English is not her first language, so there is a language barrier when speaking
about the field with her cohort and with her professors. For understanding the academic
process, she took a photograph of her laptop on a desk with a coffee cup and titled it I
Have No Idea What I’m Doing, but I’m Doing It. See Figure 11 for participant 1’s photo
for understanding the academic process.
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Figure 11
Participant 1’s Photo for Understanding the Academic Process

She explained
it has been a real struggle to learn how to manage my classes and my
assistantship at the same time. I thought because I was so busy in undergrad
that I would be prepared. I have struggled the most with academic writing and
vocabulary, and it sometimes feels very difficult to catch up with my cohort.
Because English is not my first language, I have struggled with explaining myself
and speaking about the field when I am just learning how to speak
“professionally”. It has taken me a while to understand what I am doing, and
what I am supposed to be doing, but I have been fortunate enough to have
understanding professors and an amazing cohort who are really open to helping
me and do not judge nor penalize me while I am learning. (Participant 1,
Samantha, Group Meeting)
Participant 2 Deborah
Virtual Interview. At the point Deborah was ready to form a committee for her
dissertation, she struggled to find anyone to guide her through this process or to serve
on her committee. Factors impacting her progress and capacity to form a committee
included faculty dropping out due to illness, faculty leaving due to retirement, a lack of
faculty responsiveness, and faculty who were not interested in serving on her
committee, which she felt stalled her progression entirely. She explained her chair was
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often unresponsive to her emails, and she felt awkward trying to develop a rapport with
her, because
I've emailed her [my Chair] four times. And, then he [my advisor] said for me to
tag him on the emails [to her Chair], which honestly for me is kind of like an
embarrassing thing to have to do. It's like you're having to say, oh, here's the
principle looking over me, while I talk to you. (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual
Interview).
She concluded “if you want to talk about a committee, I don't [have one]. [My Chair]
isn’t returning my e-mails, and the head person over her told me to put him on the
emails to make sure she was responding to me” (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual
Interview).
Ultimately, she did not feel comfortable doing this, and she felt like dropping out
and leaving her program altogether. She explained: “I haven't done it yet, because I
feel bad. Because I know she just had eye surgery. [And], do you know, seriously,
there's a huge part of me that just wants to say: screw all this bull-crap, and I'm not
finishing” (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual Interview).
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 2 ranked the photograph for
understanding the academic process second. She enjoyed researching and writing
academic papers throughout her program. However, she experienced her work being
used by other students and being reprimanded for not using the Institutional Research
Board (IRB) before presenting at an on-campus student research conference after
presenting her poster. When explaining her rank order, she placed understanding the
academic process second, because she did not feel comfortable going to a faculty
member to report the incident, and she felt scared it could impact or tarnish her own
reputation. She shared “he took it, and it was my writing, and he presented as his own .
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. . I did not say anything, and I’m not going to say anything” (Participant 2, Deborah,
Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. Participant 2 lacked an understanding of the academic process
relating to the Institutional Research Board (IRB). For the photographic theme of
understanding the academic process, she took a picture of a poster she presented at an
on-campus research conference to showcase a topic she is passionate about, special
needs teachers being injured by Autistic children and also to share the experience of
being reported to the IRB, because, as a student new to the IRB process, she did not
completely understand the steps she needed to take before presenting research. The
photographs used on the poster in the photograph were taken from when she taught her
Autistic course and included the injuries she sustained, while teaching the special needs
children. She explained “because they kick so much you know you just you get bruised.
You’re bruised all the time” (Participant 2, Deborah, Group Meeting).
Unfortunately, she was reported to the IRB by a campus administrator and given
a red mark for not officially going through the IRB before presenting. She shared
I presented this on campus without an IRB [approval] . . . I presented it [also] in
class, and the thing about [the professor] is she doesn’t go over IRB stuff, like for
me the IRB process . . . is just so out of left field, and I didn’t have anybody that I
could go to or talk to or who even spoke English . . . I was also getting my ass
beat that year by a kindergartener amazingly enough. I’ve worked up to age 22
and was never beaten that bad or hurt that bad . . . I showed this on campus
. . .[and] it was seen as me divulging information to the public . . . so she came by
. . . then reported me to the IRB, and, ugh, I had to meet with them a couple
times, and . . . my professor never wanted, she never wanted to touch anything
like this, [because] she doesn’t care about it, the happiness or the health and
quality of teacher’s lives . . .so this was just tossed aside, and I was given a red
mark for not having an IRB. (Participant 2, Deborah, Group Meeting)
Participant 3 Sasha
Virtual Interview. At different times during her program, Sasha’s experience
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with understanding the academic process was a struggle, because she navigated many
of these processes on her own from developing her own program of study, to taking
courses without having background knowledge, and losing out on taking classes inperson, because she had no advisor to guide her on the appropriate courses to take.
Ultimately, during most of her program, she used Oasis to pick out courses to take with
the hope she was going to graduate on time. She asserted
There wasn't really a lot of guidance on what to take and when. So, like I had to
take stats one, because I've never taken a stats class before. But, [I] got
accepted into a stats program! I won't question that one! So, I had to take stats
one. [And], I knew after that you take stats 2 and then stats 3 is offered in the
summer, so that kinda made sense. Where I wish I had more guidance, and this
would have been like really helpful early on in my program is we have a twocourse sequence in measurement we have to take. And, [we have] a two-course
sequence in evaluation that we have to take. I started with measurement, [and] I
really needed to have stats 1 before that, but no one told me, [so] I had to white
knuckle through that my first semester. I should have been in the evaluation
track, because I ended up taking evaluation [online] during the COVID year, this
past academic year. And, that was a Saturday class held online from nine to
four, and it was a nightmare! And, I wish I could have taken that in-person back
in 2018. And, [I could have] dealt with measurement during COVID [instead].
And, then, it all comes from not a single person going: hey, this girl has never
taken a stats class before. She's in stats one. You really need to have taken stats
to get through measurement one, no one said anything. (Participant 3, Sasha,
Virtual Interview)
It was not until much later in her program by the time she had only two courses
left to take when she attended an in-person department orientation where she finally
connected with a faculty member who identified her as a student in need of academic
guidance and immediately connected her with an advisor who could help her. She
recounted
it was very helpful, because all of the faculty were finally all in one place, and I
could be like, I need a major professor! One of the things we got to do was like
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introduce yourself, tell us where you are [in the program]. And, I’m like: hi, my
name is [Sasha]. I have two classes left, one in the fall, one in the spring. And
that’s when the guy who runs everything, he’s like, you don’t even have a plan of
study on file!? And, I’m like, no, I don’t. They [asked] how did we let that slip
through the cracks? I’m like, because no one reached out [to me] for a year and
a half! It could have just been something as simple as, hey, students in this
cohort please reach out to us if you need anything kind of email [or] something
[to] let us know that you are there and willing to accept our help. And, it is
partially on me. I am absolutely terrible about asking for help and always have
been. But, I also didn’t really stop to think: oh, I should have a major professor
really soon. I should have a program of study. I should be working on getting a
committee if I’m this close to being done. (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual
Interview)
Before the orientation, Sasha had no formal program of study, no advisor, and was
ready to form a committee, but she did not know how to begin this process. However,
she recalls how quickly she was able to get back on track after meeting with her new
advisor, she explained
We sat down and after one meeting, I had my plan of study, [which] I had
managed to at least navigate myself to a pretty good place. On the iPad, she
helped me find people to get on my dissertation committee. And, I had everyone
signed on in a week. I’m not kidding. But, I had no idea where to start, what
forms to use, or anything until that meeting. (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual
Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 3 ranked the photograph for
understanding the academic process fifth, because for most of the program she has had
to figure it out on her own. She explained, “I’ll figure it out eventually. I’ve had to since
high school, and it will all come together in time” (Participant 3, Sasha, Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. Participant 3’s depiction of understanding the academic
process is a photograph of the college’s course selection website. When she began her
program, she used the course schedule listing as a guide to piece together her program
of study. Later in the program at an orientation, she was connected with a faculty
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advisor who helped get her an official program of study, assistance with forming a
committee, and moving on to the next steps, which all happened very quickly for her,
because of the faculty member. The picture is a depiction of how she navigated the
academic process on her own during the coursework stage. She shared
This picture is a collage of screenshots: the header from the College of
Education website, the course schedule listing in Oasis, and the plan of study
document I downloaded when I started in 2018 and have been using as my guide
the whole time. I put the picture together the same way I pieced together my
courses: on my own. I’m a pretty self-sufficient person, and once I was given a
list of courses, I needed to take I figured out what to take and then based on
when courses had historically been offered. I purposefully did not include
anything to represent the process after coursework, because I really don’t have a
good grasp of what comes next. Hopefully that’ll come together in due time.
(Participant 3, Sasha, Group Meeting)
Participant 4 Monique
Virtual Interview. Participant 4 felt navigating the doctoral process after the
coursework stage was difficult. When it came time to choose an Advisor, unfortunately,
many faculty in her department had already retired, so the options of who to choose
from was limited. Also, the one faculty member who was an option for her to choose
from, shared his reluctance of serving as an advisor and mentor, because he felt he
was not good at being one.
Due to the complications of working full time, having trouble navigating the next
steps after her coursework, and collaborating with a faculty member who was hesitant
about serving as an advisor and mentor, she described feeling alone during the doctoral
process after the coursework stage. Monique felt she needed a more hands-on advisor
to help keep her on pace and with understanding the academic process. She explained
I transitioned to working on my qualifying exam and becoming a candidate. That
was another different kind of level of difficulty, because now you have no
schedule. Now it's, it's all you. And you know, when you have a good mentor,
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you know, that’s not as terrible as it is, because your mentor sets things up for
you or tries to help you navigate that process. [But], not my mentor!”
She shared the doctoral process after the coursework stage as feeling alone,
because her advisor was not helping her stay on pace and not serving as a mentor.
Although he was good at providing feedback on her writing, she still felt very much
alone throughout the academic process, she stated
he has been good with the writing of the dissertation. I might have something to
give to him for him to look at, like when I [defended] my proposal, and they . . .
[said]: this is good! Let's fix these two things. . . . it was legit type. But, the
mental angst that comes from again, feeling alone during this process, and him
saying: oh, well, you can share your work with colleagues. What colleagues!? I
don’t have any! So, him not really understanding what it's like to be a working
doctoral student, what that means, and how that changes the experience from
his other doctoral students. . . . [because] these are three years of my life that
I'm not going to get back!
After the coursework stage, it took her a year and a half to complete her qualifying
examination, which was a written essay. She also struggled staying on pace to
complete her qualifying exam, pushing the exam off during the Fall and Spring
semesters and not passing the exam until the Summer. She then took another year to
write her proposal and finally defended it in the Fall. Monique had hopes to complete
her dissertation project sooner, but she explained “it’s going to take me another year to
finish, because there’s not a real target, there’s a moving target” (Participant 4,
Monique, Virtual Interview). She also shared “there’s no road map, there's no roadmap!
And, they like to say that there's a roadmap . . . and, so you just need a sounding board,
somebody who's there, and I don't have a sounding board!” (Participant 4, Monique,
Virtual Interview).
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Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 4 ranked the photograph for faculty
mentoring third, because she wanted to rank it first, but she felt psychological factors
and financial support were more important to her doctoral success and progressing.
Even so, she recognized how difficult it was navigating the doctoral process without a
good mentor. She explained “navigating the process without mentorship has been
really difficult” (Participant 4, Monique, Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. Participant 4’s photograph for understanding the academic
process is a drawing, which captures her navigating the academic process as a journey.
The symbolism in this photograph personifies the stages of her program through check
boxes and circles. The shapes in the photograph depict the evolution of and stages of a
doctoral program to include the coursework stage, forming a committee, taking the
qualifying examination, and progressing to the end. See Figure 12 for participant 4’s
photo for understanding the academic process.
Figure 12
Participant 4’s Photo for Understanding the Academic Process
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She also explained there was a cost, which comes from the many years devoted
to finishing. Her photograph for understanding the academic process is titled:
Navigating the Muck by Almost Dr. Monique.
She shared
This image is going to be really hard for me to talk about. There's a lot of
imagery. In this image, what it shows is navigating the academic process as it's
a journey. It's depicting a journey that kind of starts in the bottom left corner of
the image, where these checkboxes and checkboxes are perfect squares.
Because you're taking your classes, you're doing homework, you're getting things
done, you're learning, and it's great. You're asking professors for help. You're
figuring out who needs to be on your committee. But, as the years go on, the
boxes change. They're more and more circular. They're changing. You're not
quite sure what they are. And, then as you cross this threshold into being a
candidate, after you do your qualifying exam, it's all amorphous [having no
definite form] and confusing. I wanted to kind of depict a kid when they scribble
on the picture and you ask them what it is, and they're like, oh, it's me playing on
the playground, and I'm doing this. But, then, when you look at it, it's a bunch of
scribbles. And, so from the outside, that's kind of like what my parents and family
and friends see. Like, they don't know what's going on, and in a way, I don't
really know what's going on, and it's connected to you know, me, as a person
here. And, it's supposed to represent what you look like when you finish. I've
always wanted purple hair, so I drew myself with purple hair, but this idea that
you should be thankful for all the work that you did. This gratitude that you need
to have when you're done, which I think is ridiculous for us to say. You should be
happy that you pushed through this very difficult thing, yes. But, at what cost?
And, so, it's that's why it's in red. This gratitude that I don't feel is real gratitude.
It's more like you just [are] dealing with the institution of higher education [and]
academia. And, then, you know, you're made of books. You're made of
knowledge. This becomes a part of you, and it's almost like you can't separate
yourself from it. And, so you're in. It's a part of you and then this immense sense
of latitude. It means [you are] completely lethargic and tired and drained of all
energy. So, I didn't want to just put tired, because that really wasn't a good word.
That kind of depicts the level of exhaustion that you feel. And so you know, this
is me finishing and around my neck there's a necklace, but the necklace is made
of chains because in some way I'm liberated. But, I'm I'm still trapped in this
process that I've somehow gone through, the muck as I like to call it. And, then,
behind me that's actually supposed to be the education building, the round
building in the center of campus.
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Participant 5 Anne
Virtual Interview. Participant 5 struggled understanding the academic process,
because she had difficulty forming a committee, because she did not have an advisor
during most of her program, and she did not understand how to initiate the process of
asking for an advisor or forming a committee on her own. Therefore, she relied on a
student mentor who shared his process of how to form a committee, which she used as
a blueprint to form her own. She explained
He had a group of faculty that were already supporting him throughout his study,
and it was just a natural fit for me to ask them if they would be on my committee.
And, then the last person that was on his committee wasn't related to the work
that I was [doing] . . . so I just emailed somebody that I had a very new barely
relationship with . . . asking if they would be on my committee. . . . so, I asked
that . . . friend that I had, [and] he was in a different field that went to graduate
school: how do you get people on your committee? And, he just told me that
when he was in school, you just email people who have research interests similar
to your own, and then they say yes or no. And, so that's what I did . . . then, I just
sent the paperwork, and she signed it, so it worked out. (Participant 5, Anne,
Group Meeting)
She also felt she had no point of contact or someone helping her with what she should
be doing next. When asked how she knew what to do next in her program, she shared
I don't. I waited a year before somebody asked me what I'm doing. I have no
idea one step ahead, or I don't know. I'm always afraid. I am always waiting for
an e-mail that says, hey, you missed what you were supposed to do by this
deadline [for] some requirement that I didn't know existed, or I didn’t know about.
(Participant 5, Anne, Virtual Interview)
She shared she was at the point of working backwards, so if she is told about a
deadline, she figures out what needs to be completed in order to continue on her own.
However, the process of completing things last minute has taken its toll on her. She
explained
I kind of work backwards. So my doctoral program of study happened in a panic
as most of the things that I do do. That's how it usually goes. So, I had to find
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another faculty member outside of my program to serve on my committee. I
reached out to her through e-mail . . . I didn't get a clear yes or no, but I kind of
went forward anyway, because the deadline was like two days from then. She
ended up agreeing. (Participant 5, Anne, Virtual Interview)
Rank order of photographs. Participant 5 chose not to participate in the
photography portion of the study.
Group Meeting. Participant 5 chose not to participate in the group meeting.
Participant 6 Ashely
Virtual Interview. Participant 6 had a positive experience working through the
next steps in her doctoral program, and she relied on a combination of supportive
networks, not only faculty guidance. She shared she had a supportive cohort who
shared resources through group chats, she was assigned a faculty advisor early on, she
met with her advisor regularly to help keep her on track, and she regularly attended
student-led meetings, which ensured the entire cohort remained on pace with each
other. Where she identified a lack of advantage, it was her inability to bounce ideas off
her father. She shared
It does make it harder because I don't have, I can't call my dad and be like: so,
dad, what do you think? Should I take that class, or should I go to that seminar?
So, it does kind of I mean, you have to develop other resources to talk about and
bounce ideas off. I mean, to be honest, without our cohort, I'm not sure I would
be doing as well as I am. (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview)
She has also relied on her boss who was helpful in guiding her on what conferences to
attend. She explained
In terms of like navigating anything outside the program, my boss has been really
great. She has her master's degree, but she's been really good about,
professionally cluing me into, you know, you should go to this, you shouldn't go to
this. Look, I know it's not a requirement, but you really should join this
professional organization. (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview)
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Rank order of Photographs. Participant 6 ranked the photograph for
understanding the academic process fourth, because it is a lot of researching, asking a
ton of questions, emailing your professors as well as navigating and getting lost in the
process. She explained the doctoral process has been a lot of “reading, re-reading, and
asking questions. I email my professors a lot” (Participant 6, Ashley, Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. The photograph is a picture of herself in front of her laptop
closely reading her laptop screen. She titled her photograph for understanding the
academic process, Understanding the Academic Process: What Did She Say? She
explained “this is, I feel, the biggest area in which being first generation shows. I have
to read and re-read, ask a bunch of questions. I am very concrete [and] sequential, but
directions at the doctoral level are rarely straight forward” (Participant 6, Ashley, Group
Meeting).
Financial Support
Financial support is key to progressing in a doctoral program. Some participants
had received a tuition waiver or tuition assistant with a university grant, fellowship, or
assistantship. Participants also expressed a lack of knowledge about the assistantship
process, and some participants had taken out loans to pay for tuition or paid out of
pocket. 1 participant received a university grant with a full tuition waiver and stipend to
cover conference expenses. Although some participants did receive some form of
tuition support, most of the participants had to find ways to offset the cost of living and
food. In addition, travel to conferences to present research is expensive. Some
participants received support for travel to conferences, but most participants missed out
on conferences opportunities, because the process to gain funding was not clear.
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Participant 1 Samantha
Virtual Interview. Participant 1 has had to manage financial issues along with
personal complications as well as the added stress of food insecurity. She had issues
managing financial responsibilities such as health insurance, due to a lack of income
and everything was beginning to feel overwhelming all at once. She explained
I've had so many issues . . . my roommate situation, financial situations, food
insecurity, mentally, so many things that were really overpowering absolutely
everything. I don't have health insurance, so many things that I was like I don’t
know how I am going do this! (Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview)
At one point during her program, she had to navigate the difficulty of her money running
out, because she had no income. Also, because of COVID, funding for her
assistantship was on hold. Eventually, funding for her assistantship came through, but
she had to overcome the hurdles of access to food and how to navigate financial
support by seeking help through the University. She shared
I wanted to meet specifically with [my advisor], because he's also the person who
I'm doing my assistantship with and because my original assistantship was kind
of on pause during COVID. I didn't start working at all until two weeks ago, and I
was [for the] most of this first semester not working [and] not making any income.
My money was running out. (Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview)
She had fallen behind in one of her classes and finally opened up on the difficulties she
had been facing with a professor. Fortunately, the professor showed compassion and
support. Once her assistantship began, she shared
I finally started working, and, for the first two weeks, I didn't get to the 20 hours a
week. I got to 8 or 10 hours a week, which is not a lot. So, I just met with him to
kind of let him know the reason I haven't been even doing the work that I need to
get the money I need is because I'm going through all of these things.
(Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 1 ranked the photograph for financial
support first, because food security for her comes before anything else. She shared
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I don’t think you can be in a good psychological state of mind, if I’m worrying
about where my next meal is gonna come from, how I’m gonna pay rent, how am
I gonna get groceries, all of those things to me are the basics that you have to
cover in order to even begin working with your psychological needs. (Participant
1, Samantha, Group Meeting)
Group Meeting. Participant 1 experienced delays, due to COVID, in her
assistantship, which had a ripple impact on her savings. She used meal prepping and
the on-campus food pantry to help ensure she had a complete meal to make it through
each week. The photograph is a picture of the meals she prepped throughout the week
to make it through and save money. For the photographic theme financial support, she
titled it Making it Through the Week. See Figure 13 for participant 1’s photo of financial
support.
Figure 13
Participant 1’s Photo for Financial Support

She explained
Due to COVID, my assistantship was on pause until November, meaning I did
not receive any income until then. By the first month, my savings ran out, and I
had to go into more debt. One of my first changes I made was to meal prep for
the week and try to limit my spending. This helped me save time from cooking
throughout the week and allowed me to focus more on my academics. I only buy
meats and (sometimes) vegetables or fruits, but [I] get most of my food from food
pantries. It was difficult at first, but I know this will all pay off one day, and it just
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motivates me to succeed even more in my program. (Participant 1, Samantha,
Group Meeting)
Participant 2 Deborah
Virtual Interview. Participant 2 struggled paying for tuition to complete her
coursework. Also, because she worked with children who had special needs, she was
injured on the job, and she was hospitalized and put on bed rest for two months.
Because her injury happened during the semester, she fell behind and could not catch
up. She brought up her personal difficulties with professors, and she was not given
enough direction or support to navigate a course withdraw or tuition reimbursement.
Unfortunately, when she reached out to professors in her department for help
and shared the difficulties she was experiencing regarding her injury as well as the
challenges she faced working with special needs children for her job, she was advised
to drop the course, but she was never refunded her tuition. She reported
When I told them that I had been going through this and then I had to, you know,
the second semester, in the Spring of 2018, and I'm like this has job is so hard.
[They] were just like: oh, well just drop the class. [But], I never got my money
refunded. I never got it refunded, [and] it was terrible. They were not supportive
at all; they didn't care at all. (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual Interview)
Additionally, navigating assistantships has been a challenge, because she feels
she has offered her time for free. She explained
The [University] cut all the . . . graduate assistant positions. They've cut the TA
positions . . . I just TA’d for the sake of experience. I TA’d for free! Just to get
the experience. I did everything for free! I spent more time TA-ing then doing my
PhD classes for free. Because, they cut all the funding, all the funding has been
cut. So yeah, I am so disgruntled. Yes, I'm pretty disgruntled. (Participant 2,
Deborah, Virtual Interview)
When asked what stage she was at with her coursework, she shared she could
not really afford to continue to take courses. She explained
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Honestly, I can't afford to. Okay, I can't afford to take coursework without
actually knowing if I'm going to get something done, because I did that before,
and I didn't get my money back. And, then, it was $900. So, I really have no
balance in my life right now, I'll be honest. Kind of between my PhD and then me
getting injured on the job and having to be on bed rest for two months and all that
kinda stuff and then trying to go back to work. I really don't have balance back in
my life. (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 2 ranked the photograph for financial
support fifth. She shared “my PhD experience has not been good at all . . . I expected it
to be more of us discussing philosophical things, and I want to find solutions to things”
(Participant 2, Deborah, Group Meeting). She ranked financial support fifth, because
“financial aid I’ll pay that stuff back eventually” (Participant 2, Deborah, Group Meeting).
Group Meeting. Participant 2 was married for 10 years and went back to school
later in life to get her degree in Education . . . I then fell in love working with Autistic
children” (Participant 2, Deborah, Group Meeting). She explained, “I got in over
$200,000 in debt, and I’m at the 10-year mark with public school teaching, so the public
loan forgiveness will forgive about $100,000 of that” (Participant 2, Deborah, Group
Meeting). Unfortunately, during her program she was not supported financially by any
assistantships, because she had no idea how the assistantship process worked. She
received no guidance from faculty, or the University to help her navigate the
assistantship process, so she could offset tuition, travel to conferences, and the cost of
living.
The photograph she took of financial support symbolizes the student loan debt
she has accrued, while being in school, and the cracked floor captures the state of her
finances at this point in her life. See Figure 14 for participant 2’s photo of financial
support.
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Figure 14
Participant 2’s Photo for Financial Support

She explained
the picture of financial support symbolizes how I feel at this point in my life,
financially. The photograph is a picture of a cracked plastic linoleum floor where
I rent. The photograph is a metaphorical representation of how I feel, and the
conditions I live in. The floor is plastic, chipped, fake, and cracked, and the
foundation is not solid. I’m 47 years old, and I’m a female who has no financial
foundation at all, because I have given all my finances to school. I thought I
could make a difference for children with special needs, a difference for
everybody! I am $200,000 in loan debt, because of school! (Participant 2,
Deborah, Group Meeting)
Participant 3 Sasha
Virtual Interview. Participant 3 chose to work full-time, while she completed her
coursework. Although her program offered an assistantship, she, ultimately, chose to
continue working full-time. She explained, “they want you to be a full-time student, and
I work outside of USF. And, when I look at like [being a full-time student], I would be
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losing up to 75% of my salary to go do that” (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview).
When it came to applying to scholarships, Sasha felt because she was not a minority,
she did not qualify for many scholarships. She shared
I do get some tuition reimbursement from work, but it's about half of the tuition
each semester. So, I'm paying out of pocket, and I don't have as many
scholarship opportunities. I feel like if I was doing statistics in the math
department, it would be a completely different story. But, the College of
Education has lot of females. And, I was excluded out on a lot of opportunities,
and I feel so terrible saying that. (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview)
She also explained she does not always understand how to find funding opportunities
she would qualify for, so she just gave up trying. She explained
I don't even try, honestly. I just I don't even try anymore . . . I don't even think I
tried really in the beginning just because I do have a job. I was just like when I've
tried to look for some scholarships I didn’t really apply. This has been a theme
throughout all of my schooling too, unless it was kinda dropped in my lap, I don't
know where to go. It's just too much to navigate sometimes. (Participant 3,
Sasha, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 3 ranked financial support third,
because she felt it was an extremely important element of support for her continued
success in her doctoral program. If she could have ranked financial support and faculty
mentoring equally, she would have placed them both second. She felt financial support
was up there, because
someone has got to pay for this somehow! I feel very lucky that I’ve gotten
myself to a point where between my tuition reimbursement and what I do make at
my job I can pay the rest of the tuition, and I don’t have to take out loans
anymore. And, it’s also not affecting my family as financially as it was in the
beginning . . . however, if I were to lose this job that’s gonna change, so I’d really
like to just stay there and have things stay really nice between now and when I
finish my dissertation . . . it feels weird to say this, but I’m white, and it is very
hard to find scholarships and grants in Educations for a white female. I am the
majority, and it’s a little difficult sometimes to find that extra support, and I totally
get why. (Participant 3, Sasha, Group Meeting)
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Group Meeting. Her picture for financial support is a picture of her work office
titled Getting to Work Before Dawn. She gets to work before dawn and fits work into her
doctoral program coursework schedule. She is typically the first one in the morning to
work and makes sure her doctoral coursework does not negatively impact her full-time
job. She explained
I work full time. Without this job, I would not be in this program. The tuition
reimbursement from work helps, and I pay the rest out of pocket. I regularly get
to work before dawn to fit in my work with my school schedule. I am usually the
first one in the office every morning. I wouldn’t be here without this job, and I
make sure nothing I do for school jeopardizes my job. This picture is what I see
walking into my office every morning. (Participant 3, Sasha, Group Meeting)
Participant 4 Monique
Virtual Interview. Monique worked full time and had a fellowship, so she felt
she had some financial advantages. For example, when it came time to travel to
conferences, she was able to pick and choose the conferences she wanted to attend
and not feel the added concern of money. She shared
There are things that I was able to do and places I was able to go, because I had
funding. And, so a lot of students don't have that experience, because they don't
have the money to go to the conferences. I also work, which means I get paid
more. So, when I couldn't fill the gap, I could fill the gaps between that funding
with my own money, which some students were not able to do. And, in that
respect, I am very, very privileged in the fact that if I want to go to a conference,
I'm just like, okay, boss, can I have these days off from work. . . I was able to kind
of do that, because of my access to funds, and my access to a certain type of
flexibility, which I know for sure a lot of graduate students did not have those
opportunities. (Participant 4, Monique, Virtual Interview)
She explained her decision to work full time, while in school was because
Up until the end of last year I was teaching full time, while getting my PhD in
middle school science. So, that was an interesting, hard, and difficult
experience. And, I chose to do it that way, because graduate assistantships
don't pay a lot of money, and I have a mortgage. So, you know, I don't really
have a lot of options in terms of like, you know, decreasing my income for
extended periods of time.
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Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 4 ranked the photograph for financial
support second, because she has felt supported financially throughout her doctoral
program. She explained
If I did not have my fellowship and other types of support, I would just not get a
PhD. I don’t believe in paying for school, and I paid for my undergraduate and
still am paying those student loans, and so I just have a personal thing, like, I just
will not do it if I can’t find funding, so I spent a lot of time figuring out how to do
that. (Participant 4, Monique, Group Meeting)
Group Meeting. Participant 4 felt she has been extremely blessed and has
taken advantage of resources offered by the various departments on campus to travel
to conferences and meet scholars in her field. Her photograph for financial support was
a photograph of herself at a conference titled Almost Dr. Monique Conference Guru.
She shared
I have been quite blessed that I was able to apply for a fellowship the at the
University. I also was a McKnight fellow, so I was able to apply for funding to
apply for conferences all over the country. And, I also know that there is financial
assistance for students that you can use for every semester through the
Graduate Office, and so I took advantage of all of those things, while being a
student. My picture shows me presenting at the Association for Science Teacher
Education in San Antonio, Texas where I was able to do one of my very first solo
presentations at a conference [where] I was able to network and meet a lot of
other individuals. So, I feel I am well known by the people in these organizations,
because I attend conferences regularly, so that I can meet the scholars who are
in the lead of the field. (Participant 3, Monique, Group Meeting)
Participant 5 Anne
Virtual Interview. Participant 5 shared her difficulty in managing the
responsibilities of her program, and her need to work. Unfortunately, her program did
not allow her to work outside of her program, so it created a difficult position for her
need to work to provide for herself, and the program’s policy of not working outside of
the program. She explained financial support as being a factor in impacting her doctoral
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progression. When asked about factors impacting her progression, she shared the
need to work to support herself as a constant cycle of stress, falling behind because of
it, and not really knowing how to move forward. She explained
My need to work. I think even before I was behind the cohort, since my first
semester, I struggled to keep up with my coursework and being involved in the
program, because of my assistantship, my 20-hour a week assistantship. During
our first semester, we take 19 credits. And, then, I had to work 20 hours off site,
and I fell behind immediately. I wasn't involved in labs, or research groups, or
really anything on campus. I was always working. But, I saw support for that
and [received] advice on how to manage it. But, I didn't really feel supported
when I brought that kind of thing up. So, I think mostly work has kept me behind.
(Participant 5, Anne, Virtual Interview)
She did have an assistantship for four years, but she needed financial support for more
than the time period allotted, so, when the assistantship ended, she was not sure how
to navigate this financial obstacle on her own. Additionally, because she had fallen
behind, she was not ready to progress to the next step in her program. This coupled
with financial difficulties have impacted her progression. She explained
It was another situation, [and] I didn’t really know how to navigate . . . it was a
great I mean . . . it wasn't exactly perfectly aligned with my program, but it was
an opportunity for me to have funding and to have insurance, so it was great,
ultimately. And, I developed really great relationships. But, years in advance, we
set [planned] this is when you're going to be done. This is when your contract
will end, because you're going be going on internship at that time. But, I didn't go
on internship. And, I didn't know what to do, you know, I kind of felt, like,
uncomfortable. Should I let the group that I've been working with for the past four
years know that I kind of started failing and falling behind? And, I wanted my
job? And, I didn't do that . . . so they might have kept me. (Participant 5, Anne,
Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 5 chose not to participate in the
photography portion of the study.
Group Meeting. Participant 5 chose not to participate in the group meeting.
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Participant 6 Ashley
Virtual Interview. Participant 6 wanted to go back to school to get her
doctorate, but the funding was always an obstacle. She explained
I had been thinking about it and [my husband] and I had talked about it. And,
really, there was just no way financially that I could justify it, because we're not
going to get a raise. There's no money additionally coming in for it. And, so we
just decided that it really just wasn't a good idea to invest that much time and
money into something that wasn't going to pay off. But, then, there was a grant,
[and] the flyer went out for the PhD program. And, so, it really removed that
funding barrier. (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview)
Although her tuition is paid for through the grant, she has still encountered stress and
felt run down, due to the pace and level of commitment of the doctoral program; she has
to continually take three courses each semester, and she also works full time. She
shared
It's really hard. I'll be honest. Twice this summer I sat down to write the I'm
dropping out email. I just can't do this anymore. It is just that I’m like my dad
who has a really strong work ethic. So, I think it's just that powering through.
Your choices are do it or dropout. That is what it comes down to. I'll never get
another opportunity where someone's going to say, here, let me completely pay
for your doctorate, right? (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview)
Rank Order of Photographs. Participant 6 ranked the photograph for financial
support fifth, because she did not have to stress about paying for her doctoral program
as it was funded for through a grant program. She explained
I have been really lucky; the easy part has been the finances for me. I have a
grant that just kind of fell into my lap. It has allowed me not to worry about how I
am to pay for tuition, books, or anything else that I’ve needed for school. It also
means I don’t have to worry about having to do the financial aid forms, so I am
really grateful for the grant. Without it, I don’t think I would have been able to
make it happen. (Participant 6, Ashley, Group Meeting)
Group Meeting. Participant 6 was able to pay for her doctoral program entirely
through a grant program. For this photograph, she is sitting with her dog in a chair with
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a warm blanket showing two thumbs up, and the photograph is titled Financial Support:
The Easy Part. She shared
The grant that is paying for my doctoral program just kind of fell into my lap. It
has allowed me to not worry about how to pay for my tuition, books, and anything
else I need for school. It also means I do not have to worry about doing financial
aid forms every year. I am so grateful for the LLI Grant. (Participant 6, Ashley,
Group Meeting)
She also explained
Outside of my bachelor’s, I have been very lucky. I haven’t accumulated any
debt with my master’s or doctoral program. The grant pays for my tuition, books,
and any extras I’ve needed. It has taken some stress out of the process because
I do not have to worry about financial aid paperwork every year. (Participant 6,
Ashley, Group Meeting)
Physical and Mental Exhaustion
Based on the analysis of the data, it was apparent participants struggled with
burnout, due to the pace of the semester and balancing all of their responsibilities, both
personally and academically. In this section, each participant’s comments related to
physical and mental exhaustion during the virtual interview, the ranking of photographs,
and the group meeting are integrated. Physical and mental exhaustion was not one of
the pre-ordinately defined themes, rather the factor was discovered based on the
analysis of the participants’ virtual interview.
Participant 1 Samantha
Virtual Interview. Participant 1 was early in her program, but she had started to
find it difficult to manage her coursework responsibilities and disconnect from family
responsibilities, because she took on the role of being there for her mom, who was a
single mother, and a younger brother. She is the eldest daughter, so she often takes on
the role of being a strong support system for both her mom and younger brother (who is
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a teenager). This pairing began to take a toll on her as she navigated the first year of
her doctoral program. She described feelings of exhaustion and being drained when
discussing how she was managing her responsibilities. She shared
I have both of them constantly calling me trying to be in the middle of it, because
when I was back home I used to be able to help everybody: [I] help my mom with
her problems, [I] help my mom with what she is going through, [I] help my brother
with what he is going through, and now that I’m here, I am still expected to do
that, and it’s hard . . . now in the PhD program it’s very hard . . . it’s very draining
trying to solve their problems. (Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview)
Participant 2 Deborah
Virtual Interview. Participant 2 struggled finding enough committee members to
progress in her program. She also had additional responsibilities as a single mother
and caretaker for her younger adult brother who has special needs, has health
problems, and was homeless. The bulk of these responsibilities fell on her shoulders to
ensure he was safe and doing okey. She shared,
my parents came from World War II. I mean, my dad was born in 1937, and they
came from a very different time. I grew up with very cold, emotionally, mentally,
and physically abusive parents, and I'm the youngest, so I got the least of it. So,
I've taken care of, and I, even to this day, went out to Denver two weeks ago
[was] because my mom and dad couldn't sleep because they knew my brother
had his stuff stolen. I'm basically the one that's always kinda taking care of my
family. (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual Interview)
In addition, she was at a breaking point when we spoke, because she had not
been successful connecting with anyone to help her form her committee. She attributed
this with the College of Education closing, her department having a lack of funding, and
her department not having enough hired tenure-track faculty members to serve on her
committee. She feared these factors would keep her from finishing, she explained
Am I going to get it done in time? Yeah, that's big. That's the biggest thing. Am
I going to be able to find a second committee member now that [the professor] is
now retired? Because that's the thing. I was ready to hop back in the saddle
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back in August. I was ready and then she's like, oh, I'm retiring in July . . . is this
not just another sign for me being an energy worker and the universe just saying,
you know what . . . it honestly doesn't matter if I finish it. It really doesn't. And
how sad would that be?
Participant 3 Sasha
Virtual Interview. Participant 3 was further along in her program and was at the
end of her coursework stage when we spoke. She was just beginning to form her
committee. Participant 3 explained ”I spend Saturday night doing homework, and I am
so burnt out at the end of the day” (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview). She said, “I
am trying not to lose motivation this close to the end, and I really wonder if I would be in
this state of mind if the COVID stuff didn’t happen” (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual
Interview).
Participant 4 Monique
Virtual Interview. Participant 4 shared, during her coursework stage, she began
to feel run down, and the pace of the semester took its toll on her, because
I live 45 minutes away from campus. And, you know, some years I was real
brave and decided I wanted to take three classes in one semester, which was
crazy! And, so that was a lot working full time, going to class. All of my
homework was done on the weekend. I didn't have a weekend. I don't know
what a weekend is. I still don’t know what that is. I still don't know . . . but my
first few years I went full throttle like I'm going to finish my coursework in two
years. I'm going to make everything up in the summer like a crazy person. And,
that’s not what happened, and I got burnt out, really, really fast. I was really,
really tired, and it ruined a lot of relationships . . . so that was really, really difficult
for me. (Participant 4, Monique, Virtual Interview)
Participant 5 Anne
Virtual Interview. Participant 5 had an assistantship and was not allowed to
work other jobs on top of her assistantship throughout her program. However, due to
various factors, she continued to work to have funding and to support herself. She
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explained
Since her first semester, I struggled to keep up with my coursework and being
involved in the program because of my 20-hour a week assistantship . . . and 19
credits and then I had to work the 20-hours off-site, and I fell behind immediately.
I wasn’t involved in labs or research groups . . . because I was always working
. . . I didn’t really feel supported when I brought those kinda things up.
(Participant 5, Anne, Virtual Interview)
She reported,
I’m a year behind . . . I have been on the cusp of dropping out, like many, many
times. I always say I’m an inch away from dropping out and working at the bar
full-time, because it’s difficult to keep up. But, I guess just when I think about
how much time and energy, I’ve invested in it kinda . . . it helps me keep going
and knowing if I stopped now I’d be left with nothing. (Participant 5, Anne, Virtual
Interview)
Participant 6 Ashley
Virtual Interview. Participant 6 shared
It’s really hard. I’ll be honest, twice this summer I sat down to write the “I’m
dropping out email.” Like, I just can’t do this email. It’s just, my dad has a really
strong work ethic, and he passed that along, so I think it’s just that powering
through your choices are do it or drop out, that ultimately is what it comes down
to. And, I’ll never get another opportunity where someone is gonna say, here let
me completely pay for your doctorate. (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview)
Participant 6 felt class meeting times were difficult because classes typically
began at 5 p.m. then by the time she was able to get off from work and get to class, she
was already behind. She described her typical week as crazy with no breaks and
working all day and never finding down time with her family. Additionally, Participant 6’s
program format was structured with three classes per semester. She felt overwhelmed,
and it was difficult to keep up with her work and coursework.
COVID-19 Impact and Challenges
COVID-19 impacted the participants by slowing them down in a variety of ways,
either with funding, forming a committee, taking online courses, and losing the
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connection with key campus resources, or getting sick and falling behind in their
doctoral homework. For some participants who were still taking courses, the pandemic
was a welcome change, because it meant class meetings were now online and more
convenient; however, for others the online format increased feelings of isolation.
Ultimately, the pandemic posed challenges for all participants progressing in their
program in different ways.
Participant 1 Samantha
Virtual Interview. Participant 1 experienced COVID her first semester of her
doctoral program. Due to the pandemic and COVID restrictions, her assistantship,
which supported her tuition and living was not able to be processed through the
University. Because of this, she could not work as a graduate assistant and had no
income for the first three months of her first semester. She reported, during this
semester, “I had to take out more loans and got into credit card debt. And, it was really
hard.” (Participant 1, Samantha, Virtual Interview).
Participant 2 Deborah
Virtual Interview. Participant 2 was at the proposal stage when COVID-19
began, and she felt COVID caused everything to shut down and impacted her progress
in such a way she felt at a standstill. She explained the announcement of the College of
Education being shut down happened right at the height and beginning of the pandemic.
She described the number one factor impacting her progression was not being able to
find enough committee members for her committee, which she connected to the early
retirement of key faculty in her program, due to funding as well as the closure of the
College of Education, which she felt was a result of the pandemic. She reported
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“there’s no money in [my department], and there are seriously no professors to be on
my committee” (Participant 2, Deborah, Virtual Interview). She felt faculty in her
program were forced to retire early due to the closure of the College of Education, which
significantly impacted her progress by causing her delays and ability to form a
committee.
Participant 3 Sasha
Virtual Interview. Participant 3 explained COVID’s impact was a breaking point
for her, because she could not handle the entirely online format and she felt incredibly
disconnected from her department. Throughout her program, she was on her own
developing her own program of study. Ultimately, she ended up taking more qualitative
courses than she needed to, which meant she took longer to complete her coursework,
because of the extra courses. She began her program in 2018 and did not receive a
program of study until the Fall of 2021. She said during COVID-19, “I didn’t talk to
anyone, professorwise, in my department unless they were teaching [a course] from
Spring 2020 until this Summer 2021 at orientation . . . I didn’t hear from anyone”
(Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview). She said she heard nothing from anyone in her
department for almost a year. No one ever discussed anything about what she was
doing. She described this as a difficult experience saying
I just kinda made my own path. And, not having any contact with anyone was
really difficult as I was trying to figure out as I was coming into the electives and
what was my concentration area gonna look like . . . it would have been nice
having someone making sure you’re on track . . . sometimes you just want
someone checking in to be, are you ok? (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview)
She did not have a major professor until much later in her program. And, it was difficult
to piece together her program of study on her own.
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When the pandemic hit, she was taking coursework towards her concentration
and did not have any faculty guidance. She explained,
I ended up taking evaluation during [the] Covid year, so this past academic year.
And, that was a Saturday class held online from 9-4, and it was a nightmare.
And, I wish I could have taken that in-person back in 2018 and dealt with
measurement during COVID. And, it all comes from not a single person going
“hey, this girl has never taken a stats class before.” You really need a stats class
to get through measurement. And, no one said anything. (Participant 3, Sasha,
Virtual Interview)
She felt she “missed out on opportunities I would have rather had course wise than the
ones I actually took, because the way you pick classes at [the University] is so
frustrating, and I feel like I missed something” (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview).
She described COVID-19 as a very difficult time, because “she was at the point
of taking a leave of absence . . . if I could not get my Fall 2021 class in person,
because I couldn’t do it anymore” (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview). Although she
ended up taking courses online during COVID, she regretted taking online courses,
because she felt she lost out on the doctoral experience and received no guidance on
what courses to take for her core concentration as well as for her program of study.
She ended up taking the statistics and measurement courses out of sequence, and she
felt unprepared for the rigor of these courses. She also decided to switch her statistics
concentration and take more qualitative courses. It was then she said, “everything just
kinda fell apart, because I didn’t know who these people [were] in my classes.” Upon
reflection, she “wishes she didn’t take so many online classes . . . I really wish I didn’t
do that , and I would still be a little behind everyone else. I wish I stayed part time
basically” (Participant 3, Sasha, Virtual Interview). Ultimately, she reported “as for the
lack of guidance, I feel like I missed out on a class or two that would have been
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beneficial for my own interests, because I just didn’t know it was offered” (Participant 3,
Sasha, Virtual Interview).
Participant 4 Monique
Virtual Interview. Participant 4 was at the point of carrying out her research
project when COVID-19 began. She described the complications she encountered in
carrying out her research project, because she had to completely change the structure
of her project, due to COVID restrictions, which directly impacted her research project
and caused changes, which caused delays (she couldn’t be in classes with other
teachers and students as planned). She described this experience as being
overwhelming. She said “things that were planned to be done . . . COVID-19 kinda
ruined a lot of that. It also caused a lot of delay in me writing the outcome of everything”
(Participant 4, Monique, Virtual Interview). When we spoke, she was concerned if she
was able to actually answer her research questions, because COVID changed her
project format in such a big way. She reflected “I wonder: did I answer my research
questions? Did COVID-19 affect my research in such a way that I did not answer my
research questions? . . . because things that were planned . . . is not what happened”
(Participant 4, Monique, Virtual Interview).
Participant 5 Anne
Virtual Interview. Participant 5 reported COVID-19 hit at a weird time for her,
and the unstructured time during lockdown slowed her down, because
that's when I started slipping behind, actually slipping behind. And, then I was
just home without any structure or support or couldn't really look over to feel what
everybody else was doing or how everybody else is keeping up. So, I think that
definitely affected me personally. But, the program kept going on. So, I just
didn't know how I fit into it. (Participant 5, Anne, Virtual Interview)
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Early in the pandemic, she reported “I don't think anybody ever checked on me or
reached out to see what’s going on. And, if I'm still in the program, what am I up to? I
didn't, I don't have a strong relationship with my advisors. So, I didn't hear from
anybody” (Participant 5, Anne, Virtual Interview).
During the pandemic, she felt lost and confused about what her next steps were,
and she was not working on anything at this point. She asserted
I wasn't really doing anything at that time. I was wrapping up classes and
nobody knew how long it was going to last. So, we were trying to finish, there
were sometimes where we were, okay, let's wait and see for a week or so. And
my practicum was through like the school district schedule and through
telehealth. And, then after that, for that summer, I registered for a couple of
classes online, but it was really unstructured. And it really was difficult. I hadn't
even defended my thesis at that point. I didn’t even defend my thesis until this
past summer. So, yeah, I just didn't really know what to do for a while.
(Participant 5, Anne, Virtual Interview).
For Participant 5, the beginning of the pandemic hit during the last semester of
her coursework with her cohort, which was in-person. She took a few more courses
towards her specialty, but she had completed her coursework and was at the end of her
advanced practicum. At this point in time, she was supposed to begin planning for the
next year to write her dissertation and plan her internship, but it was during the
unstructured time of the pandemic, she fell behind, everything slowed down, and the
planning that was supposed to happen, did not happen. She felt she did not progress
and stay on pace with her cohort, which she felt caused her to lose the support system
of her cohort in the process.
Participant 6 Ashley
Virtual Interview. Participant 6 enjoyed the reprieve of commuting, because the
pandemic changed the format of her program to be more flexible and convenient for
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her. Early in the pandemic, her course format transitioned from being in-person to
being completely online, which meant she no longer had to commute from work to the
University. Ashley explained “it’s just so much easier to be home at 5 and online rather
than to be at school, which means I’m taking flex or vacation time every week to even
get there” (Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview). However, at the beginning of Fall
2021, she and her family came down with COVID. She explained, “my recovery from
COVID took about 4 weeks total . . . two of those weeks were during the semester. It
was hard to complete my homework” She asserted, “I had to ask for extensions twice”
(Participant 6, Ashley, Virtual Interview).
Themes Discussed by the Participants
Participants identified two additional themes during the group meeting: (a) the
broken doctoral process and (b) feelings of aloneness and being lost throughout the
doctoral journey.
The Broken Doctoral Process
Group Meeting. Participants identified the theme of the broken doctoral process
to mean the system of receiving guidance and getting their questions answered to was
broken. There were times throughout their doctoral program participants felt they were
not able to get their questions answered, because there was no one who would help
them. For example, documents were not clear or accessible, how to navigate
assistantships for tuition assistance and living was confusing, and the Institutional
Research Board (IRB) process was complicated. Also, program expectations during
coursework, after the proposal defense, or when writing the dissertation were difficult ,
complex, and unknown. Participants shared some faculty retired and no one was re165

assigned to them, or the faculty member did not want to serve as a faculty mentor,
which contributed to participants feeling their questions were not being answered. This
caused confusion choosing courses, planning to take courses in sequence, or filling out
paperwork to move on to the next step. Some participants worked backwards to figure
out doctoral processes, but some continued to fall behind, which created even more
complications for them to persist.
Feeling Alone & Lost Throughout the Doctoral Process
Group Meeting. Participants also identified the theme of feeling alone and lost
throughout the doctoral process to mean they often felt isolated, because there was no
one who could relate to them and their experiences. Participants explained it was
difficult to convey the complicated journey they were going through to their family and
friends, which made them feel isolated. Participants also complained no one from the
University reached out to them throughout the semester. The lack of communication
from the University contributed to participants feeling alone and lost throughout the
doctoral process.
Summary
The findings presented in this chapter were representative of the pre-ordinately
determined themes: socialization, psychological factors, faculty mentoring,
understanding the academic process, and financial support, which were evident across
all participant data from the virtual interview, the group meeting, and the rank ordering
of the photographs. This chapter also included a discussion of two additional themes
identified from the virtual interview: physical and mental exhaustion and COVID-19
impact and challenges. Participant themes that emerged during the group meeting
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included the broken doctoral process and feeling alone and lost throughout the doctoral
process. Each participant was in a different stage of their doctoral journey, so the
discussion of the pre-ordinately defined themes are representative of the various
experiences each participant encountered as they progressed in their doctoral program.
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Chapter 6
Summary, Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations for Future Research
The purpose of my study was to understand the perceptions of first-generation
female doctoral students and what factors may impact first-generation female doctoral
students’ completion of their doctoral program. The parts of this chapter include the
summary, conclusions, implications, and recommendations for future research.
Summary of the Study
This study examined first-generation female doctoral students (FGFDS) in the
College of Education at the University of South Florida. The participant sample for the
virtual interviews included six first-generation female doctoral students enrolled in
various doctorate programs within the College of Education. For the photography
portion and group meeting, Participant 5 felt she could not participate, because she was
not able to identify a response to the prompts in the form of a photograph. The other
five participants did take part in the group meeting with the photographs.
This study explored the perceptions of first-generation female doctoral student
and addressed the following research questions: (1) In what ways do first-generation
female doctoral students in the College of Education perceive their experiences impact
their progress during their doctoral program at a large research University in Central
Florida? (2) What factors do first-generation female doctoral students perceive to
influence the completion of their doctoral program? The interview followed a semistructured interview protocol approved by the dissertation committee and Institutional
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Research Board (IRB). The duration of each interview was between 60 minutes and 2
hours. A member check was completed for each interview with participants via email.
After the interview, participants were asked to take between 5-6 photographs to capture
their experiences as first-generation female doctoral students using the following preordinately determined themes: socialization, psychological factors, faculty mentoring,
understanding the academic process, and financial support. Two additional themes
were discovered through data from the virtual interviews, which were physical and
mental exhaustion and COVID impact and challenges. Next, participants took part in a
group to discuss and share their pictures, put their photographs in rank order, and
discuss themes from their photographs. During the group meeting and rank ordering of
photographs, participants identified two additional themes: the broken doctoral process
and feeling alone and lost throughout the doctoral process.
Conclusions
The conclusions are drawn from the interviews, rank ordering of photographs,
and group meeting data. As the researcher, I arrived at the following conclusions from
this research study, which are discussed below.
The women in this study chose to pursue a doctoral degree to become more
knowledgeable and skilled in their specialty as educators and to advance professionally
in their careers. Because these women were the first in their families to pursue a
doctoral degree, they were driven to progress, even though their mental health and
wellness sometimes suffered.
Participants experienced complications in managing their academic
responsibilities along with family and personal responsibilities. As they progressed
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through, the various stages of the doctoral process from the coursework stage, forming
a committee, writing a proposal, defending a proposal, writing the dissertation, and
preparing the dissertation for a final defense, these stages all brought pressure and
complications, which became difficult for participants to manage.
There were meltdown moments for every participant, because they lost
themselves during the doctoral process or were forgotten about within their department.
Because participants did not have the tools to navigate the next step in the process or
to work through an obstacle, many participants arrived at the moment of crisis and
considered dropping out of their doctoral program. For some, these meltdown moments
were solved, some participants worked backwards to find resolve on their own, while
other participants continued to fall behind and spiral out of control.
The pre-ordinately determined themes of socialization, psychological factors,
faculty mentoring, understanding the academic process, and financial support were all
factors impacting the participants as they progressed in their program.
Additional themes emerged from the virtual interview: physical and mental
exhaustion and the impact and challenges of COVID-19. The feelings of physical and
mental exhaustion permeated the doctoral process, because of the difficult nature of a
doctoral program. Also, COVID-19 impacted the participants as they progressed,
because the pandemic slowed down access to information and funding. The pandemic
also created more isolating experiences in relation to student and faculty interactions.
Two suggested additional themes were woven through other participants’
interviews and comments during the group meeting: the broken doctoral process and
feelings of aloneness and being lost throughout the doctoral journey.
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Socialization
Participants perceived socialization to be an important component, although not
an essential piece to their success during their doctoral journey. Socialization was a
constant tension, because participants struggled to find balance between personal,
family, work, and school responsibilities. Some participants were better than others at
finding support systems, faculty played an integral role in fostering social connections
among students and connecting students with campus resources.
Psychological Factors
Psychological factors were perceived to be an essential part of the participants’
capacity to progress in their doctoral program. The majority of the participants ranked
psychological factors high. The participants perceived psychological factors as a major
element of progressing, because they were experiencing imposter syndrome, anxiety,
or depression. Additionally, they perceived the experience of being in a doctoral
program an isolating experience, because there were no friends or family who could
relate to the difficulties and demands of the program.
Faculty Mentoring
The participants perceived faculty mentoring as another important component to
their doctoral progression. Participants perceived interactions with faculty to play a
significant role in doctoral progression and the capacity to not only balance academic
and personal obstacles, but also to validate the struggle participants faced as firstgeneration doctoral students.
Some participants often felt alone in the doctoral process, because they could
not identify with their faculty advisor (as a black student), or they felt marginalized
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among international students. Some participants struggled because they did not feel
supported when learning the rules of academia, such as the IRB process or how to form
a committee.
Understanding the Academic Process
Participants perceived the academic process to be overwhelming and difficult,
depending on the stage of the doctoral journey in which they found themselves.
Participants shared a lack of knowledge about all the steps in the doctoral process.
Financial Support
Financial support was a critical piece in the participants’ capacity to progress in
their doctoral programs; however, the participants had different experiences and
different knowledge levels in how to navigate financial support in terms of
assistantships, fellowships, and scholarships. Overall, the process of financial support
was not understood by every participant, and the most advantageous situations were
when participants had access to financial support either through their department or
available loans.
Physical and Mental Exhaustion
Participants felt physically and mentally exhausted as they progressed in their
doctoral programs. Tired was not a strong enough adjective to describe how they felt.
Rather, they were physically exhausted from the pace of the semester and the demands
of their program. Also, participants were mentally drained, because they had to keep up
with their coursework and homework responsibilities at an exhausting pace each
semester.
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COVID-19 Impact and Challenges
COVID-19 caused delays for participants in terms of staying on pace, because
courses and communication with faculty went entirely online. Additionally,
assistantships and funding became difficult. The online nature of courses became an
isolating experience for participants. The pandemic was a difficult time for many
participants, because so many individuals did not know how to navigate the next step of
their program during the pandemic. Additionally, participants felt interactions with
faculty became even more limited during the pandemic. Participants who felt
disconnected before the pandemic felt even more isolated as the pandemic progressed.
Also, participants who were at the dissertation stage felt their research process was
slowed down, because the pandemic impacted their research projects by causing
unforeseen challenges and changes. Additionally, participants who were at the
coursework stage felt faculty advising and mentoring became even more strained.
Broken Doctoral Process
Participants struggled getting questions answered because doctoral programs
are complicated. Also, doctoral programs take time to complete and faculty changes
happened, while some participants were progressing. Faculty retirements and unclear
program procedures created delay and confusion for participants. Participants needed
a complex network of support to persist. Participants fell behind, because some took
courses out of sequence, or they did not understand how to navigate next steps after
their proposal defense. In addition, faculty interactions for some during their
dissertation writing stage or during the coursework stage were limited, which impacted
the next phase of the program. The cycle of not knowing the next steps and falling
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behind contributed to participants feeling like the doctoral process was broken.
Feeling Alone & Lost Throughout the Doctoral Process
Participants shared it was difficult to find support among family and friends, because no
one could relate to the pressure they were going through. Also, participants felt no one
from the University reached out to them throughout the semester, which made them feel
alone and lost throughout the doctoral process. In addition, due to the long nature of
doctoral programs, the pace and difficulty of coursework created an isolating lifestyle,
because they had to continually dedicate their time to coursework, homework, research,
and writing, which perpetuated the feeling of being alone and isolated.
Emerging Theme: Signs of Strength and Resilience
Participants also showed signs of strength and resilience as they progressed.
During difficult times, participants relied on classmates for guidance and persevered,
because failure to them was not an option. Because the academic process could be
vague and difficult to understand, the participants showed they were able to
demonstrate resilience in their capacity to work through difficult situations on their own.
Therefore, although the participants had meltdown moments throughout the long
doctoral process, they showed strength and resilience in their willingness to work
through these issues and persevere.
Implications for Policy and Practice
The implications arising from the study data suggest the University President, the
College of Education Dean, doctoral advisors, faculty advisors, counselors, and
wellness counselors could work together through a virtual online platform, an app, and
the University webpage specifically dedicated to help students find their way through the
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doctoral process. Specifically, I recommend a team of Doctoral Advisors, Faculty
Advisors, Counselors, and Wellness Coaches to be trained virtually on the experiences
unique to FGFDS at the University of South Florida. There could be a virtual
orientation and training developed to include the photographs of this study as well as
the participant’s stories explaining their experiences, so University stakeholders could
have a better understanding of the factors impacting their progression. This could also
be used as a road map for future improvement as well as collaboration with other
universities to support and share resources on FGFDS.
The University President and Dean of the College of Education
There could be a formal University committee to include Doctoral and Faculty
Advisors along with the FGFDS student organization to help promote and implement a
long-term strategic planning at the University to ensure policies and funding are more
accessible for all students. The President and Dean of the College of Education should
also open an Office and have space dedicated to FGFDS to receive support and
guidance. Also, the space could be used as a wellness center where FGFDS could
come to connect and develop a sense a community among fellow students.
Doctoral Advisors
Doctoral advisors who are specifically trained and paired with a FGFDS could
make progressing through the doctoral journey more transparent and accessible. Also,
doctoral advisors could be trained on the process of specific doctoral programs to
answer questions which arise for first-generation female doctoral students to help them
navigate their specific programs. The availability of doctoral advisors to doctoral
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students virtually to answer questions and provide assistance would be extremely
helpful.
Faculty Advisors
Faculty advisors could be offered continuing education through the University to gain a
better understanding of FGFDS needs. These online educational trainings would
include important information about FGFDS, so faculty feel more prepared when
interacting with these students. Faculty advisors could also develop a more welcoming
environment for FGFDS by developing orientations and regular check-ins with FGFDS,
so this population feels more supported and engaged with the doctoral process.
FGFDS are often working full time or have additional responsibilities, so faculty advisors
who develop regular virtual program offerings would greatly help the confusing doctoral
process FGFDS feel as they progress.
Counselors
Counselors should be more present at doctoral orientations, so FGFDS are
made aware of the counseling services available to them throughout the year. Students
may need anonymous mental health support as they progress, and counselors who are
accessible and present would be helpful to FGFDS, so they are educated on ways to
improve or address their overall psychological wellbeing.
First-generation Female Doctoral Student Organization
The voice of FGFDS’s are important. There should be a student organization
dedicated to helping FGFDS feel heard and supported at the University, so these
students may collaborate and develop new ways of tackling future problems with the
doctoral process.
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Recommendations for Future Research
Based on the perceptions of the participants during the interview and group
meeting, the suggested recommendations for future research are presented below.
1. Since COVID-19 impacted this research, a replication of this study during a nonpandemic time could be enlightening.
2. Compare FGFDS with continuing generation doctoral students during the same
time period at the same college of university.
3. Investigation to compare completely online doctoral student perceptions of
factors impacting success verses in-person, at either a large public University or
a small private College.
4. Future studies on FGFDS’ perceptions of factors impacting completion of their
doctoral programs could include additional factors such as gender to include
males, transgender, lesbian, gay, bisexual, and queer or questioning (LGBTQI).
5. FGFDS who are graduate assistants verses non-graduate assistants could be
explored.
6. FGFDS without any kind of University support or funding verses FGFDS with
funding.
7. Additional research could study continuing-generation doctoral students verses
first-generation doctoral students.
8. Replicating this study to include specific races such as African American or
Black, Hispanic or Latino, Native Americans, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
and so forth.
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9. Research could be conducted to compare a large public University verses a
small College across departments within their respective Colleges of Education
such as educational leadership, higher education, student affairs, or school
psychology.
10. First-generation male doctoral students could be studied to understand the
factors impacting their progression, or research to compare male and female
first-generation doctoral students and factors impacting their progression.
11. The experiences of FGFDSs at a large University verses a small college, or
private verses public colleges and Universities.
12. The differences among Colleges beyond the College of Education and across the
University to include the College of Arts and Sciences, Behavior and Community
Sciences, Business, Engineering, Global and International Studies, Medicine,
and Nursing, or Public Health.
13. FGFDS perceptions of factors impacting doctoral completion by specific field of
study or major areas could be researched.
14. Further investigation on the completion factors among married and non-married
FGFDS. There could also be research on married FGFDS who had children
compared to those who did not.
15. Research could discover and compare the perceptions of FGFDS between the
ages of 24-28 years admitted immediately after a bachelor’s degree verses 45–
50-year-old FGFDS returning to school later in life.
16. Faculty advisor relationships with FGFDS throughout the doctoral process could
be examined.
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17. To explore the various cultural and social traditions of FGFDS by including
specific ethnicities such as Japanese, Mexican, Korean, Hungarian, Malaysian,
Cuban, German, Jamaican, and so forth.
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Appendix A: Initial Recruitment Email
Dear Doctoral Student,
Are you a currently enrolled College of Education doctoral student within the second
year of coursework? Are you the first in your family to receive a bachelor’s degree
(neither parent has received one)?
If you answered yes to both questions, as a first-generation student, you have unique
experiences to share on factors associated with balancing your coursework as you
navigate academia and balance family, work, and professional responsibilities.
Therefore, your participation in my research study is crucial, and I invite you to
participate in my virtual study!
To participate, please fill out the following questionnaire, click here.
Benefits:
1. Participants will receive essential doctoral resources (APA 7th edition tips, tips on
writing your dissertation, etc.).
2. Participants will also receive a hard copy of a book about the doctoral process.
For more information, please contact the researcher, Nancy Carr, at nancycarr@usf.edu
or 813.421.3781, if you have any questions.
Thank you for your participation and support of this project,
Nancy C. Carr
Doctoral Candidate
Department of Leadership, Policy, and Lifelong Learning
University of South Florida College of Education
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Appendix B: Welcome Letter
Thank you for completing the questionnaire and your interest to participate in my study.
Based on your responses, you are eligible to participate! First-generation doctoral
students overcome challenges students whose parents received a bachelor’s degree do
not have to face. Therefore, your perspective and participation in my study is essential!
Your full participation will consist of:
1. A virtual interview, up to an hour
2. Taking 5 (or 6) photographs and submitting them via email to me
3. A virtual photovoice meeting
The next step is to schedule a virtual interview, please click here to complete a
questionnaire.
Thank you for your time, and I look forward to your participation in my study!
Nancy C. Carr
Doctoral Candidate
Department of Leadership, Policy, and Lifelong Learning
University of South Florida College of Education
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Appendix C: Demographic Questionnaire
1. Are you admitted in a degree seeking program in the College of Education at
USF? Please choose one:
• Yes, I am admitted in a degree-seeking doctorate of philosophy
College of Education program
• No, I am a non-degree seeking student
2. Are you in a doctorate of philosophy program or an educational specialist
program? Please choose one:
• I am in a doctorate of philosophy program
• I am in an educational specialist program
3. What doctorate of philosophy College of Education program are you currently in?
•

Curriculum and Instruction with Career and Workforce Education
Concentration (Online)

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Early Childhood Education
Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Educational Psychology Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Elementary Education Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with English Education Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Higher Education, Administration
Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Instructional Technology Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Interdisciplinary Education
Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Literacy Studies Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Mathematics Education Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Measurement & Evaluation
Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Science Education Concentration
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•

Curriculum and Instruction with Social Science Education
Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Special Education Concentration

•

Curriculum and Instruction with Teacher Education Concentration

•

Educational Leadership

•

School Psychology

•

Technology in Education and Second Language Acquisition

•

Program not listed? Please include the full name of your program here:

4. How many credit hours do you have towards your doctoral degree? Please
specify:
5. Have you taken your qualifying exam?
• Yes
• No
6. What is your mother’s highest level of education?
• Associates
• Bachelor’s
• Master’s
• Doctoral
• Other, please explain:
7. What is your father’s highest level of education?
• Associates
• Bachelor’s
• Master’s
• Doctoral
• Other, please explain:
8. Are you in your second year of study towards your doctoral degree?
• Yes
• No
• Other, explain:
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9. Are you currently employed?
• Yes
• No
• Other, explain:
10. Do you plan to be employed and will you work during the school year? If yes,
explain. If no, explain
• Yes, explain:
• No, explain:
11. How do/will you support yourself for school?
• Parent support
• Spouse support
• Scholarship
• Grant
• Fellowship
• Self-support
• Graduate Assistantship
• Working
• Not listed, please explain
12. Do you have an assistantship, scholarship, funding, or work for the University?
• Graduate Assistantship
• Student Position
• Scholarship
• Fellowship
• University position
• Other, explain:
13. What do you do professionally? Please explain and included your job title:
14. Do you work full, part-time, or seasonally?
• Full-time
• Part-time
• Seasonally
• Not listed, explain:
15. What is your gender?
• Male
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•
•

Female
Not listed, explain:

16. What is your ethnicity?
• White
• Black
• Hispanic
• Asian
• America Indian/Alaska Native
• Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander
• Not listed, explain:
17. What is your marital status?
• Married
• Single
• Divorced
• Not listed, explain:
18. Do you have children or dependents?
• Yes, I have children
• No, I do not have children
• I have dependents
• Not listed, please explain:
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Appendix D: Informed Consent Form
Study Purpose and Rationale
You have been asked to take part in this study to contribute to the knowledge of firstgeneration doctoral students' experiences, while completing their doctoral programs. As
a student who is currently at the dissertation phase in my program, I can assure you
each of you will need to apply for the Institutional Research Board (IRB). This is not
necessarily an easy process, but, as part of this process, if you are using human
subjects, you will have to obtain informed consent. I apologize this is a long form, but it
is a USF and IRB requirement. This way you will be exposed to the idea of informed
consent when the time comes.
Being a first-generation student myself, I am interested in factors affecting firstgeneration students at the doctoral level. Therefore, the purpose of my study was to
understand the perceptions of first-generation female doctoral students and what factors
may impact first-generation female doctoral students’ completion of their doctoral
program. The discoveries of this study could be employed as a tool to inform
instructors, professors, and advisors who typically work with first-generation doctoral
students.
Participation Procedures and Duration
The method to be used in this study includes interviews and taking photographs.
For this study, you will be asked to respond to a virtual interview and take
photographs using your own phone or camera. After everyone has completed their
photos, you will discuss the photos with fellow participants in this study. Your
participation will include two virtual sessions: (a) the interview and (b) the analysis of
photographs. The interview site will be in a virtual setting utilizing Canvas and
Microsoft Teams. You will be asked to sign an informed consent document during the
first meeting (this form). You will also be asked to complete a photo release form
during the first meeting. No photos will be used within this research or otherwise
published without your permission. Also, a timeline will be determined for you to
complete the photography.
Data Confidentiality or Anonymity
All data will be maintained as confidential and no identifying information, such as
names, will appear in any publication or presentation of the data. You may be
identifiable through the photographs, however. If you do not engage in selfphotography identity exposure may be possible nonetheless (e.g., photos of your home,
car). But, it will be lessened. Also, you must obtain consent from anyone photographed
in private spaces (e.g., inside homes, cars, hospital rooms). If photographing
minors in private spaces, consent from the minor’s legal guardian (e.g., parent) is
required. Copies of consent forms will be provided to you for these purposes.
Storage of Data
Tangible physical data (paper, photographs) will be stored in a locked filing
cabinet in the PI’s office indefinitely. Interviews/discussions will be transcribed and
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entered into a software program (Microsoft Word) and stored on the researcher’s
password-protected laptop indefinitely. Audio files from interviews will also be saved on
the researcher’s personal password-protected laptop for three years and will then be
destroyed. Any back up files of transcripts or audio stored on DVDs, flash drives, or
external hard drives will be securely kept in a locked filing cabinet in the PI’s home
office for three years and will then be destroyed. Only members of the research team
will have access to the raw data.
Photography
As a part of this study, you will be asked to respond to prompt themes through
photography. The photos you take for this project must fall within public decency
standards. Photos should not be pornographic and should not capture activity that is
illegal. Do not trespass or knowingly put yourself or others in harm’s way while taking
photographs.
Photographs
Your photographs may be printed in a dissertation and used for publication. Your
images will be used as data.
Risks or Discomforts
The potential risks or discomforts associated with this study are minimal and will not
exceed risks encountered in daily life. However, you will be fully briefed on the
photovoice methods and appropriate use of the cameras. Photographs of individuals
may not be taken without consent in spaces deemed as private (e.g., inside a home,
hospital room).
Benefits
The benefits for participating in this study include: learning more on the doctoral process
and exposure to others going through the same challenges.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary and you are free to
withdraw your permission at any time for any reason without penalty or prejudice from
the Principal Investigator (PI). Please feel free to ask any questions of the PI before
signing this form and at any time during the study.
Institutional Research Board (IRB) Contact Information
For one’s rights as a research subject, you may contact the following: USF Institutional
Research Board, phone: (813) 974-5638 or email RSCH-IRB@usf.edu.
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Consent
I, ____________________________[print full name in the discussion box below],
agree to participate in this research project entitled, First-Generation Doctoral
Students’ Perceptions of the Doctoral Experience. I have had the study explained to me
and my questions have been answered to my satisfaction. I have read the description
of this project and give my consent to participate. I understand that I will receive a
digital copy of this informed consent form to keep for future reference. To the best of
my knowledge, I meet the inclusion/exclusion criteria for participation (described on the
previous page) in this study.
Adapted from Photovoice Research in Education and Beyond: A Practical Guide from
Theory to Exhibition (pp.162-177), A. O. Latz and T. M. Mulvihill, (2017), SAGE
Publications https://doi-org.ezproxy.lib.usf.edu/10.4324/9781315724089.
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Appendix E: Preliminary Email About Virtual Interview and Subsequent Steps
Dear Participant,
Included below is the Microsoft Teams link for our virtual Interview later today
If you have any questions or need to reschedule, please feel free to reach me by cell at
813-452-8929.
I am looking forward to learning more about you! Thank you again for your time and
participation in the study. Attached is a copy of the verbal consent form, which I will go
over before our discussion to gain your consent. Your participation in the study will
include:
1. Completion of a virtual demographic questionnaire
2. Participation in a 1 hr. virtual interview (we may go over)
3. Take pictures to show your perception as a first-generation female doctoral
student of factors impacting your progression. This process will take between 710 days.
4. Participate in a 1 hr. (we may go over) virtual photo meeting to discuss your
photographs with fellow participants.
Thank you again,
Nancy
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Appendix F: Interview Schedule
Date: ______________________ Location: ________________________________
Hello, my name is Nancy Carr, and I am a doctoral candidate at University of
South Florida. Thank you for participating in this interview. The purpose of my study
was to understand the perceptions of first-generation female doctoral students and what
factors may impact first-generation female doctoral students’ completion of their
doctoral program. I am interested in investigating how first-generation doctoral students
perceive their experiences with instruction, mentorship, coursework, advising, and
navigating academic process as well as work-life balance. Also, how do first-generation
doctoral students perceive these experiences to help them navigate the doctoral
process? Additionally, this study will explore factors, which may impact a firstgeneration doctoral student’s completion of their doctoral program.
It is important you feel at ease, while I ask you questions during this interview. I
encourage you to share insight, stories, and your perspective from your point of view.
Your name will not be attached to any reports and what you share will be kept
confidential. Information discussed will be analyzed in its entirety and a pseudonym will
be used in place of your name, and others, for the analysis of the discussion. I will take
notes and use an audio recorder, so I do not miss any of your thoughts. Do I have your
permission to record this interview? Yes__ No__. It would really help me, and I
guarantee it will not be listened to by anyone else except myself and maybe my advisor.
Your participation is voluntary, and you may discontinue the discussion at any time.
Our discussion today may take about an hour, depending on our discussion. I
appreciate your time and participation in the interview. You will get a better
understanding of this process when you reach dissertation stage!
Here are some important reminders:
•
•
•
•
•

Please silence your cell phone and do not use it for the extent of the interview.
You may put your phone on vibrate. If serious, would you prefer to reschedule?
This entire process is confidential and used for research purposes only.
Each of your comments, suggestions, and ideas are important to me. No answer
is right or wrong.
If you do not understand a question, please let me know or ask for clarification.
Feel free to stop me if you need to ask me a question.
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Do you have any questions before we get started? [If permission is granted to record
the interview, begin recording]:
[The researcher will state today's date and interview number for the recording.]
For the recording, please state your name and say “Yes” if I have your permission to
record this discussion.
[The researcher will allow the participant time to make the statement.]
Interview Questions
1. Why did you decide to return to school?
a. Prompt: Are there factors about your prior education you feel impacted
your continued education or in pursuing your doctoral degree?
b. Prompt: Was there an individual in your life you feel directly contributed to
your decision to go to or continue your education?
c. Prompt: Was there any event in your life you feel directly contributed to
your decision to go to or continue your education? Anything else?
2. How would you describe your typical day?
a. Prompt: What factors affect your progression in your program?
i. Probe: If you do have to balance your life, how do you multi-task?
b. Prompt: Do you balance work, school, and/or family?
i. Probe: For example, do you take a family member with you to
school, do school related work at the airport or before doctor
appointments, or when you have ‘waiting time’?
c. Prompt: Does spirituality or religion play an important factor in your
experience as a doctoral student?
d. Prompt: Does race/ethnicity and/or gender impact your program? In what
ways?
3. What has been the impact of COVID-19 on your progress?
a. Prompt: If yes, in what ways?
4. What does your experience look like in class?
a. Prompt: Do you connect with your cohort to collaborate or feel a sense of
community? If yes, how?
b. Prompt: What does meeting with your classmates for assignments look
like for you?
c. Prompt: How would you describe your classes?
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Appendix F continued
Probe: Are they in-person?
Probe: If yes, when are your classes held?
Probe: How many times a week?
d. Prompt: Any hybrid courses?
Probe: If yes, is it asynchronous or synchronous?
e. Prompt: Do you take any independent study, directed research, or one-toone courses?
5. How much do you interact with other students?
a. Prompt: Do you interact with a cohort of students? Yes__ No__
b. Prompt: Do you collaborate with others in classes? Yes__ No__
i. Probe: If yes, in what ways?
6. Do you have someone who supports your educational goals?
a. Prompt: A mentor, family, and/or friends.
i. Probe: Who do you turn to for help at school?
b. Prompt: Anyone who creates challenges for you?
7. Do have any concerns or doubts about your progress?
a. Prompt: Do you have any doubts about completing your degree?
b. Is there someone you do not want to let down?
i. Probe: Family and/or spouse?
ii. Probe: Any other individuals?
8. Have you ever felt like you were an imposter?
a. Prompt: In what ways do you not feel like an imposter?
9. How do you figure out the steps of your doctoral program?
a. Prompt: How do you know about class or degree program deadlines?
b. How do you learn to interact with faculty?
c. meet your program’s expectations, or
i. What about going to assistantships, internships, and/or
conferences?
d. Do you have a support system among other students? Yes__ No__
e. Prompt: What are your written resources?
i. Probe: Book(s) or textbook(s), the style manual (APA, MLA,
Chicago), USF resources, College of Education website, USF
Resources such as the Library, ETD (electronic thesis &
dissertation) information, the syllabus, and so forth?
f. Prompt: Who are your people resources such as the
i. Departmental staff, administrative assistants, program coordinators,
department chair,
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Appendix F continued
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

faculty or instructors,
College of Education staff, Graduate Studies staff,
Counselors, family, or friends, or
other individuals?

10. Is wellness important to you?
a. Prompt: How has maintaining a healthy lifestyle impacted your
progression?
i. Probe: Through meditation, sleeping in your car before class, day
trips to the beach, hobbies, reading, DIY projects, music, watching
TV, driving?
b. Prompt: Is physical activity important to you?
i. Probe: working out, sports participation, running, sports observer,
swimming, gardening, playing an instrument, going to the gym,
and/or working out
c. Prompt: Is physical wellness important to you?
i. Probe: seeing a doctor or dentist regularly
d. Prompt: Does interaction with others help you?
i. Probe: organized group activities, volunteer work?
11. Tell me about the psychological aspects of going through the doctoral
process?
i. Probe: Anything else?
12. Anything else you would like to add?
Thank you for your participation in this study! I will contact you in two weeks to give you
an opportunity to review my preliminary findings.
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Appendix G: Photography Next Steps Email
Dear Participant,
Thank you for sharing your story with me about your experience as a first-generation
female doctoral student! I am grateful to you for your time and for opening up to discuss
your experience from your perspective! You are not alone in your endeavor, and your
time and input are greatly appreciated!
Next steps include taking 5-6 photographs using your cell phone.
Step 1: Take a photograph using the following themes (Socialization, Psychological,
Faculty Mentoring, Understanding the Academic Process, Financial Support, & Open
Category aka your choice) as your guide (see the attached power point for reference
and more guidance on what each theme means)
Step 2: Give your photograph a title
Step 3: Refer to the attached word document to write a brief synopsis of what your
photograph means (see attached & return to me along with the power point). Use the
attached power point presentation to insert/upload your photographs and to provide you
with the significance of each theme in relation to first-generation doctoral
students. Narration begins on slide 3 and continues until slide 9.
Photography directions begin on slide 10. Please insert your photographs on slides
12, 14, 16, 18, 20, & 21 and email the slides as well as the Microsoft word
attachment to me. You will be taking photographs based on themes to depict your
experience as a first-generational female doctoral student, please use the attached
power point as a guide for the themes.
Please return your photographs* to me within 7-10 days or by Sunday, November 21st.
*Please note: when taking your photographs, if you take a photograph of
another person, please gain consent (see attached form). Please also remember to
sign the photography release form and return to me via DocuSign.
For photography tips, click here. I also encourage you to have fun either staging your
photographs (setting up your scene with objects of meaning such as your diploma, an
item that inspires you etc.) or simply capturing a landscape of nature or of an
interpretive scene of your choice. Snapseed is also a great free photo editing tool, which
can be downloaded directly onto your phone.
Tips for photography ethics click here.
Please contact me if you have any questions! I can be reached by email or at
813.452.8929.
Sincerely, Nancy
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Appendix H: PowerPoint explaining the directions and categories for the photos

Thank you for your participation in the Interview phase! The next phase of
this project includes taking photographs using your cell phone:

Take photographs of the 5 6 photography themes
Give your photograph a title

Write a short narrative to describe what your photograph means
based on the prompt provided.
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Appendix H continued

Roska et al. (2018) identified the early years within a doctoral program as a key period of

may mean finding a cohort or group to interact with. It may be

the first generation doctoral students socialization experience. Factors identified by

having comradery among your classmates, cohort, a group, among friends, or with

Marshall et al. (2017) inhibiting doctoral degree completion could be a bad experience

family. It could be feeling connected to classmates or faculty.

during the program or loneliness. In Posselt s (2018) study, participants included were

possessing knowledge to navigate your degree program successfully.

Or, it could simply be

doctoral students who have been historically marginalized and excluded from STEM
Create/take a photograph to illustrate how

programs to include LGBT , first generation students, and veterans, she posits support

has

networks to be helpful for discussing academic life frustrations, answering questions about

influenced your experience as a first generation doctoral student. Save your

research and writing, and having people with whom to spend time socially and culturally

photograph to your computer then copy and paste your photograph into this power
point on the next slide. Be sure to create a title of your photograph and write what

(p. 75). In addition, for McNair doctoral students, conferences, networking, and social ties

your photograph means to you.

proved to be important social integration tools to feel connected and a sense of belonging

during their doctoral program(Gittens, 2014).

Faculty mentors play an important role in promoting intellectual
growth and confidence among first generation doctoral students.
Faculty mentors help guide and encourage students throughout
their program, which for first generation doctoral students the
doctoral process can feel overwhelming.

Stress, social isolation, and the pressure of managing your

responsibilities throughout your doctoral program can weigh
heavy for some students.
Create a photograph to illustrate how psychological

Create a photograph to illustrate how faculty,
advisors, and mentors have influenced your experience as a first
generation doctoral student.

factors have influenced your experience as a first generation
doctoral student.

The academic process can feel overwhelming for first generation
doctoral students. It may be difficult to navigate the expectations
of coursework as well as the benefits of developing a rapport with
professors early on to later ask for letters of recommendation and
to be on your committee.
Create a photograph to illustrate how you feel the
academic process has influenced your experience as a first
generation doctoral student.
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Appendix H continued

Financial support is key to successfully completing a doctoral program. Often times, it can
be challenging and confusing to know which scholarships, fellowships, assistantships,

and/or grants to apply for.
Create a photograph to illustrate how financial support has influenced your experiences
as a doctoral student.
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Appendix I: Photography Release & Consent Form

Photography Release Form
Title: First-Generation Female Doctoral Students’ Perceptions of the Doctoral Experience
Study # 003080
I, the undersigned, hereby grant to University of South Florida (USF), to those acting on its
behalf with USF’s permission and authority, and to USF's licensees, successors and assigns, the
absolute, irrevocable, royalty-free, perpetual right and permission to use any and all photographs,
videotape, likeness, biographical information, home town, voice, or other recordings of me
(“Materials”) in connection with my participation in Study # 003080 for the research project on
First-Generation Female Doctoral Students’ Perceptions of the Doctoral Experience at the
University of South Florida.
I understand that all such Materials, including photographic prints, digital files, or video, are
USF’s exclusive property and to the fullest extent permitted by law, I grant to USF the
unrestricted right to use – including, without limitation, copyright, publish, re-publish, broadcast,
transfer, alter, distribute, display, perform, reproduce, and incorporate into other works – the
Materials in any medium now known or in the future invented, including without limitation,
print, digital, radio and/or television and Internet, for any purpose, including without limitation,
trade, solicitation, promotional, advertising, and marketing, without compensation or further
permission from me.
I am fully aware that my likeness may appear in materials available to students, parents, faculty,
or staff of USF, and individuals outside of the USF community. I further understand that USF is
under no obligation to use the Materials and has made no representations to me in this regard. I
hereby waive the right to inspect or approve the finished images, videotape, digital recording,
soundtrack, advertising copy, printed matter or other content including advertising copy or
printed matter, incorporating any Materials or otherwise in which they may be used or to any
eventual use. I further hereby waive any and all rights to any compensation associated with
USF’s use of the Materials.
I hereby release any and all claims, demands, damages, and causes of action of any nature that I
have or may hereafter have against USF, its affiliates, officers, directors, employees, and agents
arising out of or in connection with my participation or attendance at the Event or USF’s use of
the Materials, including, but not limited to, any claims for defamation, invasion of privacy,
invasion of right of publicity, misappropriation of likeness, infliction of emotional distress,
negligence, any right, title or interest in the Materials, or any other physical or monetary injury.
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Appendix I: continued
Without limiting the foregoing, I understand that any distribution of the images will be fully
compliant with USF policies, statements, and values. I release USF and those acting under their
authority from any liability related to the alteration, intentional or otherwise, that may occur in
connection with the processing, editing, transmission, display, or publication of the images, and
understand images may be cropped or altered for purposes of illustration display or publication
of the images and understand images may also be cropped or altered for purposes of illustration.
Researcher Contact Information: Feel free to contact Nancy Carr (nancycarr@usf.edu), if you
have any questions!

PRINT NAME (PHOTO SUBJECT)

DATE

PRINT NAME PARENT/GUARDIAN

AGE (IF MINOR) USF CLASS LEVEL (IF APPLICABLE)

SIGNATURE

TELEPHONE

EMAIL

Photographer

TELEPHONE

EMAIL
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Appendix J: Photograph Summaries & Meaning
Directions: Write a summary of what your photograph means below. Please write
about what your photograph means.

1. Socialization: Use these prompts as a guide:

(1) What was the context in which the photo took place?

(2) Why did you take the picture?

(3) How does the photo relate to your educational experience? In other words,
what does the photo mean?

2. Psychological: Use these prompts as a guide:

(1) What was the context in which the photo took place?

(2) Why did you take the picture?

(3) How does the photo relate to your educational experience? In other words,
what does the photo mean?

3. Faculty mentoring: Use these prompts as a guide:

(1) What was the context in which the photo took place?

(2) Why did you take the picture?
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Appendix J continued
(3) How does the photo relate to your educational experience? In other words,
what does the photo mean?

4. Understanding the Academic Process: Use these prompts as a guide:

(1) What was the context in which the photo took place?

(2) Why did you take the picture?

(3) How does the photo relate to your educational experience? In other words,
what does the photo mean?
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Appendix K: Photo Reminder Email
Dear Participant,
I am just circling back with you to send a reminder about completing the photographs.
We will be meeting as a group this Saturday, December 11th from 1-3 p.m.
Please set aside some time this week to complete your photographs...thank you again
for your time and participation. I hope you are doing well!
Sincerely,
Nancy Carr
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Appendix L: Group Meeting Reminder Email
Dear Participants,
This is a friendly reminder we are all set to meet this Saturday, December 11th from 1-3
p.m. for the virtual photography portion of this dissertation project via Microsoft Teams.
I am excited to hear from each of you and see your photographs! Reminders, you will
need to have emailed your photographs to me before this meeting and have a copy of
what your photographs mean in front of you.
Thank you everyone for your time, for your participation, and support of my research
project (without you and your time - this would not be possible). I am sincerely grateful
to each of you for your participation, and I am excited to understand the experiences
you have gone through to navigate your doctoral degree. See you soon!
Sincerest regards,
Nancy
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Appendix M: Directions for Group Meeting
Research Study: First-generation Female Doctoral Student Perceptions of the Doctoral
Experience
Researcher: Nancy Carr
Participant:
1. Put your photographs in rank order (using the photograph title), 1 being
most important to your doctoral experience and 5 and/or 6 (depending if
you completed 6-5 photographs) being least important.
1. Include Photograph Title here:
2. Include Photograph Title here:
3. Include Photograph Title here:
4. Include Photograph Title here:
5. Include Photograph Title here:
6. Include Photograph Title here:
Please take (your time) 10 minutes to write down why you chose this order and
read this to the group when you are finished:
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Appendix M continued
2. Now that you have put your photographs in rank order. Are there any
important themes you have recognized from your rank order that is not
listed?

3. Finally, if you had an opportunity to speak to stakeholders at the University
of South Florida, what would you hope to convey to them to help improve
your experience as a first-generation female doctoral student?

Thank you for your participation, please remember to
email this form to nancycarr@usf.edu!
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